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Welcome to the US. Department of Energy’s (DOE‘S) energy auditing tool, called 
“NEAT” NEAT, an acronym for National Energy AudiT, is a program for personal 
computers that was designed for use by local agencies in the Weatherization Assistance 
Program. It is an approved alternative audit that meets all auditing requirements set 
forth by the program as well as those anticipated from new regulations pertaining to 
waiver of the 40 percent materials requirement. 

NEAT is easy to use. It applies engineering and economic calculations to evaluate 
energy conservation measures for single-family, detached houses or small multifamily 
buildings. You can use it to rank measures for each individual house, or to establish a 
priority list of conservation measures for nearly identical housing types. 

NEAT was written for the Weatherization Assistance Program by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. Many building energy consumption algorithms are taken from Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory’s Computerized Instrumented Residential Audit (CIRA), published 
in 1982 for the Department of Energy. Equipment retrofit conservation measures are 
based on published reports on various heating retrofits. Heating and cooling system 
replacement conservation measures are based on the energy ratings of new heating and 
cooling equipment. 

The Weatherization Program anticipates that this computer-based energy audit will 
offer substantial performance improvements to many states who choose to incorporate 
it into their programs. 

When conservation measures are evaluated locally according to climate, fuel cost, 
measure cost, and existing house conditions, the Program will be closer to its god of 
assuring the maximum return for every federal dollar spent. 
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Chapter I 
NEAT, an acronym for National Energy AudiT, is a program for personal computers 

that was designed for use by local agencies in the Weatherization Assistance Program. 
It  can assist these agencies select energy conservation measures for primarily single- 
family site-built homes that meet government criteria for cost-effectiveness. 

This manual has been written to describe the operation of NEAT Version 6.1. This 
version of NEAT is being distributed with the Manufactured Home Energy Audit 
(MHEA) in a package of programs referred to as the “Weatherization Assistant.” 
MHEA performs a similar task to that of NEAT except for manufactured housing. 

Installation of the Weatherization Assistant, described in Chapter 2 of this manual, 
Installing and Starting NEAT, will provide you with both of these programs, NEAT and 
MHEA, having graphical user interfaces (GUI). The remainder of this manua! 
describes the operation of NEAT only. A separate companion manual, also include;: 
in the Weatherization Assistant package, describes the MHEA program. 

The GUI interface helps speed up data entry by use of a mouse. This distributi n 
of the Weatherization Assistant also includes NEAT with a traditional text interfz e, 
used in prior versions of the program. Throughout this manual, these two versior! of 
NEAT will be referred to as the “GUI version” and the “text version.” 
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(Programs Provided) 

I 
[-)[-] Traditional 

$ 

Text Version Version Version 

This Manual Separate Manual 
d 

I .  I Hardware Requirements 
NEAT is written in the programming language “C.” NEAT requires no additional 

computer software other than a DOS, Windows, or OS/2 operating system, one of 
which normally comes with the purchase of a computer. 
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NEAT runs on any IBM-compatible computer having 470 kilo-bytes (kB) of free 
random-access memory (RAM). Installation of both NEAT and MHEA requires 
approximately 9 Mega-bytes (MB) of available hard disk space. All files necessary to 
run both NEAT and MHEA are stored on a single high density diskette, with a 
second disk provided to hold additional weather files for different cities throughout 
the United States. (These files can be accessed from the Setup Menu to select the 
city nearest the audited residence.) 

A math co-processor is not essential? but will significantly speed up NEAT. NEAT 
uses printer commands already existing on your computer to print results. No re- 
configuring of you printer is necessary. Output files produced by the program are in a 
format readable by any word processor or text editor and can be viewed in DOS. 

1.2 NEAT-Assisted Energy Audit 
NEAT is a method for selecting energy conservation measures for houses. A complete 

weatherization program includes many steps in addition to selecting these measures. 
These steps, and some of their relationships to NEAT? may include: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

- 
Selecting eligible houses and determining the expenditure limit for each. 
Visiting each house to collect information. Inspecting and measuring various 
components. Interviewing clients. Noting health and safety problems. Making 
sketches. And, possibly, performing general repairs to the house. (NEAT has 
certain data requirements, but local agencies? programs may collect additional 
information.) 
Conducting air leakage repairs. NEAT can use blower door measurements, 
but these measurements are not required. NEAT will calculate the 
weatherization energy savings and Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR) for 
infiltration reduction work that has been performed, if data from blower door 
tests and cost of the work are provided. 
Installing cost-effective low-cost and no-cost conservation measures (such 
as replacing furnace filters, servicing evaporative coolers, or installing energy- 
saving showerheads). These measures, which must be approved by the DOE, 
often can be installed as quickly as they can be analyzed and are not evaluated 
within NEAT. 
Inspecting and diagnosing heating and cooling equipment. Combustion tests 
measure the steady-state efficiency of heating systems. If such tests are 
available? NEAT will use them to more accurately estimate savings from 
equipment replacement or tune-up. If testing is not available, NEATS default 
values will estimate efficiency. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

Choosing measures based on the building description data. NEAT will 
generate a report of cost-effective energy conservation measures for both the 
building envelope and heating/cooling equipment. 
Obtaining energy consumption data from the customers’ utilities. NEAT can 
use these data to adjust savings estimates for various energy conservation 
measures. 
Installing measures following state-ofethe-art procedures. 
Performing an on-site quality assurance inspection of installed energy 
conservation measures. 

10. Educating customers about what they can do to minimize energy consumption. 

1.3 What NEAT Does 
NEAT uses engineering calculations to compute the savings of individual energy 

conservation measures. NEAT requires a description of each building and its energy- 
related information. You may take data input forms to the building site and record 
information by hand, or you may enter information directly into a portable compute: 

You enter data onto computer screens that store information about the characteristilrs 
of the house and its mechanical systems. Screens contain entry blanks or tables i x  
entering data regarding each general component type, such as walls or foundation spac 5s. 

The GUI version screens (normally referred to as forms) also contain buttons or bc ces 
which are selected using your computer’s mouse. 

NEAT uses this data to rank individual energy conservation measures and ilso 
evaluates the interaction between conservation measures. For example, since insul; ion 
reduces the amount of energy used for heating, it also reduces the energy savings -om 
a furnace replacement. 

NEAT follows eight steps to select the most cost-effective energy conserv .ion 
measures for a particular single-family house: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

NEAT guides the auditor through the process of entering data from the h s e .  
NEAT computes heat loss, heat gain, and energy required to keep the ti >use 
at a specific thermostatic set point. . 
NEAT reviews possible conservation measures and checks their applicability 
to the house described by the auditor. 
NEAT calculates savings for each applicable conservation measure and 
computes the discounted savings-to-investment-ratio (SIR). The SIR tells 
you how many times a conservation measure will repay the initial investment 
during its lifetime. 
NEAT ranks the energy conservation measures in order of their SIR. 
Beginning with the highest SIR, NEAT applies each conservation measure 
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to the house and then recomputes a new SIR for the remaining measures, taking 
into account savings gained by preceding measures. 

7. NEAT again ranks the conservation measures and prepares an essential materials 
list. 

8. NEAT adjusts measure savings based on actual consumption data from the utility 
company, if the user desires. 

NEAT calculates heat loss and gain on a monthly basis, using ten-year average weather 
data for the selected city. NEAT then evaluates all conservation measures by how much 
they reduce the flow of heat through the envelope and by how much they reduce the 
house’s “balance point” (the outdoor temperature above which no heating is needed or 
below which no cooling is needed). 

NEAT estimates heating and cooling efficiency based on information you enter. NEAT 
also accepts values determined from combustion efficiency measurements. 

The amount of solar energy absorbed by a house varies according to area and orientation 
of its walls, windows, and doors. To help NEAT consider this effect, you need to enter the 
nearest cardinal direction that exterior walls face, as well as in which wall windows and 
doors are located. . 

NEAT also accounts for the typical amount of heat generated inside a house by people 
and their refrigerator, water heater, other appliances and lights. 

Since conservation measures typically remain after occupants move, NEAT assumes a 
house is maintained at average conditions, regardless of specific occupants. This follows 
the intent of government and utility programs 

.~ - 7 1  that finance energy conservation savings to 
be realized for up to 20 years. - 

NEAT reports the cost-effectiveness of 
conservation measures-both individually Dewripxm Dewnph 

and cumulatively-to fit varying budgets and 
guidelines of different weatherization 
programs. 

If you follow NEAT, money spent on 
residential energy conservation will be an 
economical investment according to the 

Mi 

avinss 
M- 1 

Program rules. 

1.4 NEAT Flow Chart 
The user-options and program flow 

experienced when running NEAT are 
illustrated in the following flow chart. 
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Chapter 2 
NEAT is being distributed as part of a package of energy auditing tools collectively 

known as the “Weatherization Assistant.” The following instructions will install all 
of these tools onto your computer. They assume you have an IBM-compatible computer 
with at least 9 MB of available hard disk space. Installation only adds a new directory 
tree to your hard drive and does not effect any system files. 

Programs in the Weatherization Assistant will execute on a variety of platforms, 
including DOS (version 4.0 or higher), Windows 3.1 or 3.11, Windows 95, and OS/ 
2. The following instructions will cover all but OS/2. See the “install.txt” file on the 
distribution disk for guidance on installation with this platform. 

I Remember: 
Keyboard characters this manual wants you to type are printed in bold. 

Command keys you are to press, such as Enter, have brackets [ ] around 
Example: INSTALL. 

them. Example: [Enter]. 

2.1 Program Installation - DOS/ Windows 3. I or 3.11 
After turning on your computer, you will either get a DOS prompt (C: \ >) c . be 

presented with the Windows desktop showing icons representing various prog Ams 
on your computer. If you see the latter, click on the File menu item then the exit 
Windows selection. Click on the Okay button in the box which appears. Thi. vi11 
end your Windows session and give the DOS prompt. The DOS prompt is a corn;- Jter 
symbol that usually contains the name of the disk drive and the directory on :our 
computer being accessed. If you are not familiar with DOS, see Appendix A, Notes 
on DOS. 

Put the Weatherization Assistant program disk in the computer’s A drive (or B 
drive) and type A: (or B:), then press Enter] (designated as [Return] on some 
computers). Type INSTALL <PATH>, where <PATH> tells the computer where 
you want the programs to be copied on your computer. For example, if you want the 
programs of the Weatherization Assistant to be copied to the C:\WA directory, type 
INSTALL C:\WA. The programs have now been copied to your hard drive. You 
need to type C: and press Enter] here to access the hard drive. If you copied the 
programs to a drive other than the C drive, substitute the letter of this drive for C. 
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You are now ready to run NEAT. Eject the program disk from you A (or B) drive and 
store it. 

2,2 Installing a Windows Icon 
After completing the installation procedure of the previous section, the 

Weatherization Assistant can be started from the DOS prompt. However, you may 
wish to install an icon onto your Windows desktop to allow starting the program 
from within Windows. This step is not required to use the programs from DOS. 

To add a Weatherization Assistant program icon to your desktop, follow the steps 
outlined below. Further detail can be obtained from your Windows manual under 
“Creating a Program Item,” or similar section. 

From Windows, select the program group into which you want to install the 
Weatherization Assistant icon. For example, double click on the Applications program 
group. Choose the Filemew item from the Windows Program Manager main menu. 
Click on OK after insuring Program Item has been selected. Type Weatherization 
Assistant as the Description, WA as the Command Line, and <PATH> as the 
Working Directory. <PATH> is the location on your hard drive to which you copied 
the program. In the example of Section 2.1, this was C:\WA. Click on the Change 
Icon button. A message similar to “No icons available’’ will be displayed. Ignore it 
and click on OK. 

The Change Icon window will appear. Type <PATH>\WA.ICO for the File Name 
at the top of the window, where <PATH> is the location of the Weatherization 
Assiscant on your computer. For the example being used, the File Name entry would 
be C:\WA\WA.ICO. This will add the Weatherization Assistant icon to the program 
group you chose. Clicking on the icon will start the program. 

2,3 Program Installation - Windows 95 
The procedure used to install the Weatherization Assistant onto a computer using 

Windows 95 follows the standard process for that platform. A summary is given 
below. More details can be found in your Windows 95 manual. 

Turning on your computer places you in the Windows 95 desktop. From here, 
double click on the following icons: My Computer, Control Panel, then Addmemove 
Programs. Click on the Install button. Place the Weatherization Assistant program 
disk into drive A of your computer. (Your drive A must be a high density drive, else 
installation will not work according to these steps. See your Windows manual for 
additional assistance.) Click on Next. Windows should fiid the “A: \ 1NSTALL.BAT’ 
file and place this text in the input window. Press the [End] key on your keyboard, 
then a space, then the path indicating where you want Windows to copy the program. 
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For example, if you wish to copy the Weatherization Assistant into the C:\WA 
directory on your computer, add this path such that the input window reads 
A:\INSTALL.BAT C:\WA. Press [Enter] or click on the Finish button to begin 
installation. 

A DOS window will open and the files being copied to your hard drive will be 
listed. When the copying stops and the window title displays “Finished”, click on the 
[XI button in the upper right comer of the DOS box to close the window. Close the 
Control Panel in a similar manner. Installation is complete. 

2.4 Creating Backup Disks 
It  is often a good idea to create backup copies of your distribution disks. If you ever 

need to install NEAT again, either on the same or different computer, and the 
original distribution disks fail (as disks will), you have a backup from which to work. 
Put the distribution disk in the A drive. Type DISKCOPY A: A:, then press Enter]. 
When instructed to do so, remove the distribution disk (“source”) and insert a blank, 
formatted, high density backup disk (“target”). Then press [Enter] again. Depending 
on the memory your computer has, you may need to repeat this cycle several times, 
following the instructions provided on your computer’s display. If the distributiori 
disk fits only into your computer’s B drive, substitute B for A in the above procedur 2.  

2,5 Starting NEAT 
How you start the Weatherization Assistant depends on what platform you k- :ve 

installed the program on. In DOS, turn on your computer and wait for the 1 3s 
prompt (C: \ >). Use the DOS change directory command (CD) to tell your coml xer 
to change the directory to the location where you installed the program. For instz, ce, 
if you installed Weatherization Assistant into the “WA” directory, type CD\WA .nd 
press Enter]. The computer will display the DOS prompt (C:\WA>). Tping *.VA 
will start the program. From the introductory screen which appears, click on eiiner 
MHEA or NEAT to start the Manufactured Home Energy Audit or the GUI version 
of the National Energy Audit. NEAT also has an introductory screen. Click the 
mouse once at any location to continue, allowing access to the Main Menu. 

You may also start NEAT without passing through the Weatherization Assistant 
from the DOS prompt by typing NEAT for the GUI version or NEATTXT for the 
text version. To run MHEA without passing through the Weatherization Assistant 
introductory screen, type MHEA at the DOS prompt. 

If you installed the Weatherization Assistant onto a Windows 3.1 or 3.1 1 platform, 
there are several ways you can start NEAT. Open the Main program group under 
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Windows Program Manager. Double click on the MS-DOS Prompt icon to open a 
DOS window. Then, follow the steps given above for DOS, starting with the CD 
command. 

If you have installed the Weatherization Assistant icon onto your Windows desktop 
(see Section 2.2, Installing a Windows Icon), you can start NEAT by opening (double 
clicking) the program group on your desktop where you installed the icon (the 
Applications program group in the example of Section 2.2). Double click on the 
Weatherization Assistant icon (a computer and display with the outline of a house 
on it). 

Then select either the NEAT or MHEA buttons to start these programs. Progress 
past NEATS introductory screen by clicking the mouse at any location. 

To start NEAT from Windows 95, double click on the My Computer icon, then on 
the icon for the drive where you installed the Weatherization Assistant (C: in the 
example used). Locate the folder (directory) into which the program was installed 
(WA in the example). Double click on this folder'to open it. Double clicking on the 
MS-DOS prompt titled WA will start the weatherization Assistant. Select either the 
NEAT or MHEA buttons to start these programs. From NEATs introductory screen, 
click the mouse once to continue. 

2.6 lnstalling the Weather Files 
Although the Weatherization Assistant programs have now been installed onto 

your computer, they will only run for one weather city. You must now select which 
cities you wish to have quick access to as you run the programs. The procedure of 
installing additional weather cities can be performed from either NEAT or MHEA, 
but must be performed before either program can use additional weather, since both 
use the same weather data. The procedures are similar in both programs, but only the 
procedure for NEAT will be described here. (See the MHEA User's Manual for the 
analogous procedure in MHEA.) Weather cities can be installed any time you wish 
to add more weather cities to your hard drive. 

Start NEAT using the appropriate process described in Section 2.5, Starting NEAT. 
Select (click on) the Install item under the main menu (see Chapter 4, Naviguting 
the GUI Version for details on selecting items, buttons, etc.). Under the Setup menu, 
select Weather Data Files, then Install. Insert the Weather Data disk in the appropriate 
drive of your computer. You will be presented with a screen asking which drive the 
contains the weather data disk: A: or B:. Select the appropriate response. A warning 
screen appears confirming your response and asking you to make sure the weather 
disk has been put in the indicated drive. Click on Continue to proceed or Escape to 
abort the procedure. 
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You will be presented with a scrollable pick list containing the names of all the 
cities for which NEAT has weather data. They are listed in alphabetical order of 
their state’s abbreviation. See Section 4.5, Using Vertical Smoll Bars for details on 
viewing the entire list. Click on as many of the cities as you wish to have installed 
on your hard drive. A selection is indicated by the presence of a - in the column to 
the left of the names. A city selected may be un-selected by clicking on it a second 
time. Once you have chosen all the cities desired, click on the Okay button to 
install the files or Cancel to abort the selection. Up to a minute may be required to 
“unpack” the weather files and copy those you selected to the hard drive. A window 
appears indicating the process is continuing. When it disappears, the process is 
complete. Click the mouse twice to close submenus, then click on the Quit main 
menu item to exit NEAT. 

NOTES: 
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Chapter 3 
The GUI Version of NEAT makes use of a graphical user interface. Using this 

software is much like using any other windowing graphical interface. Many of the 
data input forms have been optimized for mouse usage, so it’s best if you have a 
mouse, track ball, or some other type of cursor control device. If you do not have a 
mouse, you can still make use of the form navigation keystrokes to make your way 
around the forms and check boxes or you may use the text version of NEAT. 

3.1 Entering Data in Fields 
The GUI Version of NEAT uses screen forms to input data to NEAT- The forms 

contain either fields (boxes with a blinking cursor), or check box groups that allow 
you to make selections. There are several different ways you can select fields when 
you are in a form. Experiment and see what method is most comfortable for you. 

1. You can point and click the left mouse button on the field you want to edi; 

2. You can use the [Enter], [Up Arrow], and [Down Arrow] keys to cycte 

3. The [Tab] and [ShiftcTab] keys work the same as the up and down arrov 5 .  

4. You can type the [Alt] ‘hot key’ shown on the label. The “hot key” is :he 
key corresponding to the letter or number underlined in the label tc h e  
field. See Section 3.4, Hot Keys. 

or the check box you want to select. 

through the field entries and check boxes. 

Once you are in a field, there are a number of editing features you can use. :ere 
are the editing features for field entries: 

The [Left Arrow] and [Right Arrow] keys move the cursor one character 
within a field. 
The [Home] key moves the cursor to the beginning of the field and the 
[End] key to the end of the field. 
The [Backspace] key deletes the character before the cursor while the 
[Delete] key removes the character after or over the cursor. 
The [Enter] key accepts an entry and moves to the next field. 
The [PgUp] and [PgDn] keys move you to the next or previous record 
(screen). For example, if you have five walls defined and you are editing the 
third wall, the [PgDn] key will take you to the screen for the second wall. 
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The cursor is in the OVERWRITE mode by default and appears as & 
underline where you are editing. You can switch to the INSERT mode by 
pressing the [Ins] key. This changes the cursor to a vertical bar just to the 
left of the character where you will insert. The OVERWTE or INSERT 
mode is consistent through all forms. 
If there is an entry already in the field, the first keystroke will erase the old 
entry and start the new entry. If you want to edit the existing entry, use the 
[Left Arrow], [Right Arrow], [Home], or [End] key first before you type 
the first character. The exception to this rule is when NEAT detects an 
error in your input and places the cursor back in the field. In that case, 
your keystrokes edit the existing entry rather than replace the existing 
entry. 
If one exists, the default value for the field you are in will be displaydd at 
the bottom right of the screen following the word “Default.” A default 
value will be automatically transferred into the field if you exit the field 
while empty. The backspace key may be used to erase an existing entry in a 
field. 
Pressing the [Fl] key while in a field or the right mouse button while 
pointing to a field (or any other object) brings up context sensitive help 
material about that data entrv. See Section 4.9. Getting Helo. 

I ” L 

3=2 Ghosted Fields 
Some of the fields you will see in the forms are the same color as the form 

background. These “ghosted” fields are either (1) not applicable due to other selections 
you have made on the form, (2) contain values computed from other fields, or (3) 
have been chosen elsewhere and only displayed for your information. In the Defaults 
item under Setup, only those fields which allow default values to be set are not 
ghosted. Ghosted fields in NEAT can not be edited and do not invert their color 
when you point at them with the mouse. 

3=3 Hot Keys 
“Hot Keys” are keys you can use to select items in a menu or in a form using the 

keyboard. The key you need to press is underlined on the menu or the object in the 
form. Hot keys in NEAT are activated by holding down the [Alt] key while pressing 
the key indicated by the underlined character. Since many items needing input to 
NEAT are text entry fields, there may be times when it will be faster to move from 
one text entry field to another using the hot key rather than removing your hands 
from the keyboard to use the mouse. 
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s 3.4 Using the Mouse in NEAT 
You should find that using the mouse in NEAT is quite simple and 

intuitive. Just point at an object and click the left mouse button to 
select a field, button, or menu item. If you are selecting a n  object from 
a scrolling list of objects you can either (I) double click the left mouse 
button while pointing at your selection or (2) single click on the - 

selection and then click on the Okay button. 

3.5 Using Vertical Scroll Bars 
The vertical scroll bar is used to control your view of a long file or 

list of items. There are three main areas in the scroll bar that you 
should be familiar with. First, are the top and bottom buttons on the 
extreme ends of the scroll bar. These look like arrows pointing to a 
line and they let you get to the top or bottom of the file or list 
quickly. The next buttons (toward the center) are the line up and 
line down buttons. These let you scroll through one line at a time. 
Finally, the box in the center shows you the size and position of the 
displayed list relative to the whole list. It moves when you use the 
other buttons, but you can also use it directly. Just point to it with 
the mouse, hold down the left button and position the box by dragging 
the mouse. When you release the mouse button, the display is updated 
to reflect the new position. 

3.6 Menus and Forms 
The operation of the menus and forms is intended to be as intuitive as possib If 

you are entering data into a field you can make use of the field entry feL .res 
described in this chapter. To get more help on individual forms or menu items ust 
point to the item and press the right mouse button to get context sensitive help 'see 
Section 3.9, Getting Help). When you are finished entering data into a form there are 
two ways to leave the form. First, you can click on the Okay button to save your 
data and exit the form, or you can click on the Cancel button to ignore the data you 
have entered or the erasures you have made and leave the form. 

3.7 List Control 
A number of forms in NEAT access a list of building components (e.g. walls, 

windows, etc.). In these forms, there is a set of list control buttons and a scroll bar to 
control which record in the list you are editing. Here is a description of the list 
controls. 
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Scroll Bar - Use the scroll bar to quickly change your position in the list. You can 
step through the list one record at a time using the left and right arrows (right is 
forward, left is backward) at the ends of the bar. The PgUp] and [PgDn] keys work 
the same as these left and right arrow buttons for those of you without a mouse. You 
can go to the top or bottom of the list with the extreme left or extreme right buttons 
(arrows pointing to vertical lines). These buttons will take you to the first record 
and the last defined record of the list. For example, if you have entered data for only 
five walls of the maximum allowable eight, these buttons will position you within 
the form for the first and fifth wall. 

The center of the scroll bar shows you the relative position in the list.# You can 
move the center of the scroll bar with the mouse to change records as well. Point to 
it with the mouse, hold down the left button and position the box by dragging the 
mouse. A field at the bottom left of the scroll bar always shows you your absolute 
position in the list relative to the maximum allowable records possible for the specific 
component type. The field contains two numbers in the form XX/NN, where XX is 
the current record number and NN is the maximum allowable records. 

Delete Button - Use this button to clear all the entries and un-check all the boxes 
for a record. 

Goto Button This button will generate a list of records you have defined. Select 
the record you want to go to and press the Okay button. You can also just double 
click on the entry you want. 

3.8 Copy and Paste 
The Copy and Paste buttons provide a convenient way to repeat common data 

entries. When you press the Copy button, a complete copy of all fields and check 
box selections in the current form is written to a buffer file on your computer. You 
can then position the current form to any record of the same component type and 
press the Paste button to fill in all of the fields and check box selections for that 
form. 

WARNING, The Paste operation OVERWRITES any data that may currently 
exist on the form. If you have checked the Overwrite Warnings box in the Setup/ 
Preferences form, NEAT will give you a warning before copying the data. To 
remove the warning message, check No €or Overwrite Warnings in the Preferences 
form. 

There is a buffer file for each component type, i.e. one for walls, another for 
windows, etc. Also, the files are not erased when you exit NEAT. This means that 
you can copy elements from one building to another. Just use the Copy button to 
copy the elements you want from the first building, Then close that building file, 
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open the second building file and use the Paste buttons. 
In the heating system form, pressing the Copy button copies all of the data on the 

main form AND the heating system details subcform. Conversely, the Paste button 
fills in ALL of the fields on the main heating system form AND the sub form. 

3.9 Getting Help 
You can get help by pressing the right mouse button or the [Fl] key anywhere in 

NEAT. Normally, if you press El] or the right mouse button when you are pointing 
at an object (menu items, data entry fields, and buttons included), you will see help 
material specific to that object. You can also look through the help material by topic 
using the index or the table of contents. When you see the list of topics, just double 
click on the entry to move to that topic. 

The title of the help material is always shown at the top of the help box that pops 
up on the screen. Every help screen contains a Contents button on the bottom left 
comer. Pressing this button will show you the complete table of contents for all of 
the available help material. The buttons on the bottom right of the help form le7 
you move to the next or previous help topic in a category of help topics. The rigl-.E 
topic button (Next) moves to the next topic and the left topic button (Prev) mol ts 
to the previous topic. If you reach the end (or beginning) of the category, one of >e 
buttons becomes ghosted making it unavailable. Topics are grouped by the level of 
indentation you see when you view the table of contents. On the right hand sic. of 
the help form near the bottom are buttons (UP and DN) for paging through mg 
help material entries. If the buttons are ghosted it means there is only one pz t of 
help. 

Hypertext items are the highlighted help text you see in a different color. 1 vou 
move the mouse cursor to the highlighted word(s) and press the left mouse ke. \you 
will see more information on that topic or word. If you selected one of the hyperte -'ed 
items while in the help form, the Backup button becomes available (un-gho: -td). 
Pressing the'Backup button moves you back to the previous help material. You can 
explore many levels of hypertext and still get back to your original starting place by 
repeatedly pressing the Backup button. If the Backup button appears ghosted it 
means you are back to where you entered the help utility. 

You can leave the help form and retum to NEAT at any time by pressing the Okay 
button at the bottom of the form. 
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Chapter 4 

Keyboard characters this manual wants you to type are printed in bok. 

Command keys you are to press, such as Enter, have brackets [ 3 
Example: INSTALL. 

around them. Example: [Enter]. 
L 

4.1 Data Input Screens 
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already been satisfied and the user can pass at will from screen to screen. When each 
screen is first displayed, there is a dialog box which gives you three options: 

Press [P~UP] to. view the previous screen. 
Press Enter] to enter the current screen to begin adding or editing information. 
Press [PgDn] to leave entries on the current screen unchanged and proceed to 

After you press Enter] to enter the current screen, the cursor will rest on the first 
field of that screen. To enter data, simply type the appropriate information in each field 
and press Enter]. Some entries require you to choose a number or letter from menu 
selections (see Section 4.3, Dialog Boxes and Menu Boxes). Press the number or letter 
that matches your choice, and NEAT will enter your selection. 

On tabular screens for such single character responses, NEAT will automatically 
jump to the next column of data only if the row has not been entirely filled in, i.e. 
you are inputing a new row of data. However, if the current line has already been 
totally filled in, such that you are editing existing data, NEAT will remain in that 
field waiting for you to direct its movement. This allows for faster changes down 
columns when modifying previously entered data or if a single row is entered, then 
copied multiple times, and modified by columns. 

The bottom row of each building description input screen contains a green 
instruction bar. They indicate the applicable control keys for that screen. Note, 
however, not all will be available at all times for a particular screen. Some are only 
applicable when inputing multiple character entries (such as [Left Arrow] and [Right 
Arrow]), while others (such as the CpgUp],[ PgDn], and E101 keys) will only 
operate when complete data rows exist. 

the next screen. 

Here are NEATs common keystrokes: 
The Fnter] (or [Return]) key performs several different functions in NEATs 
building description. It saves the number or text you have entered in the 
current field, and then moves the cursor right, to the next field. Pressing 
Enter] will also place NEATs default value (located in the top right comer 
of the screen) in the field if no entry has been made previously. Also, 
Enter] skips the cursor over a previous entry as you edit or review an 
existing NEAT building description. 
[Shift][Tab] moves the cursor left, to the previous field. [Enter] or [Tab] 
moves the cursor right, to the next field. 
The [Up Arrow] key allows you to move up the screen. The [Down Arrow] 
key allows you to move down the screen. However, these keys will not 
allow you to leave a partially filled row in a tabular screen. The row must 
either be completed or eliminated using the E21 key (see E21 below). 
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The [Left Arrow] and [Right Arrow] keys move the cursor a single space in 

The [Backspace] key will erase the character to the left of the cursor. 
The [Escape] (or [ESC]) key erases the entire field where the cursor rests. 
The [Insert] key does not function in NEAT. Characters are always replaced, 
never inserted. If you wish to change only one character of an answer, simply 
type the new character over the incorrect one. To edit a field, position the 
cursor where you want it and simply type the new entry over the old. 
The [Fl] key, pressed while accessing any data field in the building description 
input, will display text describing in more detail the data required by the 
field. The Esc] key must be pressed to exit the display and continue 
entering data. If El] is pressed any time the green PgUp/Enter/PgDn 
instruction box is displayed, a help screen describing the function of all 
control keys will be displayed. 
The [F2] key deletes an entire line (including partially filled in lines) on a 
tabular screen, if pressed anywhere on the line. 
On tabular screens, except the finished attic screen, the E31 key copies the 
line in which the cursor currently lies. The other rows of data are moveA 
downward and the copied line is placed below the line from which it A as 
copied. The option will not work if the maximum number of compone -its 
have already been described for that particular component type. For wind;-tws 
and doors, the respective codes are automatically adjusted to remair. in 
order while including the added (or deleted) component. For other scre -Ins, 
the user must personally modify component codes for rows added using che 
E31 key. Duplicate codes are not allowed and must be corrected E ;xe 
exiting the screen. (See Section 5.3 Component Codes.) 
The [PgUp] and PgDn] keys move you from the current screen (page) t &e 
preceding or succeeding screen. They may be used anywhere within a tar illar 
screen if no rows are left partially filled in, or within a form screen when all 
but optional data has been supplied. 
The ‘@?IO] key takes you from wherever you are in the building description 
entry process to the Report Menu, saving the building description as it 
currently exists. NEAT executes the analysis of the existing description. 
The [FlO] key is operable only when the minimum building description 
data has been entered (General House Data and one wall) and when no 
uncompleted rows exist on tabular input screens. From the Report Menu, 
you can then simply choose Exit Program to leave NEAT- Note, the 

any field which requires multiple characters. 
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building description may be very incomplete and produce no usable results, 
but it can be recalled and added to whenever you desire. 

If irreparable problems arise: 8 

[Ctrl] C will exit NEAT and bring you back to DOS. 
[Ctrl] [Alt] [Del] will exit NEAT and re-boot the computer. 
If all else fails, turn the computer off, then back on again. 

Each of the above tactics will result in the loss of all the information you have entered 

Here are guidelines to help you enter figures: 
or changed, unless initiated after arriving at the Report Menu. 

Fractions are not accepted. 
There is generally no need for decimal figures beyond the tenth place (for 
example, 12.1, not 12.1474). 
NEAT is designed to compute numbers that have an accuracy of two or three 
significant figures. This means that you might round 1230 to 1200, but you 
shouldn’t round 1230 to 1000. 14321 may be rounded to 14300, but not to 
10000. 843.88 can be rounded to 843 or 840, but not to 800. (Significant 
figures are shown in bold.) 

4,3 Dialog Boxes and Menu Boxes 
Dialog boxes are questions or instructions displayed on the computer screen. They 

may ask a “yes” or “no” question or offer other options. Dialog boxes often show the 
default value for the field where the cursor is located. 

If you enter a number markedly different from normal values, a dialog box will appear 
and ask for confirmation. If the number should be accepted, press Enter]. In some 
cases, NEAT will not accept numbers outside an allowable range of values. For example, 
combustion furnaces cannot have efficiencies greater than 100 percent. If you try to 
enter 110 percent, a dialog box will inform you that NEAT is rejecting your entry. 

Menu boxes offer you various options. Simply type the number or letter of your menu 
selection. If.you have a color monitor, the color of the box indicates its general purpose: 
green - execution options; light blue - default values; reverse video 0 menu boxes; and 
red - warnings. 

NOTES: 
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Chapter 5 

5. I Building Descriptions 
The term “building description” will be used within this manual to designate all 

the data supplied to NEAT in describing a particular building. The building description 
is tailored to single-family, site-built, detached houses, although NEAT may also be 
used with small, multi-family buildings. 

A building is described to NEAT by entering building characteristics into the 
computer on separate screens (see Appendix D, NEAT Input Forms). In the text 
version of NEAT, these screens resemble the pages of a book, which may be “turned” 
using the [PgUp] and PgDn] keys on your computer. In the GUI version, they may 
be accessed in any order through the Input menu. Each screen permits entry of 
information about one of the following building components: 

General House Data; Exterior Walls; Windows; Doors; Unfinished Attics; Finished 
Attics; Foundation Spaces; Lighting; Air Conditioners; Heating Systems; Primary 
Furnaces-Boilers; Space Heaters/Other Systems; and Itemized Additional Costs a Id 
User-Defined Measures. 

Auditors enter data into entry blanks, called fields, on each screen. In additior: to 
entry blanks, the GUI version also accepts input through the use of dialogue .md 
check boxes, and buttons. See Chapters 3, Nawigating the GUI Version and 4, . ,am 
Entry in the Text Version, for more details. 

For NEAT to process an audit, you must enter all essential data on the Ge s a l  
House Data screen (see Section 7.1, General House Data), and define at leas n e  
wall on the Exterior Walls screen (see Section 7.2, Exterior Walls). 

5.2 Building Identifiers 
The building identifier, referred to as the “File Name” in the GUI version, is an 

important data item. It is supplied by the user prior to entering building description 
data. It uniquely identifies the building description to NEAT and the user. Future 
reference to a particular building description will be made using this identifier. 

Each time you enter a new building description or save an altered description, you 
will choose an eight-or-fewer-character building identifier. Enter the name of the 
occupant, the landlord, the address, your agency’s job number, or any abbreviated 
combination. Allowable characters include all letters and numerals (A-2, 0-9), and 
several special characters, including underscore (-), and the dollar sign ($). See your 

~ 
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DOS manual for additional characters. NEAT does not differentiate between upper 
and lower case letters for the building identifier. 

Common building descriptions could be saved using building identifiers such as 
“RANCH,” “2STORY,” “SPLIT,” etc. 

You must be careful to distinguish the building identifier of a previously entered 
building description you may ask NEAT to restore (open) and the identifier you 
supply to identify the building description following any changes you may wish to 
make. The two may be the same, but if so, the modified building description will 
replace the description of the house which was restored (see Sections 6.1 and 6.2, 
Muin Menu). Both GUI and text versions provide messages warning you of this 
potential loss of data. 

5.3 Component Codes 
Component codes are abbreviated names, which identify specific house components 

(for example, a north facing wall segment or a window on the east wall). There are two 
types of codes: 1. User-entered and 2. NEAT-generated. Both types contain up to four 
letters or numbers which are not case-sensitive. They will automatically be displayed 
and understood by the program as being all capital letters, regardless of how they were 
entered. 

The user-entered codes are specified by the auditor or NEAT user to help remind 
them of the particular building components they refer to. They must be unique. 
Whenever an input screen is exited (by clicking on the Okay button in the GUI version 
or using a [PgUp],[ PgDn], or [FlO] key in the text version) the user-defined Codes 
will be checked to insure uniqueness. If not, a warning box will be displayed asking you 
to correct the situation. For example, if the Copy/Paste or E31 functions had been 
used to copy an Unfinished Attic segment, you would need to change the Code on the 
duplicated segment so that it no longer was the same as the Code of the original segment 
from which it had been copied. 

Codes link the floor plan (drawn as an aid to auditing and data entry) to the entry of 
different data fields (walls, attics, foundation spaces, and air conditioners). User- 
entered wall codes separate walls into sections that face different directions, have 
different construction characteristics, and/or contain different insulation levels. 

Entries for Exterior Walls, Windows, and Doors are related by the wall code. Wall 
codes are used in the window and door input screens, for example, to allow NEAT to 
subtract window and door areas from the area of the wall that encloses them. 

From the accompanying floor plan sketch, it is apparent that the north wall has a 
segment exposed to the outside, and a segment buffered by an enclosed porch. These 
segments are distinguished by wall codes “Nl” and ‘‘N2,” respectively. Thus, the 28”X48” 
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Sketch of Morris residence floor plan, showing 
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window receives the N1 wall code and the 32"X77" door receives the N2 wall code. 
The codes are also used in the report to designate which component a particular measure 
is to be applied to. 
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The NEAT-generated codes (for windows, doors, and finished attics) are automatically 
created by NEAT, but serve a similar purpose as the user-entered codes. They identify 
specific components in the reports. The codes for the finished attic components are 
abbreviations of the particular finished attic component types: “ocj”-outer ceiling joist, 
“cbm”-collar beam, “knw”-kneewall, and “rrt”-roof rafter. See Section 5.6, Finished Attic 
Areas, for a description of these types. 

5.4 Measure Numbers 
Measure numbers group together building components which are to receive the 

same energy conservation measure, that is, for which a single SIR will be determined. 
For component types that require measure numbers, assign numbers beginning with 
1, followed by 2, etc. Don’t try to assign a measure number of 3 unless energy 
conservation measures 1 and 2 already exist for a particular component type. NEAT 
will not permit it. 

Measure Numbers for component types where specific records have been deleted 
or existing Measure Numbers changed will be automatically adjusted to prevent any 
disruption of consecutive values. In the GUI version, this is done when the building 
description is saved using the File/Save menu item. For the text version, adjustment 
of Measure Numbers is done whenever a screen is exited. 

Thus, for example, if only one wall with Measure Number 2 exists and it is either 
deleted (using the Erase button or E21 key) or changed to a value of 1, all Measure 
Numbers of walls greater than 2 will be lowered by one. 

Measure numbers on the Exterior Walls screen group walls to be considered together 
in receiving wall insulation. Those on the Unfinished Attic and Finished Attic screens 
group components for the attic insulation measures. Those on the Foundation Spaces 
screen group components for floor insulation. 

Consider building components of the same type, for example, attics. Those attic 
components having the same measure number will receive a savings-to-investment 
ratio (SIR) and separate ranking from other attic components having a different measure 
number. For example, there may be an attic section which has room for four inches of 
fiberglass insulation, and another section which has room for twelve inches of insulation. 
If you desire separate SIRS for each, assign measure number “1” to the first attic section, 
and measure number “2” to the second. 

The accompanying illustration further demonstrates application of measure numbers. 
A screen from the text version of NEAT is used to show more directly the relationship 
between the Measure Numbers and the description of the wall segments. The north 
wall has two sections (wall codes N1 and N2). They are both uninsulated. However, 
the heat loss through them will be significantly different because N 1 is exposed, while 
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Exterior Walls Screen (note the selection of measure numbers): 

Mal 1 
EXP Comments 

1st. Znd, & Dormer- 

Buffered 1st 
1st , Znd, & Dormer, 

Buffered 1st 

N2 is buffered by an enclosed patio. Thus, N1 is assigned “Meas. No. I”, and N2 is 
assigned “Meas. No. 2.” 

You are not required to assign different measure numbers to each component. f a 
single measure number is assigned to all components of the same type, a single SIR ill 
be assigned to insulating those components and the same insulation level wi be 
recommended for them. However, any member of the group for which the measL t is 
not applicable (such as a wall which is already insulated) will automatically be dro 3ed 
from the group. 

Typically, walls with different exposures (buffered versus exposed) or signific: tly 
different construction should be given separate measure numbers as should attics ..-ith 
differing current or possible insulation levels. 
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Chapter 6 
The Main menus in both the GUI and text versions of NEAT provide access to 

most tasks available in the program. Together with the File submenu in the GUI 
version, they also control the initiation, retrieval, copying, and saving of building 
descriptions. This chapter will provide summaries of NEATS basic tasks as well as 
discuss in detail the operations associated with managing building descriptions. 

6. I Main /File Menus - GUI Version 
After entering NEAT, you will see the “Welcome” screen for NEAT, identifying 

the program and its credits. Press any key to continue with the program. The menu 
bar at the top of your computer’s screen provides you with the following options: 
File, Input, Run, View, Quit, Setup, Help. (Refer to your “Windows” manual for 
basic techniques of working with menu bars, dialogue and check boxes, and buttons.) 

Selecting the File main menu item produces a drop-down menu with nine 
additional choices: New, Open, Save/Copy, Close, Delete Input Files, Delete Repc it 
Files, Energy Use Ratio Calculator, NEAT Text Version, and DOS Shell. 

Select New to name a new building description. You will be given the opportur xy 
to enter a brief House Description (36 characters or less) and a File Name (Buik mg 
Identifier). See Section 5.2, Building Identifiers for character restrictions on the -ile 
Name. All data entry forms will be blank for this new building. Following wr 
entry, click the mouse on Okay to record your entries or Cancel to cancel Jur 
entries and return to the main menu. 

Select Open to restore an existing NEAT building description. The lower PO’ on 
of the next screen will list the File Names and Descriptions of all the exi::ing 
building descriptions. Click the mouse on the line of the building you wish to 
restore. Its Name and Description will be copied to the first line of the screen, 
indicating your choice. Click the mouse on Okay to accept your choice or Cancel 
to cancel it and return to the main menu. 

Select Save/Copy to save any changes you have made in a building description 
previously opened using the New or Open menu items. The File Name data entry 
field of the next screen will contain the File Name (Building Identifier) you supplied 
when first creating or restoring the building description. Click the mouse on Okay 
to save your changes using this File Name. If you wish to save the changes under a 
different File Name, enter the new File Name in the field. If you wish to insure that 
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this new File Name has not been used before, click the mouse on the No box 
opposite “Overwrite OK.” 

Select Close to terminate data entry for the current building description. NEAT 
will give you a waming message if this step will cause you to loose some recent 
inputs. If you proceed, changes made since last using the Save/Copy menu item will 
be lost. 

Select Delete Input/Report Files to delete building descriptions you have entered 
previously or the reports created by running NEAT for these building descriptions. 
Click the mouse on the line of the building you wish to delete. A check will be 
placed in the column to the left of the File Name (Building Identifier) indicating 
that this building has been chosen for deletion. Click on Okay to proceed with the 
deletions of all check building files, or Cancel to cancel the operation. 

The Energy Use Ratio Calculator menu item will compute for you a measure of a 
home’s energy efficiency to assist you in deciding the level of effort which may be 
necessary to weatherize the home. See Chapter 9, NEAT Auxiliary Functions, for 
details. 

Choosing NEAT Text Version will allow you to enter data using the traditional 
text version of NEAT. Selecting DOS Shell places you at the DOS prompt, permitting 
you to enter DOS commands while still in NEAT. Typing exit then [Enter] from this 
DOS shell will return you to NEAT. 

Select Input to enter building description data for the new or existing building 
chosen using the New or Open items firom the File menu item. See Chapter 4, 
NEAT Data Input for additional information. After providing this input, you should 
save these changes using the File/Save menu item. 

After entering new building description data or revising the data from a previously 
described building, select Run to have NEAT perform the calculations necessary to 
provide recommendations for the home’s weatherization. If you have altered a 
building description and not yet saved the changes using the File/Save menu item, 
NEAT will prompt you to do this before continuing with your choice to Run the 
program. 

Select View to view a summary of the current building description (Building 
Description), examine the results of comparing NEAT energy consumption predictions 
with billing data (Utility Bills), look at the recommendations resulting from having 
selected Run for the current building description (Recommended Measure List), 
view the energy consumption and equipment sizing recommendations from NEAT 
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(Energy Consurnption/Sizing), or view your extended list of Actual Work Performed 
(see Section Chapter 9, NEAT Auxiliary Functions), 

Select Quit to exit NEAT and return to the operating system. 

Select Setup to set up NEAT to reflect your preferences and local conditions: 
See Chapter 10, Customizing a NEAT Audit, for more details. 

Select Help to locate text explaining data entry fields or features included in 
NEAT. Help on a specific data entry field may also be obtained by pressing the PI] 
key or the left mouse button when accessing that item of data. 

6.2 Main Menu - Text Version 
The main menu of the text version of NEAT displays the following initial options: 

1. ENTER NEW BUILDING DESCRIPTION 
2. RESTORE BUILDING DESCRIPTION FOR EDITING 

4. AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
5. EXITPROGRAM 

3. SETUP 

Press 1 to enter data for a new building. The next data entry screen asks only far 
a building identifier. It will be assigned to the building description about to .3e 
entered. Enter an  alpha-numeric name of 8 or less characters (see Section 2, 
Building Identifier). If the name has not been used previously, the next data er z r y  
screen, General House Data, will appear. If the identifier has been used previol- sly, 
you will receive a warning indicating that a building description with this ident.;ier 
already exists. You will be asked if you wish to continue, thus replacing the prev ’us 
building description with the one you are about to enter. Enter ‘Y’ if you no longer 
want the existing building description and want the description you are about to 
enter to take its place. Entering ‘N’ will allow you to re-enter a building identifier, 
presumably different from your first entry. Once you have either entered a unique 
building identifier or indicated the desire to replace a n  existing description, you will 
be presented with the General House Data screen. You are now ready to enter the 
building characteristics. Follow the instructions under Chapter 4, Datu Entry in the 
Text Version, as summarized in Section 5.1, Building Descriptions. 

Press 2 to edit an existing NEAT building description. This takes you to 
another screen which lets you restore any previous NEAT building description. On 
the line provided, type the eight-or-fewer-character building identifier of the building 
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description you wish to restore. Pressing [End], rather than entering a building 
identifier, will return you to the main menu without restoring a building description. 

You can choose from a listing of building identifiers already used by pressing 
FgDn], instead of entering a building identifier. Then press [Enter] to list the 
building identifiers in the default directory path displayed on the screen. eou may 
alter the path displayed to list building descriptions stored in other locations on your computer. 
You will be warned if the chosen path does not exist or if no building descriptions exist at the 
location.) (See Section 10.9 Altering Key Parameters for instructions on changing the 
default path.) You will then be presented the Restored Building Selection screen 
which ‘lists building identifiers for building descriptions you may restore. Use the 
[Up and Down] arrow keys, the [Tab] key, and the Enter] key to move among the 
building identifiers. When you find the identifier of the building to be restored, type 
an asterisk (*) on the line beside it. Press [End] to record your. selection. 

Following your selection of the building identifier of the building description to be 
restored, you will be presented with the screen asking for a building identifier to 
name the description you are about to create by making modifications -to the 
description just restored. This is the same screen displayed had you chosen option 1, 
Enter New Building Description from the main menu, with one exception. The building 
identifier of the description just restored is displayed in the upper right hand comer 
of the screen. This is a default value for your entry. If the entry field on this screen 
is blank and you press [Enter], this default name will be selected and you will be 
replacing the description restored with the one you are about to create. If you do not 
wish to replace the restored description, enter a new, unique building identifier at 
this time. See the discussion of selection I, Enter New Building Description above for 
additional instructions on this entry screen. 

Assume you want to edit an existing NEAT building description and save the 
changes under the same identifier, choose 2,  Restore Building Description for Editing, 
and enter its eight-or-fewer-character building identifier in the space provided. Then, 
enter the same identifier on the succeeding screen, or press Enter] to accept the 
default. Any changes you make on subsequent .screens will be saved with the same 
building identifier. 

If you want to use an existing NEAT building description as a pattern for a new 
description, enter the existing building identifier when asked during the restoring 
process. Then, enter a new building identifier on the next screen. For example, if you 
audited the Morris residence and the Anderson’s house is very similar, you could use 
the Morris audit as a pattern, to save you from reentering much of the same data. 
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First, choose selection 2, Restore Building Description for Editing. Type Morris and 
press [Enter]. Then, enter the building identifier Anderson in the field provided on 
the next screen. Make the necessary changes to distinguish the Anderson house from 
the Morris house. You now have a new building description called ANDERSON, 
while the original MORRIS building description remains unchanged. 

NEAT saves building descriptions and results after all changes are completed and 
NEAT is processing the data. For those familiar with the DOS convention for 
naming files, the building identifier is used as a filename for information automatically 
saved with each audit executed. The extension .BLD is added to the filename 
containing all of the NEAT input screens. The extension .REP is added to the 
filename containing the NEAT output reports. Thus, in the example above, four files 
would result: MORRIS.BLD, MORRIS-REP, ANDERSON-BLD, and 
ANDERSON.REP. 

Press 3 to set up NEAT to reflect you local conditions. You can select a city in 
your geographic region with similar weather. I t  may be appropriate to enter values for 
local material and labor costs. Refer to the instructions in Chapter 8, Customiring 2 

NEAT Audit. 

Press 4 to use NEATS auxiliary functions. You can enter both pre- and p4 st- 
retrofit billing data for heating and cooling fuels or have NEAT determine an enc :gy 
use index, which can guide your decision to perform work on the house. You :an 
also create a list of work actually performed in weatherizing a house as well ac h e  
actual costs incurred. See Chapter 9, NEAT Auxiliary Functions for details. 

Press 5 to exit NEAT and return to the DOS prompt. 

6.3 Audit Report 
The NEAT audit report lists energy conservation measures ranked by their SIR, 

and a list of primary materials needed to perform these measures. You can view these 
two lists by making the appropriate selection from the Report Menu, which appears 
after you enter the building description (see Chapter 8, NEAT Results). The Report 
Menu also provides an option for adjusting measure savings to reflect actual energy 
consumption. Estimates of equipment sizing can also be viewed from the.Report 
Menu (see Section 8.4, Equipment Siring). 

6.4 Storing NEAT Results 
NEAT automatically saves building descriptions and recommended energy 
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conservation measures in two separate “files.” Both bear the name of the building 
identifier you chose for the house. The NEAT version number and release data,. as 
well as the date and time you executed NEAT for the house, are printed at the top of 
each of these files. 

It is a good idea to keep recent NEAT building description files on the hard disk. 
Store your older NEAT files separately on a floppy disk or in another directory on 
the hard disk. Then, delete them from the primary NEAT data directory. Otherwise 
this directory becomes cluttered and clumsy to work with. (See Appendix A, Notes 
on DOS . ) 

6.5 Setup 
The Setup Menu offers additional menu selections which customize NEAT to 

reflect your specific local. climate, fuel cost, material and labor costs, and other 
parameters. Chapter 10, Customiring a NEAT Audit, describes how to access and 
change these parameters. 

NOTES: 
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Chapter 7 
The building description contains all of the information needed to describe a 

particular building to NEAT Entry of this data is divided into component types, 
such as walls, windows, attics, etc. Similarly, this chapter is divided into subsections, 
one for each component type, each describing the data required to characterize a 
member of that component type. Whether you are using the GUI or text version of 
NEAT, each component type will have its own screen specifically designed for entry 
of data related to that component type. 

Copies of the screens which you will see when entering data into NEAT are 
included in the Appendices. Appendix D contains screens which will be seen in the 
text version of NEAT. They can also be used by the auditor in collecting data while 
in the field. Appendix E contains the forms seen during input of the building 
description in the GUI version of NEAT. Choose the screens which best meet your 
needs or which apply to the version of NEAT you have chosen to use. 

Throughout this chapter, references will be made to specific choices you are askz:d 
to make regarding the building description. For example, you are asked to iridic-tte 
whether an attic is “1 d Unfloored,” “2 - Floored,” or “3 Cathedral.” In the rixt 
version of NEAT you make your response by entering the number or letter precec, tng 
the brief description of the choice, (“l”, “2”, or “3” in the example). In the t. .UI 
version, you click the mouse on the box next to the description. There is no s~ tgle 
character associated with the description. Thus, if you are using the GUI versiI. ~ of 
NEAT, you may disregard the appearance of these single character designations .,;ed 
within this chapter. 

Entries are mandatory unless followed by the word “optional” in the descripcions 
which follow. The “Range of values” listed for numerical entries indicate the range 
of responses within which the program will not question the value. Outside this 
range, the program will ask you to confirm the value by pressing the [Enter] key 
again. “Acceptable values” give ranges outside of which a value will not be accepted. 

7.1 General House Dafa 
The following are descriptions of entries for the General House Data screen: 
House Descriptor, Auditor, and Date of NEAT audit - These are comment fields for 

general reference information. The entries are not used by NEAT except to be displayed 
at the top of the output reports. (Optional.) 
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Number of Conditioned Stories - Include a finished attic if the space is heated or 
cooled. Include a basement if it is heated or cooled and the majority of its wall area is 
above-grade. You may enter a decimal like 1.5 for split level or half-story upstairs. 
(Default- 1.0.) . 

Conditioned Living Space Floor Area - Enter the number of square feet of floor area 
that is heated or cooled. (Default- 1200.) 

Average Number of Occupants 0 On the average during the year, enter the greatest 
number of people who occupy the house at any given time (e.g. during dinner). 
(Default - 2.) 

Blower Door Data - Blower doors measure air leakage and help locate air leaks. NEAT 
can use blower door measurements to calculate savings from air leakage reduction 
measures. If you choose, NEAT will calculate the Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR) 
of all air leakage measures based on blower door readings before and after air sealing. 
You must enter the cost of this work, as well as pre- and post- blower door readings. 
(Note: NEAT does not direct blower door-guided air sealing work because air leakage 
reductions from specific measures are difficult to accurately predict with calculations.) 

Pre-Retrofit Blower Door Data - These entries are for blower door measurements of 
air leakage before sealing. Pre-retrofit entries are optional and, if provided, used only to 
estimate savings from air sealing. Pre-retrofit entries will not affect savings computed 
for other measures. These computations use the post-retrofit blower door data. Therefore, 
if no sealing is performed, report any blower door readings as post-retrofit data. (Range 
of values: 500 to 8000 c h  for air leakage rates and 10 to 100 Pascals (Pa) for blower 
door pressure differentials.) (Pressure differential default- 50 Pa.) (Optional.) 
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Post-Retrofit Blower Door Data - These entries are for blower door measurements 
after air sealing. NEAT uses a post-retrofit default value of 2500 cfm at 50 Pa if the 
actual measurement is not provided. A default value is necessary to provide NEAT 
with an estimate of energy consumption resulting from air leakage. If the only air leakage 
information available is in air changes-per-hour (ACH) at natural conditions, an 
approximate conversion to CFM at 50 Pascals (CFM,,) may be obtained as follows: 
CFM,, = ACH x House volume + 3. (Range of values: 500 to 8000 c h  for air leakage 
rates, and 0 to 100 Pa for blower door pressure differentials.) (Air leakage rate default- 
2500 cfm; pressure differential default-050 Pa.) 

Cost of Air Leakage Rate Reduction - Enter a dollar amount indicating the cost to 
reduce air leakage from the pre-retrofit to the post-retrofit level. (Range of values: 0.0 
to 1000.) If a cost is entered together with the above entries of pre- and post-retrofit 
blower-door data, a SIR, in addition to the energy savings for the air-leakage reduction, 
will be computed and reported. (See Section 8.2, Recommended Measure List.) 
(Optional.) 

7.2 Exterior Walls 
In order for NEAT to execute and save data, you must enter data for at least one wal!. 

This could represent an apartment with only one outside wall, with no heat transfer 
assumed through the other walls. 

There would normally be at least one wall described for exposed surfaces facing in 
each cardinal direction, because solar heat gain through windows on a wall va-ies 
according to its direction. In order to describe all walls most efficiently, combine mb- !ti- 
storied walls that have the same orientation.and construction. Other than carc nal 
direction, the most important difference is whether the wall is already insulated or an 
be insulated. 

Exterior wall data are presented in the following order: 
Wall Code 0 User entered wall codes identify wall sections that face different directions 

or are constructed differently. For example, the west-facing wall might be coded W1, 
W, or any other designation (up to four characters). The wall code allows NEAT to 
subtract the correct window and door areas-entered in the following two screens- 
from the corresponding wall area. The wall codes are also helpful when labeling your 
drawing of the house’s floor plan and identifying which walls should receive’ 
recommended insulation. (See Section 5.3, Component Codes). 

Wall Direction - Enter the closest cardinal compass direction the component faces, 
either north (N), south (S), east (E), or west (W). 

Wall Exposure - NEAT gives you three choices: “Exposed” to outside air; “Buffered” 
by unconditioned space (for example, a garage or porch); or adjacent to an 
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“Unconditioned Attic . ” 
Exterior Twe - Select the type of siding on the exterior wall, not the framing material 

or load-bearing structure. The six choices are: 1- Wood, Masonite; 2- Aluminum, Steel, 
Vinyl; 3- Stucco; 4- Brick; Stone; 5- None; 6- Other. NEAT assumes a layer of wood 
sheathing under &e siding. 

Wall T v e  - NEAT asks for the type of load-bearing structure. The five choices are: 
I- Balloon frame; 2- Platform frame; 3- Masonry, Stone; 4- Concrete block; 5- Other. 
Only  frame walls are considered capable of being insulated by all types of Added 
Insulation, except User-Defined Wall Insulatioh Type 2. (See Added Insuhtion Type, 
below). 

Wall Area - Enter the total area of each wall segment, including the windows and 
doors in that wall area. This entry must be in units of square feet greater than zero. 

Existing Insulation T p e  and R-value - Enter the type of insulation found (inspect 
an electrical outlet, a drilled hole, or some other penetration). The six choices are: 0- 
None; 1 - Blown cellulose; 2- Blown fiberglass; 3- Rock wool; 4- Batt fiberglass; 5- Rigid 
board Styrofoam; 6- Other. The default R-values displayed in the R-value column assume 
a 3’/2 inch cavity and a standard R-valuelinch for the insulation type indicated by the 
user. If both cavity insulation and exterior sheathing insulation are present, their R- 
values should be added to provide input for this field. Walls with existing insulation 
are not considered for further insulation unless the Existing Insulation Type is 5-Rigid 
board Styrofoam. 

Added Insulation Tvpe - NEAT currently allows entries of: 0- None; 1- Blown 
cellulose; 2,3 - two types you have defined in Key Parameters. The names you entered 
in Key Parameters for these additional types will be displayed here. The text version of 
NEAT displays them in reverse video to remind you that they are user-defined. The R- 
values added to the wall cavity for these two types are also entered in Key Parameters. 
The User-Defined Type 2 Wall Insulation material is allowed to be installed on g n ~  
Wall Type, whereas the other wall insulation types will be attempted on only frame 
walls. 

Added Insulation Added Cost - Enter added costs not normally associated with 
installation of wall insulation. For instance, enter additional labor costs for removing 
and repairing an unusual siding type. (Default - 0). 

Comments - Make any comments regarding exterior walls that you want to appear 
on the NEAT audit report. (Optional). 

Measure Number - This entry field helps to distinguish between wall segments that 
have different characteristics. For example, there might be insulated and uninsulated 
walls, walls you can and cannot insulate or whose costs to insulate differ, or walls that 
are buffered and not buffered. Each of these could have different measure numbers. 
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Note, however, that any wall which has been designated as already insulated or unable 
to be insulated will be automatically dropped from a group of walls with the same 
measure number when the wall insulation measure is considered. Give the same measure 
number to all wall segments to be grouped together in determining their particular 
SIR. (See Sections 5.3 and 5.4, Component Codes and Measure Numbers). 

7.3 Windows 
The window screen contains information needed to describe different window types. 
In the text version, each line may be used to describe a single type with given 

dimensions, while in the GUI version, each screen describes a given type. Windows of 
the same type and size on the same wall segment may be entered on a single record. In 
the Number of Windows (No Wndws) field, indicate how many windows have this 
description. 

A total of sixteen window descriptions may be entered. In the text version, this 
requires two’computer screens of entries. The second screen contains the abbreviation 
“Cont.” in the heading to remind you that it is the second screen. This second screen 
will not appear unless you use more than eight window entry lines. After you reach the 
end of the first screen, you can go to the second screen by pressing enter at the end --jf 
the last line. When you enter data on the second screen, that screen becomes a 
permanent part of your current building description which you can access by paging 
down or using the down arrow from the last line of the first screen. 

If the sixteen total window lines are not enough to describe all the windows, you :an 
combine windows of the same height on the same wall by adding their widths in in .ies 
and then recording them as one window on one line. You can also combine hi. or 
more windows by adding their widths together and then averaging their heights Xdd 
the heights together and divide by the number of windows). In both cases, you n - 4  uld 
enter the combined width with the average height. 

Care must be taken in adding or averaging window dimensions. 
Window treatments may be priced either by dimension or unit. As a result, if 

unrealistically large pseudo-windows have been described to NEAT by adding 
dimensions of individual windows, and window treatment measures have been priced 
by unit, erroneous SIRS will be reported for these window treatment measures. 

. 

Window data are presented in the following order: 
Wall Code - Enter the wall code for the exterior wall in which the window is contained. 

The acceptable Wall Codes, as determined by your input for theExterior Walls, will be 
displayed in a menu box which will open the Select Wall button is clicked or the Wall 
Code field is accessed. This entry allows NEAT to subtract window area from the 
appropriate gross wall area. (See Section 5.3, Component Codes). 
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Number of Windows - Enter the number of identical windows described by this row 
of data. If dimensions entered are those derived by combining individual windows into 
one pseudo-window of equivalent area, enter “1” as the number of windows. (Default- 
1.) 

Frame T p e  - Select correct window frame and sash construction materials. The 
three choices are: 1 - Wood (describe vinyl frame windows as wood frame); 2- Metal; 3- 
Improved metal (metal frame with a thermal break). 

Glazing T p e  - Select window glazing types, depending on materials and layers of 
glass. The five choices are: 1- Single; 2- Single with wood storm; 3- Single with metal 
storm; 4- Double pane; 5- Single with bad storm (offering little or no additional 
protection from air leakage). 

Shaded (%) - Enter approximate percentage of window area frequently shaded by 
eaves (typically 20 percent), porches (typically 100 percent), or other exterior barriers. 
Do not enter the % sign. (Default- 20.) 

Window Width and Height - Enter width and height of a storm window if such were 
to be installed. NEAT will use these dimensions to estimate the glazing area of the 
window. NEAT will also subtract this area from the wall area entered on the previous 
screen. The auditor can refer to these dimensions if storm windows prove to be cost- 
effective. 

Cost - Enter the cost of a retrofit storm window if significantly different from the cost 
entered in the material cost section of Setup. (Optional.) 

The default cost can be altered in the Setup Menu (see Chapter 9, Customizing a 
NEAT Audit). If you have combined windows into a single record, multiply the unit 
cost by the number of windows combined in the record, and enter it in the “unit cost” 
column. (Optional.) 

Comments - Enter comments about windows that you want to appear on the NEAT 
report. (Optional.) 

Window Code - NEAT supplies a code for each window entry. This category allows 
you to identify the specific window in the NEAT report (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4, 
Component Codes and Measure Numbers). 

7.4 Doors 
Storm doors or replacement doors are not evaluated within NEAT because they are 

normally not cost-effective measures, based solely on heat conduction savings. Storm 
doors or replacement doors may, however, be considered as repair items related to 
weatherization or as part of the air-leakage reduction work. If installed, their cost could 
be entered as an air leakage or repair cost on the General House Data screen. 
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NEAT subtracts door area from the wall area and figures heat loss from the wall and 
door separately. If the door area is very small compared with the total wall area, you 
may consider neglecting it. If wall insulation becomes a recommended measure, however, 
the area of any doors not described here will be included in cost calculations for wall 
insulation. 

Door data are presented in the following order: 
Wall Code 0 Enter the wall code for the exterior wall section in which the door is 

contained. Choose from those listed in the menu box displayed for this field. In the 
GUI version, click on the Select Wall box to display the list of acceptable wall codes. 
This wall code entry allows NEAT to subtract the door area from the appropriate gross 
wall area (see Section 5.3, Component Codes). 

Number of Doors - Enter the number of identical doors described by the current line. 
(Default- 1 .) 

Door T p e  - Select one of the four door types: 1 - Wood, hollow-core; 2- Wood, solid- 
core; 3- Steel, insulated; 4- Other (doors with average characteristics). A door with 
glazing may be described either as a combination of window and door or as the 
component type with the greatest fraction of area. Normally door areas are small 
compared with the total window and wall area, making the decision less critical. 
- Area - Enter the area, in square feet, of the door. (Default- 20.) NEAT will compifce 

the total door area, as the door area entered times the number of doors indicated ror 
the door type described.. 

Condition - Enter one of three choices for the storm door condition: 1 - Adequat- .2- 
Deteriorated, 3- None. 

Door Width and Height 0 Use these two columns to record width and heigf - in 
inches, of door openings, if door replacement or storm door installation is needec .IS a 
repair item. Otherwise, the fields may be left blank. 

The dimensions are for reference and are not used in NEAT calculations. 
Comments - Enter comments about doors that you wish to appear on the NEAT 

Door Code 0 NEAT supplies a door code for each entry, just as it does for windows 
audit report. (Optional.) 

(see Sections 5.3 and 5.4, Component Codes and Measure Numbers). 

7.5 Unfinished Attics 
Data regarding unfinished attics are presented in the following order: 
Attic Code 0 Enter a code to identify each attic or attic section. 
Attic Twe - Enter one of three choices: 1- Unfloored; 2- Floored; 3- Cathedral. If 

the attic has a floor, an estimate of the additional cost of insulating due to this obstruction 
may be entered in the column marked Additional Installation Cost. 
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Joist Spacing - Enter the joist spacing in inches. This number is for reference and is 
not used in the calculations. (Optional.) (Default- 24.) 

Floor Area - Enter the area of the ceiling or attic floor that borders a conditioned 
space. This value must be greater than 0. 

Existing Insulation Type --Enter one of six choices: 0- None; 1- Blown cellulose; 2- 
Blown fiberglass; 3- Blown rockwool; 4- Fiberglass batt; 5- Other. 

Existing Insulation Depth - Enter the depth of existing insulation, in inches. NEAT 
will skip/ghost this field if you have entered “0” for existing insulation type. 

Added Insulation Twe - Select one of five choices: 0- None (attic cannot be 
insulated); 1- Blown cellulose; 2- Blown fiberglass; 3,4 - two types you have defined in 
Key Parameters. The names you entered in Key Parameters for these additional types 
will be displayed here. The text version of NEAT displays them in reverse video to 
remind you that they are user-defined. NEAT will consider the same insulation levels 
for these user-defined types as for blowrqcellulose or fiberglass. 

Insulation Maximum Depth - Enter,k inches, the maximum depth of insulation 
which can exist in the attic (including any existing insulation). It is expected that 
insulation depth will be restricted at the eaves and virtually unrestricted toward the 
interior of the attic. For floored attics, this depth will usually be the height of the attic 
floor joists (31/211 or S/,”). If the space is greater than 15 inches, NEAT assumes unlimited 
insulation may be added. If a maximum depth restriction has been indicated for a 
particular attic segment, NEAT will evaluate not only adding the standard levels (R- 
11, R-19, R-30, and R-38) but also the level of insulation to fill the attic cavity. 
Insulation costs use interpolations between costs of installing the standard levels, as 
given by the User in Setup. (Default- Unlimited space.) NEAT will skip/ghost this 
field if you have entered “0” for added insulation type. 

Additional Insulation Cost - Enter costs which are not included in the typical attic 
floor insulation procedure. These might include the cost for cutting an opening into 
the attic or for insulating beneath an attic floor. This additional cost is a single dollar 
amount added to the overall cost of insulating the attic segment, not an added cost- 
per-square-foot. 

Comments - Enter comments about the attic segment that you want to appear on 
the NEAT audit report. (Optional.) 

Measure Number - Enter a number here, beginning with 1 (see Section 5.4, Measure 
Numbers). This entry field helps to distinguish between attic segments that have 
different characteristics such as different existing insulation levels or maximum depth 
of added insulation. Give the same measure number to all attic segments to be grouped 
together in determining the SIR for attic insulation. 
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Knee wall 

Outer Ceiling Joist 

Finished Attic - The fourparts of a finished attic define the envelope of the heated area. 

7.6 Finished Attic Areas 
The entries on the Finished Attic screen are similar to those for the Unfin: bed 

Attic. Refer to Section 7.5, Unfinished Anics, for descriptions of each field. You =ay 
enter any combination of the four finished attic components you choose. 

In the text version, the cup Arrow] and Down Arrow] keys may be used to travel 
from any completed row of data to any other completed row of data, skipping any rows 
having no information. An empty row of data can only be entered from the first available 
column of data. The components-of the finished attic will be automatically assigned 
the following codes for the purposes of reporting: outer ceiling joist (ocj); collar beam 
(cbm); kneewall (knw); and roof rafter (rrt). 

The following items should be noted: 
1- No component Tvpe is entered for the kneewall or roof rafter since these 

2- No Meas No is requested for the kneewall. It is automatically ranked separately. 
3- The Add Ins Tvpe for the kneewall is assumed to be “4- Fiberglass Batts.” 

components cannot be floored or un-floored. 

~~ 
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4- It  is safer not to group finished 
attic sections because an insulation 
depth restriction for one will be 
applied to all segments grouped 
together. 

5- If “0- None” is selected for the 
type of either the existing or added 
insulation, the corresponding depth 
entry will be skipped/ghosted. 

7.7 Foundatjon Spaces 
Data regarding foundation spaces 

are presented as follows: 
Foundation %ace Code - Enter a 

code to identify each foundation space. 

Crawl Space 

Foundation Spaces - !nclude basement and crawl spaces. 

The code identifies the entire row of data in the text version and the entire screen of 
data in the GUI version. 

Twe - Enter one of seven choices for foundation space: 1 - Conditioned (means the 
space has active thermostat control); 2- Non-conditioned (the space is enclosed but 
with no sources of heat other than conduction through walls and floors); 3- Vented 
non-conditioned (the area is vented directly outdoors); 4- Unintentionally conditioned 
(a furnace, water heater, or other heat source may add heat “unintentionally,” but 
there are no heating registers or radiators in the space); 5- Slab, uninsulated; 6- Slab, 
insulated; 7- Exposed floor (an overhang or house on stilts). 

Certain Foundation Space types do not require data in all fields of this component 
type while other do. For example, the Slab foundation type requires only a Floor Area 
and Perimeter Length while the Non-Conditioned type requires all fields. If, through 
editing an existing component entry, the Type is changed from one not requiring certain 
fields to one which requires these same fields, a warning will appear when you attempt 
to leave the Foundation Space screen indicating a need to supply the required data. 
Exiting will not be permitted until the missing entries are supplied. 

Floor Area - Enter the area, in square feet, of the floor directly above the foundation 
space you are describing. For slab-on-grade, enter the area of the slab floor in the living 
space. Your entry must be greater than zero. 

Floor Insulation R-value - Enter the R-value of the existing insulation in the floor 
over the basement or crawl space. (Default- Floor uninsulated.) 

Perimeter - Enter the length, in feet, of the floor perimeter bordering the outdoors. 
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Do not include the perimeter that borders another foundation space. (Default- uses the 
perimeter of a square with the area given in the Floor Area field.) 

% Exposed - Estimate the percentage of floor perimeter for which the band joist is 
uninsulated and exposed to outdoor air. (Do not enter the % symbol.) (Default- 100.) 

Total Wall Height - Enter the height, in feet, of the basement wall or crawl space 
wall. Estimate an average if height is not uniform. Your entry must be greater than zero. 
If the wall height is less than two feet, no floor or foundation wall insulation measure 
will be considered. 

% Wall Height Exposed - Estimate the percent of the basement wall or crawl space 
wall exposed to the outside air. You may again need to average. (Do not enter the % 
symbol.) (Default- 100.) 

Wall Insulation R-value - Enter the R-value of insulation currently on basement or 
crawl space wall. (Optional.) 

Insulation Mode - Indicate how you wish NEAT to consider insulating the foundation 
space. The choice are: 0- None (do not consider any insulation); 1- Floor or wall 
(choose which ever insulation mode is most cost-effective); 2- Floor only; 3- Wall only 
Whichever selection is chosen, NEAT will still not recommend any measure which 
does not meet the minimum SIR test. Some Foundation Space Types preclucle 
consideration of certain insulation modes (e.g. wall insulation for an exposed floor or  a 
vented crawl space). These are automatically excluded. 

Additional Installation Cost - Enter added costs not normally associated with a typ sal 
installation of insulation in the foundation space. If either Insulation Modes 2 (F lor 
only) or 3 (Wall only) has been chosen, the cost will be added to the standard cc of 
the indicated insulation mode. If Insulation Mode I (Floor or Wall) has been sele. -ed, 
entry of a positive value will indicate an added cost to floor insulation, while a neg ~ - ive 
entry will force the positive magnitude of the entry to be added to the cost of instz4,mg 
foundation wall insulation. There is no way to specify added costs to both floor md 
foundation wall insulation modes at the same time. Note: the added costs are lumped 
dollar amounts for insulating the entire component, not a dollar amount per square 
foot of insulation. 

As an example, if insulating either walls or floor is possible, yet insulating the floor 
above the non-conditioned basement could lead to frozen pipes, select Insulation Mode 
1 and enter the added cost of protecting the pipes as a positive value in this field. Note 
that NEAT assumes subspaces with wall height of less than two feet cannot be insulated. 

Comments - Enter comments regarding the foundation space that you want to appear 
on the NEAT audit report. (Optional.) 

Measure Number -.Supply a number, beginning with 1 (see Section 5.4, Measure 
Numbers). This entry field helps to distinguish between foundation segments that may 
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be insulated differently. Give the same measure number to all foundation segments to 
be grouped together in determining the SIR for floor and foundation wall insulation 
measures. 

7.8 Lighting 
Data describing the existing lighting in the house is entered on the Lighting form. 

If your program does not consider replacing existing incandescent lamps with compact 
fluorescent ones, you can ignore this form. The form is used only to describe the 
lighting fixtures you intend to consider for this replacement measure. 

Entries on this screen are a follows: 
Room - Enter the room in which the lights being described are located, e.g. 

“Dining” “Bedrm-1” or “Kitchen”. The entry is for the auditor’s use in locating the 
lamps for possible later retrofit. No default is available. (Optional.) 

Location (of existing incandescent lamps) - Describe the location of the lighting 
fixturels within the room using one of the following selections: C-Ceiling; F-Floor; 
T-Table; W-Wall. Though required, the entry is not used by NEAT. It is for the 
auditor’s use in locating the lights for later retrofit. 

Tvpe (of existing incandescent lamps) - Indicate the type of the existing 
incandescent lamp: S-Standard or F-Flood (reflective or spot). The entry is required 
though no default is given. The default for the replacement compact fluorescent’s 
wattage is determined by this entry and the existing lamp wattage. Also, the materials 
report will indicate that the replacement is to be either standard or flood, depending 
on your entry here. 

Watts (of existing incandescent lamps) - Enter the wattage of the existing 
incandescent lamp which is to be replaced. Standard incandescent lamp wattages are 
25,40,50,60, 75,90,100, and 150. The value is required and used in computing the 
savings resulting from its replacement with a fluorescent lamp. The default for the 
replacement compact fluorescent’s wattage is determined by this entry and the lamp 
type. (Default - 100.) 

Quantitv (of existing incandescent lamps) - Enter the number of lamps having the 
description given by this record and which are candidates for replacement with 
compact fluorescents. The entry is required with no default. 

HoursDav Used - Enter the average number of hours per day the lamp is normally 
on. The value must be 24 or less. Your response to this entry has a considerable 
effect on the savings associated with replacing lamp. You should target this measure 
to lamps with substantial on-times. The entry is required with no default. 
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Existing 
Incandescent 

(Watts) 

Replacement Existing Replacement Existing Replacement 
Fluorescent Incandescent Fluorescent Incandescent Fluorescent 

(Watts) (Watts) (Watts) Watts) (Watts) 

The lighting measure will use the standard replacement wattage closest to your 
entry. 

25 
40 
qn 

Added Cost - Enter any added cost, in dollars per lamp, not normally associated 
with installation of a compact fluorescent and not included in the standard material 
costs. Replacing a fixture’s harp to allow the CFL to fit, or other size modification, 
are examples. (Default - 0.) (Optional) 

Comments - Enter any comments relevant to the lamps described or retrofits tc be 
installed, such as the reason for any  added cost recorded or physical restrictic 2s. 
(Optional). 

5 60 13 100 26 
7 75 18 150 38 
8 sn 75 

Lamp Code - NEAT supplies a code for each lighting entry. This code allows t-ou 
to identify the specific lamp in the NEAT report (see Section 5.3, Component Co. :x). 

11 50 

7.9 Air Conditioners 

75 15 100 18 

Data regarding air conditioners are presented in the following order: 
Unit Code - Enter a code identifying each air conditioner. 
Unit Twe - Enter one of two choices: 1- Central air conditioning; 2- Window unit; 

3- Heatpump; 4- Evaporative cooler. The Heatpump type must be indicated for one of 
the cooling systems if the Heatpump Replacement measure is to be considered. (See 
Section 9.19, Heatpump Replacement.) If the Evaporative Cooler Unit Type has been 
chosen, the fields for Size, SEER, and Year Bought will be automatically skipped/ghosted. 
- Size - Enter the output capacity of the unit (kBtu/hr). (Capacity is printed on the 

nameplate, or give your best estimate.) 
Area Cooled - Estimate the floor area, in square feet, of those parts of the house 

cooled by the air conditioner. 
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SEER or EER - SEER is the acronym for Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio, used to 
rate central air conditioners. EER is the acronym for Energy Efficiency Ratio, used to 
rate window air conditioners. Both are measures of how efficiently the unit produces 
the desired cooling. Enter the SEER, if it is given on the nameplate. 

An approximate conversion from EER to SEER may be obtained using the following 
formulas: 

SEER = (1.2 X EER) - 0.7 (if the unit’s fan runs only when conditioning is 

SEER = (0.9 X EER) + 0.1 (if the fan runs continuously while the unit is in use). 
If the appropriate efficiency ratio is not known, press [Enter]. NEAT will prompt 

you to press Enter] once again to override. 
Year Bought - Enter the approximate year the unit was purchased new. Use the full 

year, e.g. “1986”, not “‘96”. The purchase year is used to estimate the SEER, it it is not 
provided. This entry is skipped if a value has been provided in the SEER field. 

Manufacturer, Model, Comments - Enter pertinent observations regarding the air 
conditioning. (Optional.) 

required). 

7.10 Heating Systems 
Data regarding heating systems are presented as follows: 
Svstem TvDe - Enter one of ten selections: 1- Gravity furnace; 2- Forced-air furnace; 

3- Steam boiler; 4- Hot water boiler; 5- Electric resistance, fiied; 6- Electric resistance, 
portable; 7- Heat pump; 8- Unvented space heater; 9- Vented space heater; 0- Other. If 
more than one type of system exists, select as the primary heating system the one that 
supplies the majority of heat and to which the heating retrofits will apply. 

HSPF (Heating Seasonal Performance Factor) - If the heating system Type has been 
designated as a Heatpump, you will need to provide an estimate of the heating seasonal 
performance factor of the system. Newer systems are required to display the HSPF 
rating on the unit. Older systems may list a COP value. An exact conversion from 
COP to HSPF is not possible since the two parameters depend on different factors. 
However, a rough conversion may be accomplished by multiplying the COP by 2.4 to 
obtain an HSPF. (Default - 6.5) 

Fuel Tvpe - Enter one of seven selections for the primary heating system: 1- Natural 
gas; 2- Oil; 3- Electricity; 4- Propane; 5- Wood; 6- Coal; 7- Kerosene. 

Location - Enter one of three locations of the primary heating system: 1- Intentionally 
heated (space that utilizes a thermostat to control its temperature); 2- Unheated (space 
not heated by a mechanical system); 3- Unintentionally heated (space which is heated 
by waste heat from furnace, boiler, or other heat producing appliance). 
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% Heat Supplied - Estimate the percent of heat supplied to the house by the primary 
heating system. A discussion with household occupants will help you to arrive at this 
figure. (Do not enter the % symbol.) 

Secondary Svstem Fuel Tvpe - Enter the secondary fuel type, if the percentage of 
heat supplied by the primary heating system is less than 98 percent. Multiple systems 
using the same fuel may be combined. Select a fuel type from the following list: 1- 
Natural gas; 2- Oil; 3- Electricity; 4- Propane; 5- Wood; 6- Coal; 7- Kerosene. 

Secondary Svstem Efficiencv - Select the efficiency rating of the secondary heating 
system. This may be obtained from furnace efficiency measurements, or the auditor's 
judgement. This item is accessed only if the percentage of heat supplied by the primary 
heating systems is less then 98 percent. 

Smart Thermostat - Is there an automatic night-setback thermostat present at the 
time of the NEAT audit? Select: Y for yes, or N for no. 

Uninsulated Duct Length - Enter the length, in feet, of uninsulated supply ducts in 
unconditioned spaces. (Default-0) 

Average Perimeter of Duct - Enter the average perimeter of uninsulated supply ducts 
in unconditioned spaces. If a value has been entered for the Uninsulated Duct Length, 
the Average Perimeter of Duct must be greater than 0.0. This latter field will be 
automatically erased if the value for Uninsulated Duct Length is changed to zero or 
erased. 

Location of Uninsulated Duct - Select the location of the uninsulated duct as eitiier 
A-Attic or S-Subspace. This item is accessed only if the Uninsulated Duct Lengm is 
greater than 0. The Location of Uninsulated Duct field will be automatically eras: d if 
the value for Uninsulated Duct Length is changed to zero or erased. 

Comments - Enter observations regarding the heating system that you want to apear 
in the NEAT report. (Optional.) 

7.11 Primary Furnace-Boiler, GasIPropane Fueled; Primary 
Furnace-Boiler, Oil Fueled; Space Heaters 

Depending on the heating system type and fuel type selected in Section 5.9, one of 
the following screens will appear: 1- Primary furnace-boiler, gas/propane fueled; 2- 
Primary furnace-boiler, oil fueled; 3- Space heaterslother systems. (See Appendix C.) 

Three parameters concerning the house's primary heating device-input rating, output 
rating, and steady-state efficiency-are interrelated. If you enter input and output 
ratings, a default efficiency will be calculated from these parameters- If this value is 
greater than loo%, the standard NEAT default efficiency will be displayed instead. If 
you enter only an input rating, NEAT'S default values for output capacity and steady- 
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state efficiency will correspond to the system type and fuel. A measured efficiency is 
desired over a default or name-plate value because it better reflects actual operating 
conditions and the potential efficiency increase obtained from replacing the system. 

Data regarding primary fumace-boilers or space heaters are presented as follows: 
Manufacturer, Model - Enter make and model information from the nameplate. 

(Optional.) 
Input Rating or h u t  Rating Units- If the heating device is gas- or propane-fueled, 

enter the input rating of the unit in kBtu/hr. If the heating device is a space heater or 
an oil-fueled device, select the appropriate Input Rating Units from the menu provided. 
The choices are: 0- No input; 1- kBtu/hr; 2- gal/hr; 3- lb/hr; 4- ccm (cubic centimeters 
per minute). Then enter the actual value in the following field. The appropriate value 
can be measured or taken directly from the nameplate of the furnace, boiler, or space 
heater. If no input rating is available, choose “O- No input.’’ The next entry, “Value,” 
will be skipped. 

Output Capacity - Enter the output of the furnace, boiler, or space heater in kBtu/h. 
Steadv- State Efficiency - Enter the measured or estimated steady-state efficiency of 

the primary heating unit. Defaults are based on the system type. 
This entry is fairly important. Efforts should be made to obtain the most accurate 

value possible. NEAT makes recommendations to replace the heating system based on 
this entry. If you feel that the value provided is not accurate, it is suggested that the 
Heating System Replacement measure not be implemented in this house, unless for 
reasons other than energy efficiency. 

Pilot Light - Answer two questions for gas- or propane-fueled primary furnace/boilers: 
1- Is a pilot light present? 2- Is it on in the summer? Select Y for yes; 
N for no. 

IID Present - Is there an Intermittent’ Ignition Device present for gas- or propane- 
fueled primary fumace/boilers? Select Y for yes; N for no. 

Power Burner Present - Is there a power burner present on gas- or propane-fueled 
primary fumace-boilers? Select Y for yes; N for no. 

Burner: Retention Head Present - Answer two questions for oil-fueled primary furnace/ 
boilers: 1- Is a retention head present? 2- Is one recommended? Select Y for yes; N for 
no. If you answer “yes,” NEAT will only recommend a retention head if it proves to be 
cost-effective. If you answer “no,” the measure will not be considered. 

Vent Damper Present - Answer two questions: 1- Is a vent damper present? 2- Is the 
installation of a new vent damper recommended? Select Y for yes; N for no. If you 
answer “yes,” NEAT will only recommend a vent damper if it proves to be cost-effective. 
If you answer “no,” the measure will not be considered. If a new vent damper is 
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recommended, enter a suggested diameter for use by the contractor in obtaining the 
part. 

General Condition 0 Select one of three choices to describe the current condition of 
the primary heating unit: I- Poor; 2- Fair; 3- Good. (This response is used to estimate 
an efficiency increase resulting from a tune-up.) 

Tune-up/Replacement Status - Enter one of four choices regarding tune-up or 
replacement of the primary heating unit: I- Tune-up/replacement optional (treats system 
tune-up and replacement like any other measure, ranking them in order of the computed 
SIR); 2- Tune-up already performed (indicates a tune-up has already been performed 
and the efficiency entered for the system reflects this tune-up - no tune-up measure 
will be considered); 3- Tune-up mandatory (system tune-up will be placed at the top of 
the measures list, despite its computed SIR, and will be implemented, thus affecting 
savings of all measures following it). 4- Replacement mandatory (system replacement 
will be placed at the top of the measures list, despite its computed SIR, and will be 
implemented, thus affecting savings of all measures following it); 5-High efficiency 
replacement mandatory (furnaces only). 

Estimate Replacement Costs - Enter the cost of replacing the primary system. If you 
don’t enter a number, NEAT will compute the cost from data provided in the Setup 
procedure (see Section 10.4, Material Costs). 

SS Eff. (Steady-State Efficiency in percent of the replacement space heater) - Eri1:er 
manufacturer’s estimate of the space heater’s steady-state efficiency (from he 
nameplate). For central systems, the replacement efficiency is assumed more consis ent 
and is entered in the Key Parameters section of Setup. 

Comments - Enter comments regarding the primary furnace that you want to aF k- ear 
on the NEAT report. (Optional.) 

7.12 Itemized Additional Costs and User Defined Measures 
Costs not associated with specific energy conservation measures, yet are incurred 

during weatherization, may be entered on this screen 
Such entries use only the first four fields of this screen. If an approximate annual 

savings is known for some weatherization activity not addressed by the standard NEAT 
measures, this screen may be used to define a new measure associated with the savings. 
For user-defined measures, no fields, except materials required, are optional. User- 
defined measures are treated by NEAT exactly as the standard measures are. (See 
Appendix B, Audit Example, for a sample screen). Data entries are presented in the 
following order: 

Item Description - Enter a brief description of the item associated with the added 
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cost. This description will be entered in the Recommended Measure column of the 
reports. 

Cost ($1 - Enter the dollar cost of the item being described. 
Include in SIR - Do you wish this cost to be included in the cumulative SIR on the 

reports? Select Y for yes, or N for no. If you choose Y, the item will appear on the 
recommended measure list, following Repair, H&S, and Miscellaneous costs (entered 
on the General House Data screen). The additional cost will be included in the 
cumulative SIRS. You must select Y for this field if the record is to describe a user- 
defined measure. 

If you choose N, the costs are placed at the end of the measure list after a final 
cumulative SIR has been displayed. The cost is added to the cumulative cost, but not 
used to compute the cumulative SIR. 

Materials Required - Enter a brief description of the major material needed to 
implement the itemized additional cost or the user-defined measure. The description 
entered will appear on NEATS Material Report. (Optional) 

Annual Savinys (Mbtu) - For user-defined measures, enter an estimate of the annual 
energy savings associated with the measure in millions of Btu. You may need to use 
standard conversion factors to arrive at savings in Mbtu. The entry will be used in the 
computation of the measure's SIR. 

Fuel Saved - Select one of seven choice for the type of fuel saved by the user-defined 
measure: 1 - Natural gas; 2- Oil; 3- Electricity; 4- Propane; 5- Wood; 6- Coal; 7- 
Kerosene. 

Life-time (Years) - Enter the lifetime of the measure/materials associated with the 
user- defined measure. Industry standards have been established for many materials. 
DOE requires the maximum to be 20 years. 
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Chapter 6 
In the GUI version of NEAT, you choose to terminate data entry and begin 

processing this data by first using the File/Save menu item to save your changes, 
then clicking the mouse on the Run menu item of the main menu bar. In the text 
version, press the F10 key or enter [PgDn] then Nnter] from the Itemized Additional 
Cost and User-Defined Measure screen. 

During processing, if the house description is complex, NEAT may reach a limit 
for the number of measures it can consider. If this happens, a message “Measure 
limit reached’’ is presented with a “Press any key to continue.” The building 
description has already been saved by this time and, even though this message 
terminates execution, the building may be recalled and modified until the limit is no 
longer reached. Reducing the number of separate measure numbers for a given 
component type or turning off any measures not of interest will help alleviate this 
problem. 

After successfully processing your building description, click on the View menu 
item in the GUI version to view your results and other information resulting fr..)m 
your NEAT session. A drop down menu will appear with the selections listed be! ’w. 
The text version of NEAT will automatically present you with the Report Menu. 
/ 

GUI View Menu 
Building Description 

Utility Bills 
Recommended Measures List 
Energy Consumption/Sizing 
Actual. Work Performed 

Text Version Report Menu 
1. View Recommended Measure Li: I 

2. View Material List 
3. View Sizing Results 
4. Print Measures and Material Lists 
5. Display Comments 
6.. Billing Data Adjustments 
7. Continue 
8. Exit Program 

8. I Building Description 
Select Building Description from the GUI’s View menu item to see a compressed 

listing of the building description you have entered during this NEAT session. The 
format is similar to the data input format used in the text version of NEAT. The 
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data may be printed by clicking the Print button at the bottom right of the screen. 
The text version of NEAT does not have this feture available from its Report menu. 
However, this data-can also be viewed and printed by following the procedures 
discussed in Appendix A, Notes on DOS, View Files. 

8,2 Recommended Measure List 
Select Recommended Measures List from GUI’s View menu or press 1 in the text 

version’s Report Menu to view the list of recommended energy conservation measures 
(see Appendix B, Audit Exurn&). The measures will be listed in order of final SIR 
(after interactions) with infiltration, tune-up, and furnace replacement first if 
mandatory or already performed. Only measures with SIR greater thm the cut-off 
value selected in Key Parameters of Setup will be displayed. There are two parts to 
this list. Each part lists the recommended measures followed by the component code 
or codes to which each measure applies. 

The first part of the recommended measure list gives: 
Annual heating and cooling savings for each recommended measure, in millions- 

of-Btus (MBtus)-per-year and kilowatt-hours-per-year, respectively (no cooling savings 
are computed if no air-conditioning equipment was described in the building 
description) ; 

Savings in dollars-per-year for each; and 
Total energy saved in MBtus. 

The second part of the recommended measure list gives: 
Dollar savings per year; 
Dollar cost to install measure; 
Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR) for each recommended energy conservation 

measure (computed over the measure’s lifetime); 
Cumulative cost of recommended measures; and 
Cumulative SIR of recommended measures. 

Costs entered as Itemized Additional Costs are displayed in the second part of the 
Recommended Measure list but not the first. These costs are not assigned a savings 
value or SIR, because no energy savings is associated with them. If, on the Itemized 
Additional Cost screen, you indicated that a cost should not be included in the SIR, 
it will be listed at the end of the recommended measure list and its cost added to the 
cumulative cost, but not the SIR. If, on the other hand, you have requested that a 
cost be included in the SIR, it will be listed at the top of the measure list and its 
value added to both the cumulative cost and SIR. 
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User-defined measures are reported in exactly the same 'manner as standard 
NEAT measures. 

The results of air leakage calculations will be listed in one of four ways: 1- If you 
enter pre- and post-retrofit air leakage rates and the cost of infiltration reduction, NEAT 
will list the cost of reduction, projected savings, and the SIR; 2- If you leave the cost of 
infiltration reduction blank, NEAT will list the dollar and Btu savings of infiltration 
reduction in the first part of the report. However, NEAT will not list infiltration 
reduction on the cumulative part of the report; 3- If you list only the cost of infiltration 
reduction, NEAT will add it to the cumulative cdst without calculating savings of 
infiltration reduction-the cumulative SIR will reflect the added cost; 4- If you enter 
no infiltration data, NEAT ignores the infiltration-oriented conservation measure. 

In the text version, any key may be pressed to progress through the report screens 
and return to the Report Menu. 

In the GUI version, use the scroll bar to the right of the screen to scroll through 
the entire report. Note that this report in the GUI version also contains the 
Material List, annual energy consumption and peak load estimates, as well as any 
comments you may have entered during the NEAT session. In the text version, 
these displays are selected by separate menu items on the Report Menu. The GUI 
version also allows you to print this report by clicking on the Print button at the 
bottom of the screen. Choose the Okay button to exit the Report screen. 

8.3 Material List 
In the text version of NEAT, press 2 to view the material list necessary to accomg.lish 

the recommended energy conservation measures. Please note that minor mater tals, 
such as fasteners and other hardware, are not listed. This report is part oi the 
Recommended Measures List in the GUI version. 

8.4 Equipmenf Sizing 
The output of heating equipment should be matched to the home's calculated heat loss 

expressed in thousands of Btus per hour (kBtu/h). -The sizing formulas used in NEAT were 
taken with permission from tables published by the Air Conditioning Contractors of 
America (ACCA) in their Seventh Edition (1986) of Manual J, Load Cakuhtion for 
Residential Winter and Summer Air Conditioning- NEAT calculates the heat loss, but you 
should verify NEAT'S results with the results of the Manual J procedure for types of 
building components common in your area. 

The sizing estimate calculated by NEAT is different from a complete Manual J 
calculation procedure in several ways: ( 1 ) the range of building components available 
in NEAT is not as extensive as the range available in Manual], which could result in 
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differences; (2) NEAT performs the estimate on the building as a whole, whereas Manual 
J may be applied by zones or even room by room; and (3) generic duct-loss factors are used 
in NEAT, whereas Manual J estimates a specific unique duct loss factor for each zone. 

Results of NEATs sizing calculations appear in the materials list, the sizing report, and 
the recommended measures file. The materials list will display both the existing heating 
equipment size as well as an approximate retrofit size (in kBtu/h) if NEAT recommends 
the heating system be replaced. 

The derivation of the retrofit size may be reviewed by selecting Energy Consumption/ 
Sizing from the GUI’s View menu’or “3. View Sizing Results” from the Report Menu of 
the text version. This report will list each building component’s contribution to the total 
design heat loss. You can compare these individual component contributions with 
standard Manual J calculations for an indication of variations between the two sizing 
procedures. 

Results on NEATS sizing calculations are stored in a file having the building identifier 
as the filename and “dat” as the extension. The file will be written to the same directory 
you have requested the report file be placed. 

NEAT converts the total building heat loss to a required heating system output by 
multiplying the former by a duct-loss factor. NEAT does not have sufficient information 
to accurately predict this factor. The standard Manual J technique recommends 
computing the building heat loss zone-by-zone, assigning a specific heat-loss factor for 
the duct supplying heat to each zone (refer to ManualJ). NEAT assumes no duct loss if 
the heating system is either a space heater or a portable electric resistance heater. 
Otherwise, it uses a factor of 1.15 assuming that either exposed duct has been insulated 
by the weatherization of the house or the duct is not in an unconditioned space. Pre- 
retrofit duct-loss factors of 1.20 are assigned to systems having more than ten feet of un- 
insulated duct in an unconditioned space. 

These duct-loss factors may be inappropriate for hot water or steam boilers which may 
have lower or higher heat loss through their pipes than forced-air systems have through 
ducts. You may be able to assign a more accurate duct-loss (or “pipe loss”) factor based 
upon your examination of a home after weatherization. For example, a hydronic heating 
system with insulated pipes or a forced-air system with insulated ducts may merit a lower 
“duct-loss” factor. A steam system with uninsulated pipes may merit a higher “duct-loss” 
factor. You can estimate the heating system output required by multiplying this factor by 
the building heat loss reported on the Sizing report. 

8.5 Print Measures and Materials List 
In the text version of NEAT, press 4 to print the recommended measures and materials 

lists. If you choose to print and the printer is not connected or prepared to print, you 
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will get one of the following two messages: 
1. “Write fault error writing device PEW. Abort, Retry, Ignore, Fail ?” 

Correct any problem with the printer or its connecting cables and enter “ R  for 
Retry, or enter “A” for Abort. 

2. “Please wait.” 
If this message remains on the screen for an inordinate length of time (thirty seconds 

or longer), restart the computer by pressing [Ctrl] [Alt] [Del], or turning the power 
switch off, then on. (The building description is saved automatically before NEAT 
displays the Report Menu.) Correct any problem with the printer or connecting cables, 
restore the building description, page through the input, and request printing from the 
Report Menu again. 

In the GUI version, you print the Measures and Material lists by clicking the Print 
button while viewing the Recommended Measures List. 

8.6 Display Comments 
Press 5 in the text version’s Report menu to review any comments you may have 

entered during the building description input. A n y  NEAT generated comments will 
also be displayed. The comments are stored in the report file saved on your computer. 
Comments are displayed as part of the Recommended Measures List in the GUI 
version. 

8.7 Utility Bills 
Although optional, utility billing data for the homes you weatherize can i - e  a 

valuable source of information. NEAT allows you to compare its predictions bliith 
this billing data. Then, if you desire, it will adjust the measure recommendatio7-;.: to 
reflect the data. Note, however, that NEAT was designed to make its 
recommendations based on average weather and occupancy characteristics rather 
than the specific life styles of the occupants. Thus, it should not be expected to 
reproduce the billing data with great accuracy. Also, if adjustment is requested, the 
recommendations will then be specific to the life styles of the occupants during the 
period in which the billing data were gathered. 

Post-weatherization billing data may also be input to NEAT and stored with the 
other data for a house. Computer software exists which can use both pre- and post- 
weatherization billing data to derive actual energy savings estimates, possibly useful 
in program evaluations. Input of both pre- and post-weatherization billing data is 
not performed from the Viewmeport menus of NEAT. See Chapter 9, NEAT Auxiliary 
Functions, Section 9.3, Billing Datu Entry for more details. 
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The Utility Bills item on the View menu of the GUI version displays all the billing 
data as you entered it into NEAT. No analogous option exists in the text version 
apart from printing the data file from the DOS prompt (see Appendix A, Notes on 
DOS , View Files, for details). 

The Energy Consumption/Sizing item, also on the View menu of the GUI version, 
or the 6 - Billing Data Adjustments item in the text version, allow you to see a 
comparison of the NEAT predicted consumptions and the billed consumptions. In 
the GUI version, comparisons for both heating and cooling are given on the same 
scrollable screen, while in the text version, you must make the appropriate selection 
(1  for heating or 2 for cooling) from the sub-menu, Billing Data Comparison Menu. 
Displays are available only if the corresponding heating and/or cooling billing data 
have been previously entered. 

The predicted values are based on assumptions used in estimating measure savings 
and the building description you have entered and correspond to the same time 
intervals for which the billing data were taken, allowing a one-to-one comparison. 
They will be displayed side-by-side with actual values taken from the billing data. If 
you have entered the values, NEAT will use the pre-retrofit air leakage data from the 
General House Data screen in computing the predicted consumptions. Otherwise, 
NEAT will use the post-retrofit air leakage data. 

Also displayed side-by side will be the heating or cooling degree-days assumed by 
NEAT in its computations as well as those you entered with the billing data (if 
available). Both will be based on the base temperature you indicated during entry of 
the billing data. Comparison of predicted and actual consumptions and degree-day 
totals should assist you in determining whether to use NEAT adjusted measure savings 
based on the billing data entered. Percent differences of the totals of these two 
quantities are displayed to further aid in the decision. 

After viewing these comparisons, click on the Okay button in the GUI version or 
press any key to return to the Billing Data Comparison Menu in the text version. If 
you have entered pre-weatherization billing data and chose at that time to make 
adjustments based on the data (see Chapter 9,. NEAT Auxiliary Functions, Section 
9.3, Billing Data Entry), the GUI’s Recommended Measures List menu item will 
contain results both with and without this adjustment. 

In the text version, you must first indicate your preference to adjust the measure 
recommendations by selecting 3 - Adjust Measure Savings from the Billing Data 
Comparison Menu, then 4 - Return to Report Menu, from which you may select 
View Recommended Measure List / Material List to see the results of the adjustment. 
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Note, if the adjusted NEAT recommendations will no longer correspond to average 
conditions but, instead, the conditions that existed during the time the billing data 
was collected. NEAT saves the reports generated both before and after adjustments. 

8.8 Actual Work Performed (GUI Version) 
NEAT’S Actual Work Performed feature allows you to record work that was actually 

performed during weatherization of a house, as opposed to that which was 
recommended by NEAT. See Chapter 9, NEAT Auxihry Functions, Section 9.4, 
Actual Work Performed, for more details. This feature is accessed from the Main 
Menu in the text version of NEAT- 

8.9 Continue / Termination (Text Version) 
Pressing 8 (Exit Program) from the Report Menu will exit NEAT and return you 

to the operating system (00s) prompt. Press 7 (Continue) if you wish to continue 
executing NEAT. The Termination Menu will appear with the following four options: 

TERMINATION MENU 
1. Exit to Operating System 
2. Restart with Modified Building Description ( ) 
3. Restart with Original Building Description ( ) 
4. Return to Main Menu 

Press 1 to exit NEAT and return to the operating system. Press 2 to restart N:: AT 
having already restored the same building description you just entered. The buii ‘ing 
identifier you gave this description will be printed in parentheses to the right c &e 
option listing in the menu to help remind you. Press 3 to restart NEAT with an 
originally restored building description without modifications. This selection is 
available only if the current session of NEAT was initiated by restoring a previously 
entered building description. If this is the case, the building identifier of this originally 
restored description will be displayed in parentheses following this menu option. If 
this NEAT session began with entering a totally new building description the 
parenthesis will be empty and choosing this option will take you back to the Main 
Menu. Note, if you initiated NEAT by restoring a previously entered building 
description, then chose to give the modified description the same building identifier 
as the restored description, this option will be unable to restore the original description, 
the building identifiers displayed in the menu options 2 and 3 will be the same and 
both will refer to the modified building description. Press 4 to return to the Main 
Menu with no building description restored. 
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NOTES: 
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Chapter9 . 
NEAT’S Auxiliary Functions permit you to perform additional tasks not directly 

associated with the selection of energy conservation measures-You may have NEAT 
compute a n  estimate of a home’s energy efficiency or the minimum cost-effective 
hourly CFM,, infiltration reduction. Both of these values can assist you in deciding 
the level of effort which may be necessary to weatherize the home. You may enter 
pre- and/or post-retrofit billing data for either the heating or cooling fuels. Or, create 
a list of work actually performed in the weatherization of a home as well as actual 
costs incurred or use this same framework to create a more customized work order. 

In the text version of NEAT these auxiliary functions are accessed by pressing 4 
(Auxiliary Functions) from the Main Menu. Following a request for the building 
identifier of the building to which the data will apply (see Section 6.2 Main Menu, 
Option 2), you will be presented with the Auxiliary Functions Menu having the 
following options: 

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS MENU (Text Version) 
1. Energy Use Ratio / Minimum Infiltration Reduction 
2. Pre-Weatherization Billing Data 
3. Post-Weatherization Billing Data 
4. Process Actual Work Performed 
5. Print Actual Work Performed 
6. Return to Main Menu 

These functions are accessed from several locations in the GUI version of NEAT. 
They will be discussed within the topics below. The functions apply to whatever 
building description is currently open when the function is accessed, identified by 
the building identifier shown at the bottom of the screen following the words “Working 
BLD File.” 

9.1 Energy Use Ratio 
The energy use ratio for a house gives you a measure of how energy efficient (or 

energy consuming) the house is. It can be determined if you know the annual energy 
use of the home (taken from utility bills) and the home’s living space floor area. To 
access the input screen for this feature,in the GUI version of NEAT, click on the 
Energy Use Ratio Calculator menu item under the File menu or select 1 - Energy 
Use Ratio / Minimum Infiltration Reduction in the text version. If a building 
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description has been previously selected, this home’s Living Space Floor Area will 
appear as the default value (text version) or just to the right of this value’s input field 
(GUI version). 

Next, enter the annual energy use for the home. This can be obtained from utility 
bills, though conversion to Mbtu will likely be necessary. To convert therms to 
Mbtu, divide the therms by 10. To convert k w h  of electricity to Mbtu, divide by 
293. It  is your choice whether you use the sum of the heating and cooling fuels or 
only the heating. Traditionally, the energy use ratio is calculated with only the 
heating fuel’s use. 

In the GUI version of NEAT, if a house already having utility data has been 
opened, the total energy use entered there will be displayed to the right of this data 
item’s entry field. Be careful, though. To use the energy use ratio properly, the 
annual energy use should be entered. The utility billing information entered previously 
may not span an entire year. You also may change the weather for which the ratio 
will be calculated. The currently selected weather is displayed. You must also select 
whether to include the cooling component of the weather within the calculation. It 
is strongly recommended that if you have included the cooling energy use in the 
total annual energy use entered in the previous field, you also include the cooling 
component of the weather in the calculation. The weather parameters used in the 
calculation (heating and cooling degree days, base 65°F) are displayed. Finally, click 
on the Calculate Energy Use Ratio button to complete the calculation and display 
the result. 

In the text version of NEAT, previously entered billing data is not referenced in 
order to supply you with a default value for the annual energy use. You also cannot 
change the currently accessed weather. This must be done prior to entering this 
feature, using the Setup facility under the Main Menu (see Chapter 10, Customizing 
a NEAT Audit). The text version automatically calculates two values of the energy 
use ratio, one using only the heating component of the weather and the other using 
both heating and cooling components. Once the Living Space Floor Area and 
Annual Energy Use have been entered, the results of the calculation appear with no 
further response from you. 

The calculation of the energy use ratio has no effect on NEAT’S measure 
recommendations for a house. To be of value to you, it must be compared to values 
obtained from other houses, giving you a comparative feel for the energy efficiency of 
one house compared to another. Note, however, values of the energy use ratio may 
be affected as much by the life styles of the occupants as by the construction 
characteristics of the house. 
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Exit the GUI version of this feature by clicking on the Okay button at the bottom 
of the screen. In the text version, supply one additional data item, the average 
hourly cost for infiltration work (see the section below, 9.3 Minimum Infiltrution 
Reduction). 

9,2 Minimum Infiltration Reduction (Text Version) 
The text version of NEAT can also supply you with an estimate of the minimum 

hourly infiltration reduction that you should accomplish to remain cost-effective in 
your blower-door directed infiltration retrofit work. If blower-door readings of a 
home’s leakiness are taken after each hour’s infiltration reduction efforts, an hour’s 
work should reduce the leakiness by this minimum amount to remain cost-effective. 
The value should be used as a guide and not necessarily as an absolute cutoff. I t  is 
based on a number of assumptions, not all of which may be totally accurate. It 
assumes that all leaks are to the outdoors and that they are repaired in decreasing 
order of their severity. If an hour’s efforts do not produce the indicated reduction, 
yet a home is still relatively leaky, a significant source of infiltration may simply yet 
to be identified. Further examination may still be warranted. 

In the field provided, enter the average cost (including both labor and materials) 
of one hour of infiltration work. This will be an estimate, since each hour seldom 
requires the same materials. The minimum cost-effective hourly reductions are &‘en 
displayed in CFM,,, that is, the cubic feet per minute of leakage air at a 50 Pa;cal 
pressure differential. Three values are computed, one for each of three sources of &e 
home’s heat. “Non-electric” applies to all fossil fuel sources of heat, e.g. oil, gas, c aal, 
etc. If there are multiple sources, choose the one which supplies the majori .1 of 
heat. 

These estimates should not be used in climates which have negligible hexing 
requirements. In such climates savings due to infiltration reduction are more strongly 
affected by factors such as moisture and internal heat sources, not addressed in this 
calculation. 

9,3 Billing Data Entry 
Pre-retrofit billing data can be used by NEAT to adjust its predictions of measure 

savings to reflect this actual consumption (see Section 6.6 Billing Data Adjustments) 
or to estimate a building’s energy use index to gauge the existing efficiency of a house 
(see Section 8.1 Energy Use Rutio). Post-retrofit data can be used with the pre- 
retrofit billing data to estimate an actual metered energy savings resulting from the 
weatherization work. 
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If you wish to enter billing data, ask the client for up to 12 months of utility bills. 
If the client has discarded these bills, he or she may request consumption records 
from the local utility. Or, the client may sign a release which grants you authority to 
directly obtain the data. 

NEAT cannot separate heating and cooling consumptions from a single billing 
history when the same fuel is used for both conditioning components. Thus, an 
electrically heated house with air-conditioning or a house with a heatpump cannot 
use NEATs billing data features unless you can successfully divide the electric bills 
into their heating and cooling components before entering the data into NEAT. 

NEATs billing data features work best with metered fuels, such as natural gas and 
electric. In fact, the billing data entry screens were designed for these two fuels. Use 
with other fuels will likely require units conversions. Bulk fuels, such as propane or 
fuel oil, which are delivered in bulk and stored in tanks at the house, are less 
appropriate. Unless deliveries are relatively frequent and approximately the same 
amount of fuel remains in the tank at the time of each delivery, use of billing data for 
these fuels can lead to substantial inaccuracy. The following discussions will assume 
electric or natural gas heat. 

To enter billing data into NEAT, choose the Utility Bills item under the Input 
main menu item of the GUI version. From the submenu, select the type of billing 
data you wish to enter: pre- or post-weatherization heating or cooling. 

In the text version of NEAT, selection of either Auxiliary Functions options 1 or 2 
present you with similar Pre- and Post-Retrofit Billing Data menu screens, simulated 
below. 

PFG( POST’) RETROFIT BILLING DATA MENU 
1. Enter gas or propane heating bills (therms) 
2. Enter electric heating bills (kwh) 
3. Enter electric cooling bills (kwh) 
4. Return to Previous Menu 

Select the appropriate option depending on the fuel source and season for which 
data is to be entered. NEAT requires cooling data in kilowatt-hours of electricity and 
heating data in either therms or kilowatt-hours. The utility may document natural 
gas consumption in therms, mcf (thousand cubic feet), or ccf (hundred cubic feet). 

Mcf and ccf can be converted to therms by multiplying by a value obtained from the 
local gas utility. Because heat content of natural gas varies according to composition, 
ask the utility for the number of therms contained in a mcf or ccf delivered to homes in 
the area. This value (in therms-per-ccf) should be entered in the Key Parameters (see 
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Section 9.9, Altering Key Parameters). Most natural gas contains approximately ten 
therms per mcf and one therm per ccf of natural gas. 

The Billing Data screen is the only screen in the text version of NEAT on which 
data can be entered in any order. However, when finished, the billing periods must be 
consecutive from earliest to most recent as you progress down the screen. For example, 
if billing periods are consecutive months, the months may be entered consecutively 
down the first column, using the [Down Arrow] after entering the number 
corresponding to each month. Thus, the user might begin on the first row and column, 
and enter: 1 [Down Arrow] 2 [Down Arrow] 3 [Down Arrow], etc. The same principle 
applies to the other columns of data on this screen. In the GUI version, text can also 
be entered in any  order if the mouse is used to point and click on the next field you 
wish to add data. Here also, billing periods must be consecutive from earliest to most 
recent. 

Fuel Bill Data Entry Screen 

Enter date meter read Enter the corresponding Enter the number 
(month/day) and number fuel consumption for of HDD's in each 
of days in first period. each period. (Therms) period. (Optional) 

Enter the base temperature for the HDD values entered 
Enter base load (units/month) 

Natural Gas Data Entry Screen - The user may enter up to 12 months of 
natural gas billing data from the Report Menu. 
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If any row of data does not contain an acceptable date and consumption, the program 
will. ignore it and all subsequent rows. Although the billing periods may lie in two 
consecutive calender years, the total duration for which data are entered cannot be 
greater than one year. 

The Fuel Bill Data Entry screens provide an option for entering heating degree days 
(HDDs) and cooling degree days (CDDs) for natural gas and electricity billing data, 
respectively. The degree-day information will not affect any adjustments to the measure 
savings. It simply allows you to compare degree-days used by NEAT with those from 
the actual billing periods. Heating and cooling degree days are available from local 
utilities, state energy offices or the US. Department of Commerce National Weather 
Service, Asheville, NC. 

If degree-day information has been entered, NEAT requires base temperatures for 
these HDD or CDD values. Assume a base temperature of 65 O F  for HDDs and 78°F for 
CDDs, unless a different base temperature is listed on the utility bill. 

The text version of NEAT estimates the heating base load for natural gas data in 
units of therms-per-month and the cooling base load for electric data in units of kwh- 
per-month. This estimated value will be displayed as a default value. If you are editing 
billing data entered previously, the base load from that data will be displayed in the 
entry field. Choose either the estimated or the recalled value, or enter a new self- 
determined base load, in the same manner as you would for other numeric fields. 

The GUI version of NEAT does not attempt to estimate a base load for you. You 
must provide a self-determined value if a recalled value is not displayed. 

The heating base load is natural gas consumed separate from the household's 
heating system. The cooling base load is electricity consumed separate from the 
household's air conditioning. 

To determine heating base load yourself, select a month when the furnace did not 
operate, most likely during summer. This month should be one of normal household 
occupancy-no long term visitors or household vacations. Determine natural gas 
consumption. in therms. 

To determine cooling base load, select a month with no electric heating or air 
conditioning consumption, most likely during fall or spring. The number of kilowatt- 
hours consumed is the base load. 

The billing data entry screens in the GUI version contain two additional items: 
Billing Units and Use in Model Correction. 

The Billing Units check boxes are accessible only for entry of heating bills. 
Checking either kwh or Therms tells NEAT the units of the billing data you 
entered. In the text version, this was determined by your choice on the Billing Data 
Menu screen. 

e 
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The Use in Model Correction checkbox in the GUI version tells NEAT whether 
to adjust the measure savings to reflect the billing data you entered. If you answer 
Yes, NEAT will compute and report both the unadjusted and the adjusted results. 
Otherwise only the unadjusted results will be available. NEAT will make these 
adjustments based only on the pre-weatherization billing data and only for the 
combined heating and cooling bills, if both are entered. Thus, a decision to adjust or 
not to adjust made on any one of the billing data entry screens is sufficient. In the 
text version of NEAT, this decision to computed adjusted savings is made from the 
Billing Data Comparison Menu under the Report Menu (see Section 8.7, Utility 
Bills). 

9.4 Actual Work Performed 
NEATS Actual Work Performed feature allows you to record work that was actually 

performed during weatherization of a house, as opposed to that which was 
recommended by NEAT. Many circumstances can prevent or add to the measures 
recommended by NEAT. Insulation contractors may find that a wall segment was, in 
fact, already insulated, even though it was thought uninsulated at the time of the 
audit. Occupant preferences may change the work actually performed. In addition to 
a change in the measures actually installed, prices or quantities may differ from those 
originally estimated. This feature gives you the opportunity to record the actual work 
performed while keeping a record of the NEAT recommendations as well. 

Any program evaluation involving performance of the retrofits needs to be bzsed 
on measures actually installed. In conjunction with the pre- and post-retrofit biliing 
data which may be recorded in NEAT, estimates of actual measure savings become 
possible. 

An alternative use of this feature may be to create a more detailed work order prior 
to weatherization of the house. Many of the same circumstances which could cause 
the actual measures list to differ from the NEAT recommended list, if known prior to 
weatherization, could be considered in making a more accurate work order. The 
Actual Work Performed feature allows addition of multiple materials for any 
weatherization activity permitting greater detail. A total of 27 items are allowed. 

To access this feature, click on the Actual Work Performed menu item under the 
Input main menu selection in the GUI version or press 3 (Process Actual Work 
Performed) from the Auxiliary Functions Menu in the text version. Access is permitted 
only if a report file exists for the building description currently opened (selected 
upon entering the Auxiliary Functions Menu from the Main Menu in the text 
version). If you have not previously created a list of actual work performed for the 
house, NEAT will create one for you from the existing Recommended Measure and 
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Material lists. If you have already previously created an Actual Work Performed list 
for the house, NEAT will give you the option of editing it or recreating it from the 
original measure and material reports. Note, if you choose to recreate the list from 
the reports, the previous actual work performed list will be lost. 

Appendix B, Audit Example, contains an example of an Actual Work Performed 
list. The information contained in this form includes: Measure Installed, the measures 
Savings ($/yr), the Cost of implementing the measure ($), the Materials Installed in 
implementing the measure, the Quantity of each material, and the Units associated 
with the quantity. You may have any number of materials associated with a given 
measure. There are no restrictions on completing rows of data. You may leave any 
fields you wish blank. 

Cursor movement is controlled in much the same way as on the building description 
input screens. However, in the GUI version you may use the Copy Line and Past 
Line buttons to copy entire lines of data. Position the cursor somewhere in the line 
you wish to copy. Click on the Copy Line button then on the Okay button which 
appears. Position your cursor in the line below where you wish the copied line to be 
inserted. Click on the Paste Line button. The line will be inserted above the line 
on which your cursor lies. Copy and paste a blank line from the bottom of the list 
to insert a blank line within the list. Use the Delete Line button to delete the entire 
line on which your cursor lies. 

In the text version, you may use the p2]  and [F3] keys to delete and copy lines 
(see Section 5.1, Keystrokes and Cursor Movement). Here, lines may only be copied 
to the line immediately below where the cursor lies when the E31 key is pressed, the 
other lines being forced down one row each. Inserting a blank line is not as easy as it 
is in the GUI version. You must use the [F3 J key to copy a line at the position where 
you want the blank line, then erase the duplicate line’s fields using the Esc] key. 

To print the Actual Work Performed listing, go to this menu item under the View 
main menu selection of the GUI version and click on the Print botton. In the text 
version, choose 5 - Print Actual Work Performed from the Auxiliary Functions 
menu. 

NOTES: 
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Chapter 10 
NEAT computes energy savings and selects conservation measures using assumptions 

in addition to the building description, such as fuel and material costs. These and 
other parameters can be customized to produce audit results tailored to your location. 
By changing the parameters, you can reflect specific local conditions. You can have 
these changes affect only the current NEAT run or all future runs as well. Or, you 
can create up to 10 sets'of parameters to choose from at any time. The GUI version 
also allows you to choose additional personal preferences and defaults to further 
customize your program. 

IO. I Preferences (GUI Version) 
Select Preferences under the Setup main menu item in the GUI version to alter 

how the program responds to some of your requests. You may change what editor is 
used to display results selected from the View menu item. In the Preferred Editor 
field, enter the full path name of the editor you choose (e.g. C: \W51  \WP) or just 
the editor name (e.g. WP) if you have the word processor's directory in your DOS 
path. If left blank, you will view your results with the default editor provided with 
NEAT. 

Click on the Yes Overwrite Warnings check box on this same screen to 1. tve 
NEAT wam you any time an operation you request would overwrite existing Ni  ..AT 
data on your computer. The Yes condition is the default and suggested for ,:est 

users. Checking No will eliminate these warnings giving you no indication of loi :ing 
potentially valuable data. 

A Yes response to the Field Validation check boxes tells NEAT to test the value of 
each numeric field when it is exited to see if it lies within both acceptable and 
reasonable ranges. If the value lies outside the acceptable range displayed in the 
warning, you will be instructed to recenter a value which does lie inside the range. If 
the value you entered lies outside a reasonable range, you will again be warned of the 
reasonable range and given an opportunity to either Correct the value or Ignore the 
warning and retain the value entered. If the No Field Validation check box has been 
chosen, NEAT will still check the entire form for valid entries when you have 
finished the form and selected Okay to exit the form. 

Click the Yes button beside Update Startup File on Exit to have the GUI version 
of NEAT start each time with the last referenced building description automatically 
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opened. Otherwise the same file will be recalled each time you start NEAT. The 
current startup file is listed under the ParametersFile Locations menu item under 
Setup. 

Click on the Okay check box at the bottom the screen to accept the responses you 
made on this screen or Cancel to ignore the changes and return to conditions prior 
to entering the screen. 

10.2 Changing Parameters 
To change parameters, select the Parameters ‘menu item under Setup on the .main 

menu bar in the GUI version of NEAT. In the text version choose 3 - Setup from the 
main menu. You will be presented with the following selections: 

GUI Parameters Menu Text Version Setup Menu 

File Locations 
Material Costs 
Fuel Costs 
Fuel Escalation Rates 
Candidate Measures 
Key Parameters 
User-Defined Types 
Choose Parameter File 
Save As 
Reset Parameters 

1 - Alter Material Costs 
2 - Alter Fuel Costs 
3 - Alter Fuel Escalation Rates 
4 - Select Candidate Measures 
5 - Change Weather Data 
6 - Alter Key Parameters 
7 - ChangeICreate Setup File 
8 - Return to Main Menu 

. 

Each of these selections will be discussed individually in the sections which follow. 
In the GUI version, after making changes in many of the forms, NEAT will ask if 
you wish to update the key parameters on your disk. If you click on the Yes button, 
NEAT will save the changes you made for future runs which use the current parameter 
file (see Section 10.1 1, Multiple Parameter Files).. If the No check box is selected, the 
changes will apply to runs made during present NEAT session only. 

In the text version of NEAT, this same choice is made when ever a Setup option is 
selected by typing a Y or N to the question, ((DO you wish to permanently alter these 
parameters?” As in the GUI mode, if you answer Y, the changes will be saved for all 
future NEAT runs using the current parameter file, whose description is given at the 
top of the Setup screen under the (‘Setup Menu” title line. 

Key actions in both the GUI and text versions are consistent with those found in 
building description entry screens (see Chapters 3, Navigating the GUI Version and 4, 
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Data Entry in the Text Version). However, for numeric fields in the text version, 
pressing the first acceptable number key will automatically erase the entire field, 
preparatory for entering an entirely new value. 

10.3 File Locations 
Use this form to change the default paths NEAT uses for your input, output, and 

weather files. NEAT will save a building description file (BLD) to whatever directory 
is displayed in the Data Path field. After running NEAT for a specific building 
description, results are saved to the directory in the Output Path field. If you choose 
to change the weather NEAT uses, the program will look in the directory displayed 
in the Weather Data Path for available weather files to select from. Unless you 
specify a specific drive or the root directory on a drive, the path names are assumed 
to lie under NEATS main execution directory (see also, Appendix A, Notes on 
DOS). 

In the text version of NEAT, these same fields are located on the second page of 
the 6 - Alter Key Parameters option under the Setup menu. 

In the GUI version, this screen also allows you to change the parameter description 
for the currently accessed parameter file (see Section 10.1 1, Multiple Parameter Files). 
Note that the field is longer than the window in which it is viewed. Thus, you may 
need to force the cursor off either end to access all of the name. 

10.4 Material Costs 
You can tell NEAT what values to use for the life span of each energy-satang 

conservation measure and labor and material costs of installation. These figure: are 
displayed on the Material Costs screens. 

NEAT assesses costs to energy-saving conservation measures by the square foot, linear 
foot, or per item. Costs listed in the Materials Cost and Labor Cost columns are costs 
for the unit of measure listed on that line. For example, if the “Cost Matrl” for “Celluls, 
Blwn - R-1 1” is “.0732” and the Unit is “sq. ft.,” that means blowing in cellulose will 
cost $0.0732 per square foot for materials. Labor costs are listed separately in another 
column. 

The column marked “Cost/Item” is designed specifically for window treatments, where 
the “Unit” is either ‘‘Lnftp or “Sqft/Ei.” Because these materials may be priced either 
by dimension (per linear foot or square foot) or by application (per window), NEAT 
permits you to enter cost information either way. 

If the window treatment is priced by dimension, use the “Cost ($/Unit) - Matrl/ 
Labor” columns to record the material and/or labor cost associated with installation. 
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The unit will be either “Lnfi” or “Sqfi,” whichever is listed to the left of the “/” in the 
“Unit” column. 

If, however, the treatments are priced per application, Le., a fixed price per window 
treated, enter this cost in the “Cost/Item” column. If costs are entered for both of these 
approaches for the same material, the total cost will be the sum-probably not the 
result intended unless there is a flat price per window plus a cost per dimension. 

The “Cost/Item” column is not appropriate for other measures. 

10.5 Fuel Costs 
The Fuel Cost screen contains dollar costs of the listed fuels in common units (mcf 

of natural gas, kwh of electricity, gallons of #2 oil, gallons of propane, cords of wood, 
tons of coal, gallons of kerosene). Assemble a list of fuel costs in your area and enter 
these values into this screen. 

Check the costs of fuels in your area at least once a year and update the costs, if 
necessary. Fuel costs should be typical-avoid high or low short-term values. 

10.6 Fuel Escalation Rates 
Each year, the Department of Commerce prepares and publishes for the Department 

of Energy fuel escalation rates to be used by the Weatherization Assistance Program. 
The Program rules require agencies to update the fuel escalation rates at least every 
five years. Each release of NEAT will contain the most recent values published. 
Thus, unless your version of NEAT has released more than five years ago, you should 
not have to make any changes in these values. 

In the text version of NEAT,. alterations made in this screen are permanent. You 
are given no other choice during Setup. If you wish to save a copy of the outdated 
values, make a copy of the existing parameter file before making the changes (see 
Section 10.1 1, Multiple Parameter Files). 

10.7 Selecting Candidate Conservation Measwres 
This screen allows you to turn off certain conservation measures permanently, or just 

for one particular audit. For instance, if the weather in your location suggests that 
evaporative coolers are cost-effective, but they are not accessible or practical to install, 
this measure may be turned off. Or, you may lack confidence that occupants will not 
override the automatic setback thermostat, giving cause for eliminating this measure. 

The infiltration reduction measure performs as described in Section 8.2, Recommended 
Measure List, and cannot be turned on and off from Setup. 
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In the GUI version of NEAT, click on the check boxes preceding each measure 
name to change its status. The presence of a “P in the check box indicates the 
measure is to be considered. 

In the text version, press Y if you wish to consider a conservation measure. Press N if 
you wish to turn off the measure. 

10.8 Changing Weather Data 
To change the weather NEAT uses when it runs, choose the Weather Data Files 

menu item under the Setup main menu selection of the GUI version. You will be 
presented with three options: Install, Remove, and Choose. Click on the Choose 
menu item. You will be informed what weather file is currently being used. Click on 
Okay and a pick list of cities will be displayed. Point and click your mouse on the 
weather city you wish to use. Use the scroll bars to the right of the list if necessary to 
show the city your looking for. The city name will be transferred to the selection 
field at the top of the window. Click on Okay to confirm your selection or Cancel to 
abort your selection. 

Change Weather Data from the Setup 
menu. The screen displays three choices. Press [End] to retain the current weather 
file and return to the Setup menu. Or, press Enier] to accept NEATS default 
location for weather files, created when the program was installed. Users experienced 
with DOS may have moved their weather files to a different directory. If so, NEAT 
must be told of their location, or “path.)) If applicable, enter this path, including a 
terminating backslash, l1 \ ”, on the line provided, then press Enter]. 

If you have not chosen to return to the main menu, the available cities will api!ear 
in alphabetical order on the screen. Choose a.city near the location of the house 
being audited. Use the [Up] and [Down Arrow] keys, the [Tab] key and the Enter] 
key to move among the cities. When you find the city you want, put an asterisk (*) 
on the line beside it. Press [End] to record your selection and return to the Setup 
menu. 

In order for cities to be displayed in either the GUI or text versions weather 
station pick lists, they must have already been installed. See Chapter 2, Installing 
NEAT for details on use of the Install and Remove menu items in the Weather Data 
Files menu of the GUI version to install weather stations. 

In the text version of NEAT, select 5 

10.9 Altering Key Parameters 
Key parameters are accessible to give you more flexibility in applying NEAT. If you 

have more accurate numbers than NEATs default values, enter them to replace existing 
values. For example, if your energy conservation program installs furnaces that are 82 
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percent efficient, you should change the furnace replacement from 85 percent to 82 
percent. Caution should be exercised in altering parameters. NEAT attempts to find 
energy conservation retrofits for houses with “average” occupants. Again, no effort 
should be made to adjust parameters to coincide with life-styles of individual occupants. 

The following parameters are accessible: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Real discount rates, supplied by the DOE, will need to be changed periodically. 
Minimum acceptable SIR. 
Heating and cooling setpoints for day and nighttime. 
Night setback accomplished by smart thermostats. 
Average annual outside film coefficient (Btu/hr-sqft-F) . 
The base value of free heat from intemals (Btu/hr) accounts for appliances 
and lights. NEAT adds to this base amount heat generated from two adults 
(276 Btuhr per adult) and one child (224 Btuhr) for every 400 square feet of 
floor area over 1000 square feet. 
Cooling sensible heat ratio. 
Three R-values are included as choices denoted as “other” in the building 
description menus. You can change these R-values to reflect unique building 
characteristics that may not be included in existing options provided by the 
menu box. For example, ‘if you commonly encounter vermiculite as the “other” 
insulation choice, enter an R-value of 2.3 R per inch. 
R-value added by foundation wall insulation measure. 
Fumace/boiler replacement seasonal efficiencies (% ) . 
High efficiency fimace replacement steady-state.efficiency (%). 
Heat content for natural gas (therms/ccf). 
Window A/C replacement SEER 
Central A/C replacement SEER 
Heatpump replacement SEER (cooling) 
Heatpump replacement HSPF (heating seasonal pehormance factor) 
Impute cooling savings without air conditioning (Y/N). 
SEER used to optionally impute cooling savings. 

The last two items above control NEATS optional feature of computing cooling 
savings for measures in a home without air conditioning. A home without air 
conditioning cannot actually save cooling energy, since no energy is expended for 
cooling in the first place. However, most measures which would save cooling energy 
in a home with air conditioning can make living conditions more comfortable during 
the summer in homes without air conditioning. Thus, you may “impute” a savings in 
these homes in order to install measures to increase the comfort. The homes may 
install air conditioning in the future, thus eventually allowing this imputed savings 
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to occur. This feature would be more commonly used in the far south where cooling 
is the dominant factor. 

Enter Y to permit this feature. The SEER key parameter should be the seasonal 
energy efficiency ratio (SEER) of an air conditioning unit that would most likely be 
installed in the home sometime in the future. Entry fields for this feature are on the 
second page of Key Parameters in the text version of the program. 

The second page of Key Parameters in the text version of NEAT also allows entry 
of User Defined Types of insulation and the Paths for building description, report, 
and weather files. See Sections 10.10, User Defined Types and 10.3, File Locations for 
additional information. 

IO. 10 User-Defined Types 
The NEAT building description forms contain two wall and two attic insulation 

material types which you may define to meet your needs. Select the User Defined 
Types menu item under the GUI version’s Setup/Parameters menu selection. In the 
text version, these fields appear on the second page of Key Parameters under the 
Setup menu. 

In the fields labeled “Ceiling/Wall Insulation, User Defined Type -,’, enter the 
name of an insulating material you wish to use, not already provided by NEAT (e-g. 
Rockwool or Blwn Fbrgls). Once entered, these names will appear in place of me 
“User-Defined” name in the Material Cost section of Setup, in the building descripnon 
forms for walls and attics, and in any reports which recommend a measure using 
these materials. 

Below each of these material names are numeric fields giving the R-values per 
inch of the ceiling insulation types you are defining and the total R-value added to a 
wall for the wall insulation types. The R-values have dimensions hr-ftZ-”F/Btu. 
Typical values corresponding to various insulation types may be found in building 
manufacturers’ data sheets or in ASHRAE’s (American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating, and Air-conditioning Engineers) Handbook of Fundamentals. Entries 
in these fields permit your defined insulation types to have the physical characteristics 
you desire. 

IO. 11 Multiple Parameter Files 
All of the parameters you provide during setup (except the weather station) and 

have chosen to save for future runs (see Section 10.2, Chnging Parameters), are 
saved on your computer in what is called a parameter file. NEAT allows you to have 
as many as ten sets of parameters, thus ten parameter files. These files are identified 
by a name (GUI version only) and a description. Both versions of NEAT recognize 
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the same parameter files, so a file created by one version may be used also by the 
other. 

For instance, if you have agencies which provide services in two locations with 
significantly differing material and fuel costs, you may wish to create a parameter file 
for each of these locations. You can then easily switch between the two using the 
multiple parameter file feature. The descriptions of the two parameter files would 
most likely identify the location to which they pertained or the agencies which 
provided the services at the location. 

NEAT is distributed with a standard average set of parameters (material, labor, fuel 
costs, candidate measures, etc.). To create a second set of parameters tailored to your 
location, click on the Save As menu item under Setupparameters in the GUI 
version. In the File Name field, type a file name for the new parameter file you are 
about to create. This name is not the same as a building description file name used as 
the building identifier, but it has the same restrictions of length and permissible 
characters (see Section 5.2, Building Identifiers). If you wish to insure that no other 
parameter file has this same name, click on the [No] Overwrite OK? button and 
NEAT will not permit overwriting and existing parameter file. Clicking on Okay 
will copy the currently accessed parameter file to a second having the name you 
provided and automatically make it the accessed file. Click on Cancel to abort the 
operation. You may change the description of .this parameter file by entering a new 
Description of Parameters File on the File Locations screen (see Section 10.3, File 
Locations). 

Once you have multiple parameter files, use the Choose Parameter File menu item 
on the SetuplParameters menu of the GUI version to select the current file to be 
used by NEAT. The parameter file description will be displayed together with.an 
Okay button. Click on the Okay button to continue. You will be presented with a 
parameter file pick list. Click on the line containing the parameter file name and 
description you wish to select. It will be transferred to the top line on the form, 
confirming your choice. Click on the Okay button to complete the selection or 
Cancel to abort. 

Change/ 
Create Parameter File from the Setup menu. A list of existing parameter file 
descriptions will be displayed. Use the cup Arrow] and Down Arrow] keys to 
locate the cursor on the field to the left of the description you wish to use as a 
starting point for the new parameter set. If you have just installed NEAT, you will 
only have one choice, the standard parameter file. Pressing the p3] key will copy 
this parameter file to another, having the same description as the first. You will see 
another parameter description appear, identical to the one you copied. Enter a asterisk, 

To create a new parameter file in the text version of NEAT, select 7 
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[*I, to select this parameter file such that the changes you make from the Setup 
menu will apply to this new file. The cursor will move to the right into the parameter 
description field. Press [Esc] to erase the parameter description of the file from which 
this new file was copied and type in a new description. Press End] to exit the screen. 
This same screen in the text version is used to change the current parameter file, if 

you have defined more than one. Select 7 - Change/Create Parameter File from the 
Setup menu. Use the [Up Arrow] and [Down Arrow] keys to locate the cursor on-  
the field to the left of the description you want to make current. Enter a asterisk, [*], 
to select this parameter file. Enter End] to complete the selection of ESC] to abort. 
Be careful, the [Esc] key entered while in the parameter file description field on the 
right will simply erase the description, not abort the selection of the current parameter 
file. 

Once you have created a new parameter file, whether with the GUI or text 
version of NEAT, you now make changes to it as you would any other parameter set 
following the procedures in this chapter. Make sure to request that your changes be 
saved permanently to disk, or they will not change the parameter file (see Section 
10.2, Changing Parameters). 

Note that changes in the weather city selected are not saved in a parameter file. 
They are saved separately. NEAT will run with the same weather until you use the 
Change Weather setup option to select a different city (see Section 10.8, Changing 
Weather Datu). 

IO, 12 Reset Parameters 
The Reset Parameters menu item resets all of the parameters of the currc:itly 

accessed parameter file to those which existed when NEAT was first installed, &at 
is, those of the original standard parameter file. Note, it will overwrite any  of the 
settings which existed in the current parameter file prior to choosing to reset them. 

IO. 13 Defaults (GUI Version only) 
Many of the building description fields which require input have default values 

which will be automatically inserted into the field if it is accessed (clicked on) and 
left without making an entry. The Defaults menu item under the GUI’s Setup main 
menu allows you to change these default values. Click on the Defaults menu item 
and you will see a submenu which is similar to the menu under the Input main 
menu. It  will contain categories for each of the building component types, e.g., 
Walls, Windows, Doors, Unfinished Attics, etc. Clicking the mouse on any of these 
items displays a screen which is the same as the screen under the Input menu for the 
analogous component type, except that many of the fields are ghosted. The fields 
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which are not ghosted have displayed within them the default value for that 
corresponding field on the building description input forms. If you change the value, 
the default value experienced on the input form will change accordingly. 

NEAT’S text version uses default values, but they cannot be changed. 

NOTES: 
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Chapter 11 
The list of energy conservation measures considered by NEAT may be accessed 

through the Setup Menu, Select Candidate Measures option (see Section 8.5, Selecting 
Candidate Consereration Measures). 

NEAT currently examines 2 1 energy conservation measures: 
1. Attic insulation (R-11, 19,30,38) 
2. Wall insulation 
3. Sill insulation 
4. Floor insulation (RNll, 19,30) 
5. Foundation wall insulation 
6. Duct insulation 
7. Storm windows 

9. Thermal vent dampers 
8. LOW-E windows 

10. Electric vent dampers 
1 1. Intermittent ignition devices (IID) 
12. Electric vent dampers and IIDs combined 
13. Flame retention head oil burners (FRHOB) 
14. Furnace tune-ups 
15. Mid-efficiency furnace replacement 
16. High efficiency furnace replacement 
17. Space heater replacement 
18. Smart thermostats (setback thermostat) 
19. Window air conditioner replacement 
20. Heat pump relacement 
21. Air conditioner tuneup 
22. Evaporative coolers 
23. Awnings 
24. Sun screens 
25. Window films 
26. Lighting 

The first eight conservation measures are designed to reduce heat loss through walls, 
floors, ceilings, and windows- Attic insulation and Low-E windows also have the 
advantage of significantly reducing heat gain during the cooling season. 
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Conservation measures 9 through 18 improve heating system efficiency by decreasing 
heating energy consumed by the house. They do not affect heat loss through the 
envelope, however. 

Conservation measures 19 through 25 either reduce heat gain or improve cooling 
efficiency during the cooling season: Evaporative coolers and new air conditioners can 
reduce cooling costs markedly, if properly installed. Window shading reduces solar gain- 
a major element of total heat gain. Shading the windows may affect the heating load, 
because shade blocks some solar heat from 
the house during the heating season. 
Conservation measure 26, lighting, reduces 
the electric costs of the house, while having 
only minor effects on the heating and 
cooling costs. 

I I .  I Attic Insulation 
NEAT analyzes the addition of R-1 1, R- 

19, R-30, or R-38 blown insulation to the 
attic as sepaiate measures. For example, if 
NEAT recommends addition of R-11 
insulation to an attic already having R-19 

Installing Attic Insulation 

insulation, a total of R-30 is being seen as cost-effective for the house. The maximum 
possible depth of insulation is the maximum number of inches of existing and added 
insulation which could exist in the attic, not including possible compression at the 
eaves. 

If you specify no maximum depth restriction (see Section 7.5, Unfinished Attics) for 
an attic segment, NEAT will determine the correct. standard R-value of insulation to 
be added for your region. If a depth restriction has been specified, NEAT will evaluate 
not only adding thk standard levels (R-11, R-19, R-30, and R-38) up to the maximum 
depth, but also the level of insulation necessary to exactly fill the attic cavity. 
Installation costs use interpolations between costs of installing the standard levels, as 
given by the User in Setup. 

NEAT assumes that heat flow has a choice of two paths: one through the ceiling joist 
and any insulation resting on top of it, and the other through the ceiling p&el and 
insulation in the joist spaces. NEAT assumes that joists occupy 15 percent of the attic 
area and spaces between them occupy the other 85 percent. 
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11.2 Wall Insulation 
The wall insulation portion of NEAT 

assumes the same 15 percent framing and 
85 percent cavity area as the attic. 

NEAT reduces the free solar heat 
transmission through insulated walls. If a 
wall is located next to a sheltered but 
unheated area, NEAT reduces the predicted 
savings from wall insulation by one-third, 
since this buffered area serves to reduce the 
heat loss. 

11.3 Sill Insulation 

Ir cfailing Wall Insulation 

The sill box area on many houses is uninsulated. Insulating this sill box is often cost- 
effective. Seal the big air leaks in the sill box area before insulating. 

NEAT will compute the change in the overall conductance of the foundation space 
that results from installing sill box insulation. NEAT may recommend installation of 
R-19 fiberglass insulation to areas of the band joist that are uninsulated and exposed to 
the outdoors. 

Sill and floor insulation measures are considered mutually exclusive, i.e. NEAT will 
not recommend both measures-only the most cost-effective one. 

Sill Box Insulation 

11,4 Floor Insulation 
NEAT considers adding R-11, R-19, or R-30 fiberglass batt insulation to the floor 

between the living space and the foundation space. If the foundation space is uninten- 
tionally heated, you might consider reducing lost heat by insulating the water heater 
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and air ducts, or by seal- 
ing duct leaks, if condi- 
tions call for these low- 
cost measures. 

You may enter the cost 
of duct repair, pipe 
insulation, and/or 
electric heat tape to 
protect pipes in the field 
provided on the 
Foundation Space data 
input screen if you want 
these costs to affect the 
SIR of installing floor insulation. (See Section 7.7, F o u k t i o n  Spaces.) 

between the floor insulation and foundation wall insulation measures. 
See Section 11.5, Foundation Wall Insulation, for information regarding selecting 

11.5 Foundation Wall Insulation 
The foundation wall insulation measure assumes a uniform addition of insulation 

to both above- and below-grade foundation space walls. The R-value of insulation 
added is supplied in Key Parameters and the cost per square foot is set in the Material 
Costs section of Setup. No insulation will be added to foundation walls of a subspace 
having average height less than two feet. 

The foundation wall insulation and the floor insulation measures are mutually 
exclusive, Le., only one of the measures can be recommended for a given subspace. 
Which, if either, is determined by your choice of the Insulation Mode on the 
Foundation Spaces input form (see Section 7.7, Foundation Spaces). You may have 
NEAT consider only one of the two modes of insulating the space, both of them 
(recommending the most cost-effective) , or neither. Note, however, just asking for 
consideration of only one of the two modes does not guarentee it will be recommended. 
It still must have an SIR above the minimum allowable. 

11.6 Duct Insulation 
Insulating uninsulated duct which exists in unconditioned (or unintentionally 

heated) spaces will most often be cost-effective. The duct insulation measure in 
NEAT examines heat lost from the furnace supply duct during winter as well as heat 
gained by the duct during summer (if central air conditioning is present). These heat 
exchanges are assumed to occur between the duct and either a foundation space or 
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the attic, depending on your input for the location of uninsulated duct on the 
heating system form (see Section 7.7, Foundation Spaces). 

11.7 Storm Windows 
NEAT assumes excessive leakage through a window has 

already been discovered and repaired during the infiltration 
reduction phase of the audit. This may have involved 
installation of a storm window or of an entirely new 
window. 

NEAT predicts that a storm window will add 0.59 R to a 
single-pane window. However, when the prime windows 
leak, storm windows-especially interior storms which tend 
to be tighter-may produce an additional benefit of 
reducing air leakage. The change in air leakage through 
the window system with and without a storm window is 
difficult to estimate and is not included in NEATS savings- 
to-investment analysis. 

The cost of storm windows varies widely due to quality, 
quantity purchased, shipping, and labor costs. In the 
building description input (see Section 7.3, Windows), the 
user is given the opportunity to enter,the cost for an 
individual storm window-if a more accurate cost than 
that entered during “Setup” on the material cost screen 
can be given. 

11.8 Low=€ Window 
NEAT considers double-pane windows with a 

metalized coating on one of the interior glass surfaces. 
These low-E windows save energy during the winter 
by reflecting heat rays originating in the house back 
indoors. During the summer, low-E windows reflect 
solar heat outdoors. Low-E windows also have a higher 
R-value than single- or standard double-pane windows. 

11.9 Window Shading 
NEAT may suggest one of three types of window 

Storm Window 

r -7 

Low-€ Double-Pane Window 

shading: 1- Awnings; 2- Sun screens; and 3- Window films. 
~~ 
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Awnings are an effective conservation measure 
because they stop solar heat before it contacts 
the house. However, awnings are expensive, they 
require more planning, and they restrict views 
through windows more than other conservation 
measures. 

There are two kinds of sun screens. NEAT 
assumes that fabric sun screens block about 66 
percent of solar heat and that aluminum louvered 
sun screens block about 89 percent of solar heat. 
Fabric sun screens are cheaper and easier to 
assemble than louvered sun screens. 

NEAT assumes that window films block 74 
percent of solar heat. The more reflective, hence 

Sun Screen - Consists of a sun-blockin! 
fabric stretched on an aluminum frame. 

more effective, films are highly metalized and appear mirrorelike from outdoors. Special 
all-season metallized films, sometimes called low-E films, also reflect heat energy from 
inside the house during the heating season. These films are more cost-effective in all 
but the hottest, sunniest climates than films that merely reflect solar heat. 

NEAT assumes that these window treatments, if installed, will cover the entire glazed 
portion of the window. 

I I , I O  Vent Damper 
A vent damper reduces heat loss from a heating 

system by closing the chimney when the burner is 
not operating. The vent damper prevents most of 
the residual heat from escaping the heat exchanger, 
allowing the pump or fan to deliver the leftover 
heat to the house instead of losing it up the 
chimney. 

Electric vent dampers are recommended by 
NEAT for installation with central gas heating 
systems that currently have intermittent ignition 
devices (IID) or will have an IID installed during 
retrofit. 

Electric vent dampers use a solenoid or a small 
electric motor. A solenoid is a magnetically- 
operated lever that opens the damper when the 

Electric Vent Damper 
h I 
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burner fires and closes it when the burner goes off. 
Vent dampers for use with oil systems or with gas 

systems with IIDs may have dampers that close almost 
completely. 

Electric vent dampers for gas systems with pilot 
lights do not close completely. To vent the pilot light, 
these dampers leave about 10 percent of the 
chimney’s crosscsectional area open. 

NEAT recommends thermal vent dampers for 
heaters with and without pilot lights. These dampers 
open a bimetallic damper when they sense heat. 
Thermal vent dampers close when the burner is off 
and the chimney cools. Thermal vent dampers may 
be dangerous in heaters with marginal draft and may 
not be permitted by some local codes. 

Some locations may have regulations barring 
installation of vent dampers. Should a damper fail 
in the closed position, serious health problems may 
be incurred by the occupants. 

11, I 1  Intermittent Ignition Device 
An intermittent ignition device (IID) saves energy 

by eliminating the need for a standing pilot light. 
The IID consists of a special gas valve, an electric 
igniter, and a pilot light that remains on only while 
the main burner is lit. NEAT assumes that a n  electric 
vent damper will be installed only with an IID, or 
that an IID will be present before an electric vent 
damper is recommended. 

f 

I Thermal Vent Damper 

c 
intermittent Ignition Device 

NEAT uses formulas to estimate savings for two possible conditions: 1- Pilot light on 
during the summer; 2- Pilot off during the summer. 

Indicate on the heating screen (see Section 5.9, Heating Systems) which of these 
conditions exists. Rather than computing savings based on a percentage of annual 
consumption, NEAT links savings to the location’s heating degree days. For most 
climates, this results in annual savings from 4 to 6 percent of gas consumed by the 
heater. 
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11.12 Furnace Tune-up 
Heating systems may function far below their potential efficiency or may be unsafe 

due to the following common problems: 
Dirt, soot, or other materials interfering with the burner flame; 
Dirt, soot, or corrosion on heat exchanger surfaces; 
Electric controls malfunctioning or out of adjustment; 
Air hotter than necessary to heat the house; 
Incomplete combus tion; 
Faulty draft; 
Incorrect fuel input; 
Blockages or leaks in heating distribution system; or 
Faulty thermostatic setting, anticipator adjustment, or location. 

Heating technicians performing tune-ups should have specific training on increasing 
the efficiency of heating systems. Technicians should have test equipment to measure 

state efficiencies of 80 percent or more. Replacing an 
existing oil burner with a FRHOB is usually cost-effective 
if existing steady-state efficiency is less than 75 percent. 

When a conventional oil burner is replaced with an 
FRHOB, the burner nozzle is usually reduced a size to 
account for the oversizing of the original burner, the 
higher efficiency of the M O B ,  and improvements to 
the envelope of the house. NEAT does not account for 
any  additional savings that may result from this down- 
rating of capacity- 

- 
-4 

Flame Retention Oil Burner 
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The combustion chamber of the existing heating unit may be re-lined with a ceramic 
liner-installed like a plaster cast-when the burner is replaced. If installation of a 
flame retention burner in your state’s program includes this procedure, the price of the 
FRHOB should include its cost. 

I?.  14 Furnace/Boiler Replacement 
Replacing the heating system makes economic sense when the steady-state efficiency 

of the existing system is low and can’t be significantly improved. 
Low-efficiency heating units allow up to twice the amount of air needed for 

combustion to pass through the heat exchanger. This excess air takes heat with it up 
the chimney while the burner is both on and off. Mid-efficiency gas heaters allow the 
minimum air required for complete combustion. They also close the chimney when 
the burner is off. The naturally-drafting chimney and draft diverter are eliminated in 
favor of a fan that draws combustion air in and propels combustion products out of the 
heater. Mid-efficiency gas heaters use an intermittent ignition device that eliminates 
the standing pilot, which uses 4 to 6 percent of the energy consumed by a conventional 
unit. With these improvements, mid-efficiency gas heaters achieve seasonal efficiencies 
of 80 percent or more. 

Mid-efficiency oil heaters use a flame retention head oil burner. They also eliminate 
the natural draft chimney and the barometric draft control by using an induced draft 
fan and a smaller flue pipe. These improved oil heaters achieve seasonal efficiencies of 
around 85 percent. 

The most efficient gas heaters cause water vapor formed in the combustion process 
to condense into liquid water. These condensing heaters reclaim the heat in the water 
vapor and achieve seasonal efficiencies of more than 90 percent. These heaters liberate 
latent heat using a corrosion-resistant heat exchanger that is not damaged by corrosive 
water condensing out of combustion gases. 

NEAT provides for two separate furnace replacement 
measures: 1 - An improved-efficiency heating unit (80+ 
percent); or 2- A high-efficiency unit for gas heating 
units only (90+ percent). To enter heating unit 
efficiencies, see Chapter 10, Cwtomiing u NEAT Audit. 

11.15 Space Heater 
If the original system is a very inefficient gas, propane, 

or oil space heater, NEAT may suggest replacing the 
existing space heater with a new higher-efficiency space 
heater of the same fuel type. Space heaters fueled by 

-.- __ , 
-. ~ 

Space Heater 
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electricity, wood, or coal are not considered 
by NEAT. Because the efficiencies of 
replacement space heaters vary greatly, the 
user is given the .opportunity to input 
replacement efficiency on the space heater 
input screen or to accept NEATS default 
values. 

11.16 Setback Thermostat 

11. I7 Evaporative Cooler 
In the warm, dry climates.of the 

western United States, evaporative 
coolers (also called swamp coolers) 
are a popular and energy-efficient 
cooling device. The  lower the 
summertime relative humidity, the 
more the evaporative cooler will drop 

I Automatic Setback Thermostat 

Evaporative Cooler 

Automatic setback thermostats are cost- 
effective for people who have regular 
schedules. Automatic thermostats are 
effective energy savers in all climates. 
If the house has central cooling, be 
sure to install a combination heating/ 
cooling automatic thermostat. Define 
the number of degrees Fahrenheit of 
nightly setback when you set the key 
parameters (see Chapter 10, 
Cwtomi~ng a NEAT Audit). 

the indoor temperature. Evaporative coolers use one-quarter to one-sixth of the energy 
of air conditioners and they cost about one-half as much to install. Unlike central air 
conditioners, evaporative coolers provide a steady stream of fresh, humid air to the 
house. 

Because NEAT will recommend evaporative coolers in many climates due to their 
low cost and high efficiency, it is important to determine whether this measure is suitable 
for your own location. Be sure to turn it off permanently in the Setup section (see 
Chapter 10, Cwtomising a NEAT Awlit) if it is not to be considered, since its high cost- 
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effectiveness will usually place this measure at the top of the recommended measures 
list, making other cooling 
measures less cost-effective. 

11.18 Air Conditioner 
Replacement 

Air conditioners move heat 
from indoors to outdoors with 
a cooling coil (the evaporator), 
a heating coil (the condenser), 
and a compressor, which moves 
a heat-transfer fluid (the 
refrigerant) between the two 
coils. 

The federal government 
requires all air conditioners to 
carry a yellow energy label 
listing its annual cost of 
operation and a measure if its 
efficiency, EER for room air 
conditioners and SEER for 
central systems. A room air 
conditioner with an EER of 12 will use half s much electricity for cooling as one with 
an EER of 6. 

All room air conditioners manufactured after January 1, 1990 must have an EER of 
at least 8 or 9 depending on size, but the most efficient units have an EER of around 
12. However, you can still buy room air conditioners with EERs as low as 5.3. 
Central air conditioners manufactured after this date must have an SEER of about 10 
or greater, varying slightly by the type of unit. 

NEAT will consider replacement by either a room or central air conditioning 
system, depending on the type of the existing system. 

Enter the cost of replacing individual air conditioners having each of the three 
capacities listed for both room and central systems in the Material Cost section of 
the Setup. For room air conditioners, NEAT will interpolate to arrive at a cost of 
replacing the size of unit specified in the building description. For central systems, 
the program will use the capacity of the nearest - ton increment from 1- to 4- tons, 
using interpolation or extrapolation of costs for those three standard sizes not 
specifically listed. 
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Since NEAT accepts only Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) values, you 
may need to convert EER to SEER values. (See Section. 7.9, Air Conditioners, for 
converting EER to SEER.) Replacement SEERS may be altered in the Key Parameters 
of the Setup Menu (see Chapter 10, Custorni~ng a NEAT Audit). , 

11.19 Heatpump Replacement 
Heat pumps operate like air conditioners except that the heating and cooling coils 

can switch functions to supply heat as well as cooling. 
Federal government regulations require all heat pumps manufactured after January 

1, 1990 to have minimum SEERS of between 9.7 and 10 and heating seasonal 
performance factors (HSPF) of between 6.6 and 6.8, depending on type. 

The heat pump replacement measure will only be evaluated if you have designated 
an A/C component as Type “Heatpump” and the Primary Heating System is also of 
type “Heatpump”. No more than one cooling system should be designated as a 
“Heatpump” whenever the measure is to be evaluated. 

The efficiencies of the replacement system are set by the user in Key Parameters of 
Setup. The material costs are determined from the user-supplied costs for three sizes 
of heatpumps supplied in the Material Cost screens of Setup, in a manner analogous 
to the central air-conditioning measure described above. The Material List will 
display the Size (KBtu) from the Air Conditioners screen for the size of the system to 
be installed as the replacement system, not the tonnage. 

Due to the relatively high cost of replacing a heat pump, this measure is not 
commonly recommended. 

11=20 Air Conditioning Tune-up 
Significant efficiency increases for an air-conditioner may be possible through 

proper maintenance and periodic tune-ups. The following steps are suggested in 
performing the tune-up of an existing air conditioner: 

0 

a 

0 

0 

0 

a 

0 

a 

0 

0 

Replace or clean existing air filters, 
Check and clean condensate trough and drain; 
Clean evaporator (indoor) and condenser (outside) coils, 
Straighten bent or flattened coil fins if necessary, 
Insure unobstructed air flow to the condenser coil, 
Check for proper refrigerant charge, 
Remove dust and dirt from fan blades, 
Examine and oil motor and fan bearings, 
Inspect and/or tighten electrical connections and contacts, 
Check for blockages or leaks in the supply and return ducts. 
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Properly trained HVAC technicians should perform the tune-up insuring the use 
of proper equipment, especially in checking the refrigerant charge and the electrical 
wiring, and straightening the coil fins. 

NEAT assumes that a thorough air conditioner tune-up will increase the system’s 
SEER from 0 to 36 percent, depending on its existing condition. 

I I .2 I Lighting 
Replacing existing incandescent interior lighting with compact fluorescent lights 

is a relatively straight forward way to reduce the electric consumption of a home. 
The development of the compact fluorescent bulb has made this retrofit an extremely 
simple one to accomplish because most compact fluorescent lights are fitted with 
screw-in bases identical to the incandescent bulbs which allow a quick and easy one- 
for-one replacement. Compact fluorescent lights should be chosen carefully because 
physical size and weight can prevent some bulbs from being used in certain fixtures. 
There is a variety of bulbs available making it possible to find a compact fluorescent 
replacement for just about any fixture type that currently exists. 

One of the main advantages of the compact fluorescent is its extended life, 
approximately 10,000 hours versus a normal incandescent’s life of approximately 750 
to 1000 hours. This equates to approximately thirteen incandescents to equal the 
same life as one compact fluorescent. The considerably longer life of compact 
fluorescent bulbs coupled with their energy savings helps to offset the substantially 
higher initial cost of the compact fluorescent versus the normal incandescent bulb. 

NEAT computes the savings of using the lower wattage compact fluorescent bulb 
to replace an existing incandescent bulb. The watt reduction is determined from the 
user’s input of existing and replacement bulb consumption, though default values for 
replacement wattage give the standard replacement for the existing bulb. 

Neat also accounts for the longer life of the fluorescent bulb over that of the 
incandescent. 

You must enter the cost for various wattage compact fluoresent bulbs in the Material 
Cost section of Setup. 

NOTES: 
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Appendix A 
Computers store information on two different types of disks. “Hard” disks have large 

storage capacities and are located inside the computer. “Floppy”disks are 3.5 or 5.25 
inches square and have a much smaller storage capacity than hard disks. Floppies are 
used to store information you don’t use every day or to transport information between 
computers. 

Disk drives are the mechanical devices that-read the disks. Disk drives have names - 
the first floppy disk drive is A; the second floppy disk drive (if you have one) is B; and 
the hard disk drive is C. To tell the computer which disk drive to use, type the letter of 
the drive, followed by a colon (:), and press [Enter]. For example, type A: [Enter] to 
access the “A” drive. 

Information is stored in separate files, each containing material the computer operator 
has found to be related. Each file has a name, normally assigned’by the operator or 
computer program developer. Filenames consist of an eight-or-fewer-character name 
followed by a period, then an optional three-character “extension.” For example, the 
file wx.inp, which contains NEATS weather information, has the name wx with the 
extension inp. 

Filenames may not contain the following characters: +, =, /, \, I ,  *, <, >, ”, ?, :, ;, 
,(comma), .(except in the space preceding the extension), and spaces. See your DOS 
manual for more details. 

Several files are of particular interest to the NEAT user. The (<BI>.bld) file, conrains 
building descriptions entered by the user. (<BI> stands for the building identifier you 
supply during data entry.) The (<BI>.rep) file, contains recommended energy 
conservation measures and associated materials list. The (<BI>.dat) file contains the 
results of a n y  billing data comparisons you may have requested and a detailed listing of 
the sizing calculations, giving each component’s contribution to the total peak output 
required. Using commands described below, the information in these files can be 
reviewed by the user. 

Files with the extension “par”, contain the settings you input during Setup. 

Disk Operating System 
Disk Operating System (00s) is the set of computer instructions that runs the 

computer and allows you to perform tasks related to NEAT. DOS allows you to create, 
copy, and delete files, or to make and remove directories. 
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DOS commands are executed before or after the NEAT program- Type a DOS 
command at the DOS prompt. The DOS prompt looks like this: C:\> (the short flashing 
line or rectangle at the end of the prompt is the cursor). As you type commands, whatever 
key you press on the keyboard appears at the cursor and the cursor moves to the next 
space. 

Directories and Sub-Directories 
Much as a file folder organizes papers related to a common topic, files on a computer 

are grouped into named collections called directories or sub-directories. When you 
installed NEAT, you were asked to select a location to which the program’s files would 
be copied. This location, or “path,” included the name of the drive (C:) and the name 
of a “subdirectory.” In the example, the subdirectory “WA” was chosen, representing 
the “VJeatherization Assistant.” 

You may create additional directories or sub-directories, as you need them, by typing 
MD (“make directory”). Then, type the new name and press [Enter]. For example, if 
you want to create a sub-directory called “JANE,” 

Type MD JANE 
Press [Enter] 

Sub-directories may be “cascaded.” That is, if you are in one sub-directory, you may 
create another sub-directory which further subdivides the one you are in- 

You can also remove subdirectories. You can remove the sub-directory JANE by 
typing RD JANE (“remove directory”). You must delete all the named files from a 
directory or a sub-directory before removing the directory itself. 

The CD (“change directory”) command allows you to access the files in a given 
directory. In order to access files in sub-directory “JANE” (which happens to subdivide 
the directory you are currently accessing), type CD JANE. A backslash (“\”) denotes 
the root directory, or the directory under which all other sub-directories must lie. It is 
the directory you will be accessing when you first turn on your computer. 

The DIR (“directory”) command displays a list of files in the directory currently 
accessed. If the list is too long to fit on one screen, typing DIR/P will cause the listing 
to pause when the screen is full, until another key is pressed. Thus, to view the contents 
of the WA sub-directory (created when you installed NEAT onto your hard disk drive): 

Type CD\WA 
Press [Enter] 
Type DIR/P 
Press [Enter] 

The screen will display a list of WA’s files and/or sub-directories. 
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The asterisk “*” is called the “wildcard” character because it represents any 
combination of characters, except the period between the file’s name and extension. 
You can use this character to ask the computer to list only certain files. Thus, if you are 
interested in listing only the building description files (files with the “bld” extension), 
type DIR *.bid. This gives you a way of determining which building identifiers you 
have already used with NEAT. 

Copying Files 
You’ll need to know other DOS commands to stay well-organized. If you use a hard 

disk, you won’t want to store the results of every NEAT audit there forever, since that 
would exhaust valuable disk space. Instead, you may wish to copy older files to floppy 
disks and then delete them from the hard disk. 

To access the file to be copied, use C:, A:, or B: and CD\ followed by the name of 
the sub-directory where the file is located. Then, type COPY, followed by the file to be 
copied and the location where you want the copy placed. 

For example: 
Type C: 
Type CD\WA 
Type COPY SMITH-REP A: 

This will instruct the computer to copy the SMITH-REP file (located in the WA 
sub-directory of the C disk drive) to a floppy disk you have inserted in the A drive. (If 
you were already accessing the WA sub-directory of the C drive, the first two commands 
would not be necessary.) 

You can rename a file while copying it by adding a new filename to the end of the 
COPY statement. For example, to copy the SMITH-REP file to the A drive and rename 
the copy SMITH2.REP: 

Type COPY SMITH-REP A:SMITH2.REP 
Press Enter] 

In the COPY command, the character “*” is called the “wildcard” because it represents 
any combination of characters, except the period-between the file’s name and extension. 
Thus, to copy all files from the currently-accessed sub-directory to the A drive: 

Type COPY *-* A: 
Press Enter] 

If you created a sub-directory called AUDSTOR (short for “audit storage”) on your 
floppy disk in the A drive and wanted to copy all NEAT building description files to it, 
access the drive and sub-directory where the original building description files are 
located: 
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Type COPY *.BLD A:\AUDSTOR 
Press [Enter] 

View Files 
If you wish to view the contents of a file and not make any revisions: 

Type TYPE (filename).BLD 
Press [Enter] 

For example, to view the JANEREP report file containing the recommended measures 

Type TYPE JANE.REP I MORE 
Press Enter] 

The “ I MORE” switch tells the computer to display only one screen at a time. 
If you wish to print a NEAT audit report: 

Type PRINT (filename).REP 
Press Enter] 

For the above example, the following command will print the contents of the 

After entering this command, the following statement may appear on your screen: 

If this statement appears, simply press [Enter] to initiate printing. 

list for the JANE building identifier: 

JANE.BLD file: PRINT JANE.BLD 

“Name of list device [PRN]:” 

Deleting files 
After you have copied the files onto one or more floppy disks, you will want to delete 

the files from your hard disk. Deleting is easy. Let’s say there are several files in the sub- 
directory named BOB on the hard disk that you want to delete. If the DOS prompt 
doesn’t say C: \ > : 

Type C: 
Press Enter] 
Type CD\BQB 
Press [Enter] 
Type DIR (to see a list of the files in the BOB sub-directory). 
Type DEL (and the file name you wish to delete). 
Press [Enter] 

Repeat the process for each file you want to delete. Or, use the wildcard character to 
delete multiple files with a single command. Be careful not to delete files you really 
want to keep. 
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Inexperienced computer users should consider experimenting with these commands 
before performing operations on their permanent files, especially deleting files. 
Experience can be a valuable resource in understanding the application of DOS 
commands. 

NOTES: 
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Appendix B 

Example House 
Shown below is a drawing of the Morris residence, located in St. Louis, Missouri. 

The finished attic and foundation spaces are shown as cutaway sections. 
Succeeding pages feature working sketches and completed input screens for a 

NEAT audit of this house. For conciseness, the text version input screens have been 
used in this example. Entries into the GUI version forms can be obtained using the 
keys below each screen. Notice how the sketches show the codes for the doors, walls, 
and windows as they need to be entered into NEAT. 

The sketches and screens appear in the order of a typical audit. Please note the 
Morris house does not require all NEAT screens (it has no space heaters, for example). 
For a complete set of screens, refer to Appendix C, NEAT Input Forms. 

-1 f 
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1st Floor and Basement Plan 
Morris Residence 

IN21 This window must 
receive wall code “N 1 ’’ 

wall code “Wl” I Foundation space codes 4Y These windows 
must receive 

4 
1 
v 

I 

.-. - . @ .- k 
Wall code 

Wall code 

P 
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N 

Wall 
code 

Finished Attic Plan 
Morris Residence 

k- 48 

m I - 

I 
I 
I 

, 
I' 

This window must i 
J . KuTElrlpILL I 

recieve wall code "N 1 " 
I 
I I I 
' &* i I 

Wall e code 
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Area Calculations for Exposed and Buffered Walls 
(refer to sketches) 

Like dormer exterior walls, the end walls of finished attics must also be added to exposed 
wall areas. To simplify area calculations, the exposed end wall of any finished attic can 
be divided into rectangles and right triangles like the A, B, and C areas shown by dashed 
lines in the end view of the south wall, 2nd floor. The individual areas can then be 
summed (as for S1 below) to get the total exposed wall area (remember, the area of a right 
triangle is width x height + two). 
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Area Calculations for Finished Attic Components 
(refer to 2nd floor sketches and sketch on page 25) 

Dormer Shortcut: 

When the building was constructed, the builder had to remove some roof rafter area to 
install a dormer (refer to picture of house). This means that, to make exact calculations, 
some roof rafter area at a dormer needs to be subtracted from the gross (7' x 40') roof rafter 
area. Also, because addition of the dormer adds more collar beam area (the dormer 
ceiling), dormer ceiling areas need to be added to the gross (4' x 40') collar beam area. 
Doing this can be complex and laborious. This can be avoided because the removed roof 
rafter area at the dormer and the dormer ceiling are similar in size and energy loss 
characteristics (close enough when the whole house is considered). The auditor may 
assume the areas are equal and need not perform the subtraction or addition. Making this 
assumption, as done in this example (see collar beam and roof rafter area calculations 
above), provides close approximation and saves the auditor considerable effort. 
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General House Data 

House Descriptor: Morris 
Auditor: N. Watts 
Date of Audit: 6-13-93 

Number of Conditioned Stories 2 
Living S ace Floor Area CSqft) m0- 
Average L b e r  of Occupants 2, 

Pre-Retrofit Air Leakage Rate from Blower Door (CFM) 2988 (Optional) 
Pre-Retrof it Blower Door Pressure Differential (Pa) 50- TOptional) 
Post-Retrofit A i r  Leakage Rate from Blower Door (CFM) 17S@, 
Post-Retrofit Blower Door Pressure Differential (Pal SS, 
Cost of A i r  Leakage Rate Reduction ( $ 3  318- (Optional) 

c d 

--- - -LIZ 

Exterior Hal Is 

Area 
lssft 1 
II 

l T y p e l  

-1-1- 

Meas 
Comments No 

list, 2nd, B Dormer-1 -1-1 
-1, 

Buffered Ist 2- 
Ist, 2nd. & Dormer, -1, 

-1- 
Buffered 1st 2- 

I=/ 
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c 
W i ndows 

Windows Retrofit Storm Windows 1 
Frame Glazg Shaded Width Hgth 
Type IType I ( 2 )  I f i n )  I ( in)  

~~ 

Doors 
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c 

Unfinished Attic Areas 

Attic 
Code Type -r -- -I- 

Comments 
Meas 
No 

Fin i shed  Attic Areas 

Addtnl 
I n s t l n  
Cost 

0.0 

0.0 

a. 0 

0.0 

Comments 

P 

Fndn 
Code 

Foundation Spaces 
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c 
L i s h t i n g  

~~~ 

[ E x i s t i n g  Incande 
Room 

ki tchen  
dinins ,  
1 i v i  ng, 
bdrooms 

1-1-1- 

Lamps 

Area 
Uni t  U n i t  Size Cooled 
Code Type (kBtu) (ssft) 

A i r  Condit joner r  
Cent ra l  /El indour 

Primary s y s t e m :  
T Y  e 

FSPF 
Fuel t y p e  
Locat i o n  
X Heat s u p p l i e d  

Heat i ng Sys tems  

-1- 
(Heatpump h e a t i n g  s e a s o n a l  performance) 

Secondary s y s t e m :  
Fuel t y p e  
System e f f i c i e n c y  ( X I  ,-~ 

"Smart" t h e r m o s t a t  (YA) 3- 
Uninsula ted  duc t  l e n g t h  

i n  uncondi t ioned  
space Eft) =- 

Average perimeter of d u c t  Locat i o n  of 
i n  uncondi t ioned  u n i  n s u l a t  e d  
space ( i n )  48- d u c t  S 

Comments 
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Water Htr Wrap 2.5- 

Primary Furnace-Boiler, Gas/Propane Fueled 

I Manufacturer Pacific Model PGl!Z34 
Input Rating (kBtu/hl Output Capacity (kBtu/h) 70 

Steady State Efficiency txl 75- 
’ Pilot Light: Present ,Y, ( Y A )  On in summer -N- ( Y 4 )  

IID Present ,N, (Ya1 Power burner present -N, C Y 4 1  
Vent Damper: Present -N- [ Y A )  Recommended 3- [Y/N) Diameter (in) - 
General Condition: -1, TuneupBepl acement St  at us -1, 
Estimated Replacement Costs: Labor 900 Equipment 900- 
Comments 

Itemized Additional Costs and User-Def ined Measures - 
Li+e- 
Time 
(Yrs 1 
- 

Materials 
Requ i red 

Fuel 
Saved 

Cost 
($1 

Item Description 
or User-def ined 
Measure Name 

Window replaced 

Door repaired 

Flue moved 

Insulate DHW H t r  

Annual 
Savin (~~tuqS 

24x48 in DH Window, 

3 -  
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NE2T - Version 6.1 Oct. 1997 Executed: Tue Nov 04 16:50:58 1997 

House ‘Description: Morris 
Building Identifier: s?IMPLE Clinate: ST. LOUIS. 10 
Auditor: N. Uatts 

Infiltration Redctn 
Insulate DHQ Htr 
Wall Ins. R-11 Batt 
Fill Ceiling Cavity 
Smart Thermostat 
Sillbo;. Ins. 
Lighting Retrofits 
Val1 Insulation 
Floor Ins. R-19 
Val1 Insulation 

Windoa replaced 
D o u r  repaired 
Infiltration Redctn 
Insulate DWJ Htr - 
Wall I=. R-11 Batt 
Fill Ceiling Cavity 
Smart Themuostat 
Sillbox Ins. 
Lighting Retrofits 
Wall Insulation 

gall Insulation 
Flue moved 

Floor I=. R-19 

Material Name 

Val1 Insulation 
Kneenall Ins- 
Sill Insulation 
Floor Insulation 
Smart Thermostat 
Conpact Fluorescent 
Compact Fluorescent 
Compact Fluorescent 
Ceiling Insulation 
24248 in DH Windon 
qater Htr Qrap 

Audit Date: 6-13-93 

Component 

KNV 
RWT 

F2 
LT1 .LT2 .LT3 .LT4 
S1. Q1. N1 I El 
F1 
N2. E2 

Component 

KNGJ 
RRT 

F2 
LT1 ,LT2 .LT3 .LT4 
S1. Q1 a N1. El 
F1 
N2. E2 

Material List 

A n n u a l  S a v i n g s  
Eating CmlinWElect. Total 

Wtu) 

11.1 
0.0 
15.3 
23.5 
6.2 
0.9 
0.0 
20.2 
10.2 
2.2 

($1 
58 
0 
80 
124 
32 
5 
0 

106 
54 
11 

69 6 
0 0 
79 ? 
122 10 
0 0 

-0 -0 
2169 185 
100 9 
-18 -2 
-4 -0 

Wtu) 

11.3 
2 . 5  
15.5 
23.9 
6.2 
0.9 
7.4 

20.5 
10.2 
2.1 

L f e a s u r e  
Savings Cost SIR 

(S’qrr) ( S i  

64 
63 
87 
134 
32 
5 

185 
115 
52 
11 

B l m  Cellulose 
Faced &tt - R-11 
Faced Batt - R-19 
Faced Batt - R-19 
13 Vatt 
26 Uatt 
38 Uatt 
Celluls.Blwn - 3.5 in. 

70 
20 - 
310 1.7 

40 12.8 
93 12.4 
151 11.8 
65 5.4 
10 5.2 
279 3.2 
623 2.4 
335 2.1 
94 1.5 
30 - 

Quantity 

1213 . Sqft 
320 Sqft 
21 Sqft 

644 Sqft 
1 Each 
9 Each 
6 Each 
3 Each 

560 Sqft 

Cumulative 
Cost SIR 
($1 

70 - 
30 - 

400 1.3 
440 2.3 
533 4.1 
683 5.S 
748 5.8 
756 5.8 
1037 5.1 
1661 4.1 
1996 3.7 
2090 3.6 
2120 - 
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F’re-retof it Post-retmf i t 
Heating Cooling Heating Cooling 

Annual load (BtWyr) 89 
Annual Energy (MEtu/yr) 125 
Heat loss (kBtu&r) 79 
Output required (kEtu/hr) 94 

7 
4 

33 
47 
35 
41 

5 
3 

Design building h a t  loss and output required intended only as guides 
tu sizing equipment. See NEAT User’s %nual f o r  further details. 

NOTE: Read cautions in NEkT User’s Nanual related to sizing results. 

s1 
11 2 
N1 
E2 

lst, 2nd, & Dormer 
Buffered 1st 
1st. 2ad, & Dorrner  
Buffered 1st 

Pre-Retrof it H e a t  i n s  B i  11 Data Ent ry  S 
E n t e r  date meter read E n t e r  t h e  corresponding 
(month/day) and number f u e l  consumption f o r  of HDD’s i n  e a c h  
of days i n  f irst  per iod .  each per iod.  <therms)  period. (Opt iona l )  

31 1044 
937 
680 
272 
103 
9 
0 
0 
34 

223 
599 
941 

E n t e r  t h e  b a s e  tempera ture  for t h e  HDD va lues  e n t e r e d  65.- 
E n t e r  base load  (therms/month) : 19.S- 

Accept d e f a u l t / d i s p l a y e d  values  i n -  customary manner. H o m e  k e y  r e t u r n s  - t o  i n p u t .  
The v a l u e  a n  t h e  input  f i e l d  has  been e n t e r e d  prevrous ly  d u r i n g  t h i s  s e s s i o n .  

The d e f a u l t  v a l u e  is a b a s e  load i n  t h e m / m o n t h  estimated from b 4 l l r n g  data. 
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'poydad qs-tj) u r  sAep 30 
Jaqrunu pue  (Kep/yquou) 
pead Jaqau  aqep  Jaqu3  

anugquoa 07 Aay rtue ssadd 

0L6 
629 
282 
08 
9T 
P 
PZ 
0zx 
is& 
ZEL 
826 
LTTT 

ZtJ8i7 
Ti76 
66s 
Ea 
PE 
0 
0 
6 
EQT 
ZLZ 
089 
LE6 
m T  

0LT 
TTT 
s6 
TZ 
0 
0 
TZ 
0L 
98 
8zT 
Z9T 
S9T 

NOSIttVdW03 NOIldMlSN03 XWJN3 9NIlWH 



COOLING ENERGY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON 
P e r i o d  

End Days in 
Date Period 

C o n s u m p t i o n  

Actual Predicted 
(kWh) 

D e g r e e  D a y s  
(Base 65 F) 

Actual Predicted 

4 a 0  
5/31 
6/30 
7/31 
8/31 
9/30 

11 
78 
276 
389 
329 
152 

I6 
128 
306 
421 
378 
173 

24 
130 
324 
435 
396 
219 

Total 183 
2 Difference 

1965 1235 
-36x 

1422 1528 
72 

Press any key to continue 

NEAT - Version 6.1 Oct, 1997 becuted: Wed Hov 05 11:32:39 1993 

House Description: Norris 
Building Identifier: SAIPLE Climate: !ST* LOUIS, MO 
Auditor: N. Uatts Audit Date: 6-13-93 

Results following application of billing data adjustment factors 

Recommended 
bkasure Component 

B n n u a l  S a v i n g s  
Heating CoolinWElect. Total 

Infiltration Redctn 
Insulate DHQ Htr 

Fill Ceiling Cavity 
Lighting Retrofits 
Smart Thermostat 
Sillbox Ins. 
Floor Ins. R-11 
Val1 Insulation 
Uafl Insulation 

Uall I=. R-11 Eatt 

8.1 43 
0.0 0 0 
11.2 59 125 
17.2 91 133 
0.0. 0 4338 
4.5 24 0 
0.7 3 -0 
6.5 34 -2 
14.6 77 138 
1.6 8 -7 

109 3 8.5 
0 2.5 
11 11.6 
17 17.9 
371 14.8 
0 4.5 

-0 0.7 
-0 6.5 
12 15.1 
-1 1.6 

rn 
RRT 
LT1 .LT2 .LT3 .LT4 

FZ 
F1 
S1,Ql.Nl.El 
12. E2 

M e a s u r e  
Savings Cost SIR 

70 - 
20 - 
310 1.4 
40 12.s 
93 9.9 
151 9.4 
239 6.5 
65 4.0 
10 3.5 
219 2.0 
623 1.3 
94 1.1 
30 - 

IS/Yr) ( S )  

Cumulative 
Cost S I R  
($1 

rjindov replaced 
Door repaired 
Infiltration m t n  
Insulate DHU Htr 
Gall Ins. R-11 Batt 
Fill Ceiling Cavity 
Lighting Retrofits 
Smart Thermostat 
Sillbox Ins. 
Floor Ins. R-11 
Uall Insulation 
Val1 Insulation 
Flue moved 

70 
90 
400 
440 
533 
683 
962 
1027 
1037 
1256 
1380 
1974 
2004 

- - 
1.0 
2.1 
3.5 
4.8 
5.3 
5.2 
5.2 
4.6 
3.7 
3.6 - 

52 
63 
70 
10 7 
371 
24 
3 
34 
s9 
3 

lam 
RRT 
LT1 .IT2 ,LT3 ,LT3 

FZ 
F1 
SI, V1- N1, El 
R2. E2 
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Material Costs 

Material Type 

Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Ceiling Insulation 
Wall Insulation 
Wall Insulation 
Wall Insulation 
Kneewall Ins. 
Sill Insulation 
Floor Insulation 
Floor Insulation 
Floor Insulation 

Celluls,Blwn - R-11 
Celluls,Blwn - R-19 
Celluls,Blwn - R-30 
Celluls,Blwn - R-38 
Fbergls,Blwn - R-11 
Fbergls,Blwn - R-19 
Fbergls,Blwn - R-30 
Fbergls,Blwn - R-38 
User Type 1 - R-11 
User Type 1 - R-19 
User Type 1 - R-30 
User Type 1 - R-38 
User Type 2 - R-11 
User Type 2 - R-19 
User Type 2 - R-30 
User Type 2 - R-38 
Blwn Cellulose 
User Type 1 - R-11.0 
User Type 2 - R- 5.0 
Faced Batt - R-11 
Faced Batt - R-19 
Faced Batt - R-11 
Faced Batt - R-19 
Faced Batt - R-30 

Foundation Ins. 
Duct Insulation 
Vent Damper Thermal 
Vent Damper Electrical 
IID 
IID/Elec Vent Dmp 
Flame Ret Hd Burner 
Furnace Tuneup 
Replacement Furnace 
High Eff. Furnace 
Replacement Boiler 
Space Heater Gas - kBtu, 
Space Heater 

Space Heater 
Space Heater 

Gas - 55 kBtu/h 

Kerosene - 10 kBtu/h 
Kerosene - 40 kBtu/h 

Space Heater 
Space Heater 

Oil - 40 kBtu/h 
Oil - 75 kBtu/h 

Life 
(yrs) 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
15 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
10 
10 
10 

9 
10 

2 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

cost 
Matrl 

.0732 

.1264 

.I995 
-2527 

.17 
-22 
-25 
-28 

-0732 
-1264 
.I995 
.2 527 

.17 

.22 
-2 5 
-28 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.14 
-24 
-10 
-28 
.62 

1.21 
.37 

57.11 
135.11 
146.50 
281.61 
540.00 

0.00 
Each 1600.00 
Each 2100.00 
Each 2100.00 
Each 300.00 
Each 900.00 
Each 500.00 
Each 1250.00 
Each 1000.00 
Each 1450.00 

($/Unit) Cost / 
Labor Item ($) 

-1540 
-2582 
-4015 
.5057 

-15 
-20 
-23 
-26 

.1540 

.2582 

.4015 
5057 
-15 
-20 
-23 
-26 
-59 
-59 
-59 
-15 
-24 
-24 
-24 
-24 

1.10 
75.00 
100.00 
75.00 

175.00 

45.00 
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Material Costs (Con!) 

Material Type 

Smart Thermostat 
Storm Window 
Window A/C 5,000 Btu 
Window A/C 15,000 Btu 
Window A/C 25,000 Btu 
Central A/C 2 Ton 
Central A/C 3 Ton 
Central A/C 4 Ton 
A/C Tuneup 
Evaporative Cooler 
Heatpump 
Heatpump 
Heatpump 
Awnings 
Sun Screen Fabric Mesh 
Sun Screen Louvered 
Window Film 

Compact Fluorescent 5 watt 
Compact Fluorescent 7 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 9 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 13 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 18 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 25 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 26 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 38 Watt 
Compact Fluorescent 11 Watt Flood 
Compact Fluorescent 15 Watt Flood 
Compact Fluorescent 18 Watt Flood 

2 Ton / 24 KBtu, 
3 Ton / 36 KBtu/h 
4 Ton / 48 KBtuk 

LOW-E Window 

Life 
(yrs) 

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
5 

15 
15 
15 
15 
10 
12 
20 

5 
15 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

Unit Cost ($/Unit) Cost / 
Matrl Labor Item ($) 

Each 
SqWE 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
L&E 
SqWE 
SqWE 
SqWE 
SqWE 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 
Each 

35.00 
0.00 

399.00 
550.00 
685.00 

1400.00 
1770.00 
2100.00 

400.00 
1900.00 
2300.00 
2500.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

11 .oo 
9.00 
9.50 

12.00 
13.50 
16.00 
18.00 
21.00 
17.00 
17.00 
17.00 

30.00 
0.00 51.0 

100.00 
200.00 
225.00 
150.00 
250.00 
275.00 
210.00 
400.00 
150.00 
250.00 
275.00 

0.00 55.0 
3.50 
5.75 
2.50 
0.00 100.0 
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Fuel Cosis 

Fuel Escalaiion Raies 

i Fuel Escalation Rates - From current year (0) 

Year 

Electric 
Oil 
Propane 
Natl Gas 
Kerosene 
Coal 
Wood 

Year 

Electric 
Oil 
Propane 
Natl Gas 
Kerosene 
coal 
Wood 

0 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1-00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 
1-00 1.02 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.08 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.09' 1.10 
1-00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.05 
1-00 0.99. 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1-00 1.00 1.00 
1-00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

13 14 15 16 

0.96 0.95 0.74 0.73 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 
1.10 1-10 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.07 1.09 1.09 
1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
0.93 0.92 0.92 0.71 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.88 
1-00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1-00 1-00 1-00 1.00 1.00 
1-00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1-00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1-00 1.00 1-00 
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Candidate Measure Selection 
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Parameter Modification Screens 

Parameter Modification Sceen 

3.8 Real discount rate (%) 
1.0 Minimum acceptable SIR 
68.0 Daytime heating setpoint (F) 
68.0 Nighttime heating setpoint (F) 
78.0 Daytime cooling setpoint (F) 
78.0 Nighttime cooling setpoint (F) 
6.0 Night setback (F) 
4.0 Average annual outside fdm coefficient (Btukr-sqft-F) 
2900. Base value of free heat from internals (Btukr) 
0.85 Cooling sensible heat ratio (Not used in versions after 5.2B) 
4.42 Uninsulated R-value associated with “Other” wall type 
0.6 R-value of “Other” exterior wall type 
3.06 Rs/inch of “Other“ insulation type 
12.0 R-value added by foundation wall insulation measure 
81.0 Furnace replacement AFUE (%) 
80.0 Boiler replacement AFUE (%) 
92.0 High efficiency furnace replacement AFUE (%) 
1.0 Heat content for natural gas (therms/ccf) 
9. 5 Window A/C replacement SEER 
9.5 Central A/C replacement SEER 
9.5 Heat pump replacement SEER (Cooling) 
7.5 Heat pump replacement HSPF (Heating Seasonal Performance Factor) 
-N- Do you wish to impute cooling savings when no air conditioning is present? 
- 10.0- SEER used to impute cooling savings 
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User Defined Tvjes 

Choose Parameier File 
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I '  

Save Parameter File 

Choose Weaiher Siaiion 
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Here are all NEAT data input forms, presented in the order of a typical audit. To 
see how these forms are completed, refer to Appendix B, Audit Example. 

National Energy Audit Input Form 
General House Data 

House Descriptor: 
Auditor: 
Date of Audit: 
Number of Conditioned Stories 
Living Space Floor Area (Sqft) 
Average Number of Occupants 

Pre-Retrofit Air Leakage Rate from Blower Door (CFM) (Optional) 
Pre-Retrofit Blower Door Pressure Differential (Pa) - (Optional) 
Post-Retrofit Air Leakage Rate from Blower Door (CFM) 
Post-Retrofit Blower Door Pressure Differential (Pa) - 
Cost of Air Leakage Rate Reduction ($) 

Wall 
Code 

Exterior Walls 

Wall Direction: N - North; E - East; S - South; W -West. 
Wall Exposure: E - Exposed; B - Buffered; U - Unconditioned attic. 
Exterior Type: 1 -Wood, Masonite; 2 -Aluminum, Steel, Vinyl; 3 - Stucco; 4 - Brick, Stone; 5 - None; 6 - 
Other. 
Wall Type: 1 - Balloon frame; 2 - Platform frame; 3 - Masonry, Stone; 4 - Concrete block; 5 - Other. 
Insulation Type: 0 - None; 1 - Blown cellulose; 2 - Blown fiberglass; 3 - Rock wool; 4 - Batt fiberglass; 
5 - Rigid board3tyrofoam; 6 - Other. 
Added Insulat~on Type: 0 - None; 1 - Blown cellulose; 2 - User Type 1; 3 - User Type 2 
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. . .. 

National Energy Audit Input Form (Continued) 

Windows 

Frame Type: 1 - Wood; 2 - Metal; 3 - Improved metal 
Glazing Type: 1 - Single; 2 - Single with wood storm; 3 - Single with metal storm; 4 - Double pane; 

5 - Single with bad storm 
Shaded Percentage: Example: 20% - Eaves; 100% - Porch. 
Retrofi Storm Window Cost: If other than defautt cost. 
Note: 'Wall Code' is keyed to sketch of floor plan. 

Doors 
Door I Storm Doors I 

Type: 1 - Wood, hollow-core; 2 - Wood, solid-core; 3 - Steel, insulated; 4 - Other. 
Door Area: Standard door area is 20 square feet. 
Condition: 1 -Adequate; 2 - Deteriorated; 3 - None. 

Note: 'Wall Code' is keyed to sketch of floor plan. 
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A t t i c  
C o d e  

National Energy Audit Input Form 
~ (Continued) 

Unfiished Attic Areas 
I - E Z G ~ l  

Jo is t  
Space 

C in) 

-I- 

Floor 
Area 

( s q f t )  Type Comments  

Type: 1 - Unfloored; 2 - Floored; 3 - Cathedral. 
Joist Space: Default value = 24.0 inches 
Insulation Type (with depth d&uRvalues for existing insulation): 0 - None; 1 - Blown cellulose (5 in.); 
2 - Blown fiberglass (6 h.); 3 - B l M  rod<wool(6 h); 4 - Fiberglass batt (6 m.); 5 - other (6 in.). 
Additional Insulation Type: 0 - None; 1 - Blown cellulose; 2 - Bbwn fiberglass; 3 - UserType 1; 4 - User Type 2 
hhximum Deph: Press "Enter' if unlimited 

Note: "Attic We" is keyed to sketch of attic floor plan. 

Finished Attic Areas 

I Exist Insul. I Additional Insul. I 
Maximum Additional 

TW 'i:: ~ y p e  ~epth tnstal~ation T Y P ~  Comments M W .  Area 
(sq.ft) (in) Cost No. 

Outer Ceiling Joist 

Collar Beam 

Kneewall xxx 

Roof Rafter xxx 

Outer Ceiling Joist, Collar Beam Type: 1 - Unfloored; 2 - Floored. 
Insulation Type: 0 - None; 1 - Blown cellulose; 2 - Blown fiberglass; 3 - Blown rockwool; 
4 - Fiberglass batt; 5 - Other. 
Additional Insulation Type: 0 - None: 1 - Blown cellulose; 2 - Blown fiberglass; 3 - User Type 1 ; 4 - User Type 2 
Maximum Depth: Press "Entef' if unlimited. 
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National Energy Audit Input Form (Continued) 
Foundation Spaces 

Type: C - Conditioned; N - Non-conditioned; V- Vented non-conditioned; U - Unintentionally conditioned; S - Slab, 
uninsulated; I - Slab, insulated; E - Exposed floor. 
Mode: 0 - None; 1 - Floor or Wall; 2 - Floor only; 3 - Wall only. 

Location: C - Ceiling; F - Floor; T - Table; W - Wall 
Type: S - Standard; F - Flood 

Air Conditioners - Central /Window 

Meas 
No 

I I I I I I I I I 

Unit Type: 1 - Central; 2 - Window. 
SEER / EER: Enter if known. Otherwise press enter and give approximate age in next column. 
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Heating Systems 
"Smart Thermostat" (Y/N): 
Uninsulated duct length in 

System Type: Fuel Type: unconditioned spaces  (it.): 
Average perimeer of duct in HSPF: 
unconditioned spaced (in): 
Location of uninsulated Location Type: 
duct (S/A) : 

% of Heat Supplied: Comments: 

Primary System: Secondary System: 

Fuel Type: System Efficiency: 

System Type: 1 - Gravity furnace; 2 - Forced-air furnace; 3 - Steam boiler; 4 - Hot water boiler; 
5 - Electric resistance, fixed; 6 - Electric resistance, portable; 7 - Heat pump; 8 - Unvented space 
heater; 9 - Vented space heater; 0 - Other. 
Fuel Type: 1 - Natural gas; 2 - Oil; 3 - Electricity; 4 - Propane; 5 -Wood; 6 - Coal; 7 - Kerosene. 
Location: 1 - Intentionally heated- 2 - Unheated; 3 - Unintentionally heated. 
Location of duct: S - Subspace; A 1 Attic 
Note: Use the appropriate form depending on the fuel type and heating system type. 

National Energy Audit Input Form (Continued) 

Primary Furnace - Boiler, Gas / Propane-Fueled 

Manufacturer: Model: 

Input Rating (kBtu/h): . 

Steady-State  Efficiency (%): 

Pilot Light: Present?  - (Y/N) On in summer? - (Y/N) 

Output Capacity (kBtu/h): 

IID Present?  - (Y/N) Power burner present? - (Y/N) 

Vent Damper: Present  - (Y/N) Recommended - (Y/N) Diameter (in) - 
General  Condition: - Tuneup/Replacement Status: - 
Estimated Replacement  Costs: Labor Equipment 

Comments: 

General Condition: 1 - Poor; 2 - Fair; 3 - Good 
System tuneupheplacement status: 1 - Tuneupheplacement optional; 
2 - Tuneup already performed; 3 - Tuneup mandatory; 4 - Replacement mandatory. 
Enter estimated replacement costs if different from default value. 
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National Energy Audit Input Form (Continued) 
Space Heaters / Other Systems 

Manufacturer: Model: 

Input Rating Units Value Output Capacity (kBtuk) 

Steady State Efficiency (%) 

Vent Damper: Present? (Y/N) Recommended? (YM) Diameter (in) 

General Condition: - 
System Replacement: Labor Cost Equipment Cost SS Efficiency (%) - 
Repair / Replacement: 

Tuneup / replacement status: - 

Input Rating Units: 0 - No input; 1 - kBtu/hr; 2 - gaVhr; 3 - Ib/hr.; 4 - ccm 
General Condition: 1 - Poor; 2 - Fair; 3 - Good 
System tuneup / replacement status: 1 - Tuneup / replacement optional; 2 - Tuneup already performed; 
3 -Tuneup mandatory; 4 - Replacement mandatory. 

Primary Furnace - Boiler, Oil-Fueled 

Manufacturer: Model: 

Input Rating Units Value Output Capacity (kBtu/h) 

Steady State Efficiency (%) 

Vent Damper: Present? (Y/N) Recommended? (Y/N) Diameter (in) 

Burner: Flame Retention Head Present? (Y/N) Recommended? (Y/N) 

General Condition: - 
Estimated Replacement Costs: Labor Equipment 

Comments: 

Tuneup / Replacement Status: - 

~ ~ ~~ 

Input Rating Units: 0 - No input; 1 - kBtu/hr; 2 - gaVhr; 3 - Ibhr; 4 - ccm 
General Condition: 1 - Poor; 2 - Fair; 3 - Good 
Tuneup / replacement status: 1 - Tuneup / replacement optional; 2 - Tuneup already performed; 
3 -Tuneup mandatory; 4 - Replacement mandatory. 
Enter estimated replacement costs if different from default value. 
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Itemized Additional Costs and User Defied Measures 
Incl 

in 
SIR 

Item Description 
or User-defined 
Measure Name 

Mater i d s  
Required 

-I 

Fuel 
Saved 

Life- 
Time 
CYr5 1 

I_ 

- 

Fuel Saved: 1 - Natural gas; 2 - Oil; 3 - Electricity; 4 - Propane; 5 -Wood; 6 - Coal; 7 - Kerosene. 
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Audit - The process of identifying energy conservation opportunities in houses. As used here, 
NEAT audit means a computer selection technique which optimizes the Savings-to- 
Investment Ratio of various energy conservation measures. 

Auditor - A person who performs an audit. 
Balance point - For heating, the balance point is the outside temperature above which no heating 

is needed. For cooling, the balance point is the outside temperature below which no cooling is 
needed. 

Band joist - A horizontal framing member resting on top of the foundation. 
Base temperature - Base temperature is the outdoor temperature below which heating or above 

which cooling systems are used. Assume a base temperature of 65 "F for HDDs and 18°F for 
CDD's, unless a different base temperature is listed on the utility bill. 

Boot - The process of turning on or re-initializing a computer. 
British thermal unit - The quantity of heat required to raise one pound of water one degree 

Buffered - A wall which is protected by an unconditioned, attached enclosure-like a garage or an 

Building description - Information used to describe the house to NEAT. 
Building identifier - An string of 8 or less typed characters that uniquely identifies a particular 

house receiving a NEAT audit. 
Btu - Acronym for British thermal unit. 
Ccf - One hundred cubic feet (usually natural gas). 
CDD - Acronym for Cooling Degree Day. 
Ccm - Cubic centimeter per minute. Refers to fluid flow. 
Cfm - Cubic feet per minute. 
Ceiling joist - The horizontal wood framing member that holds up the ceiling (see outer ceiling 

Character - A single digit, letter or symbol. 
Code - Abbreviated names composed of a group of letters and/or numbers that identify a particular 

Fahrenheit. 

enclosed porch. 

joist). 

line of data on the NEAT data entry screens. NEAT uses the codes to identify lines of data 
and cross reference input screens. 

and forms the ceiling for a section of a finished attic. 

units. 

building description data input, having sufficiently uniform construction and orientation to be 

Collar beam - A horizontal piece of lumber that ties the rafters together near the peak of the roof, 

Combustion tester - A device used to analyze the steady-state efficiency of combustion heating 

Component - A segment of a building normally described by a single line within the NEAT 
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considered as a single unit (for example, a portion of a house’s exterior walls facing the same 
direction with similar construction and retrofit potential). 

Conditioned - Intentionally heated or cooled areas of the home are conditioned. 
Cooling degree day (CDD) - During a 24 hour period, each degree that the average daily 

temperature is above the base temperature (usually 78°F) constitutes one cooling degree day 
unit. 

The standards for cost-effectiveness vary. 

or space will appear when you next strike a key. 

Cost-effective - Having an acceptable Savings-to-Investment Ratio to the person using the term. 

Cursor - A flashing line or rectangle on the computer screen that tells you where a letter, number 

Cumulative - Including all previously identified items or items higher on the list. 
Default - A choice made by the computer representing a typical value of the number in question. 
Dialog box - A box which pops up on the computer screen containing a sentence which provides 

instruction, asks a question, or gives a choice. 
Directory - (See “sub-directory.”) A named collection of files grouped together for convenience of 

the computer user in finding and accessing the files. A root directory is named by the drive 
(for example, c: or a:). 

Discount rate - The percent by which a dollar today is worth more than a dollar one year from 
today. For example, when you put money into a 5 percent savings account, you are agreeing 
that today’s dollar is worth a dollar and five cents of next year’s currency. 

Disk - The physical devices on which information (files) are stored on the computer. Two broad 
types exist: 1. Hard disks, integral parts of the computer itself; 2. Floppy disks (or diskettes), 
which are portable and may be transferred from one computer to another. Floppy disks are 
either 5 1/4” or 3 1/2” in size. 

Disk Operating System (DOS) - The Disk Operating System is the sofnvare that controls the 
operation of the computer, and is normally included with the computer purchase. 

Draft diverter - A device located in exhaust pipes, used to prevent outside air from flowing into 

DOS - Acronym for Disk Operating System. 
the pipe. 

DOS prompt - A computer symbol containing the cursor, the name of the disk drive, and the 
directory currently accessed. For example, the DOS prompt C: \ >SAM- means that the 
computer is ready for your command, while accessing the directory named SAM on the C: 
drive. 

EER - Acronym for Energy Efficiency Ratio. 
Electric damper - See “vent damper.’’ 
Energy cost escalation rate - The energy cost escalation rate is the federal government’s best guess 

Energy efficiency ratio (EER) - A measurement of energy efficiency for room air conditioners. 
of how much energy costs will increase above the rate of inflation from one year to another. 

The EER is computed by dividing cooling capacity-measured in British Thermal Units per 
hour (Btu/hr)-by the watts of power used. This is asteady-state efficiency. 
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Envelope - The physical boundary of a building (Le., wall, roof) which encloses the interior space. 
Exposed - In the context of NEAT “exposed” means that a building component is in direct contact 

Field - An entry blank on the screen used for data entry or comments. 
File - A collection of information stored in the computer, referenced by a “file name” normally 

with the outside air. 

selected by the user. Examples of information stored in files include a letter, a report, data, or 
instructions for the computer to perform a specific function. 

the oil more completely through enhanced mixing of the oil particles with air. 
Flame retention head oil burner (FRHOB) - A modem, improved efficiency oil burner that bums 

Floor joist - The framing members (often 2x8 lumber) which support the floor. 
Floppy disk - See “disk.” 
FRHOB - Acronym for Flame Retention Head Oil Burner. 
Hard disk - See “disk.” 
Heat anticipator - A device located in a thermostat which can be adjusted to prevent overshooting 

Heating degree day (HDD) - During a 24 hour period, each degree that the average daily 
the desired thermostatic set point. 

temperature is below the base temperature (usually 65 OF) constitutes one heating degree day 
unit. 

. 

HDD - Acronym for Heating Degree Day. 
IID - Acronym for Intermittent Ignition Device. 
Infiltration - Air leakage in or out of a building under natural conditions rather than under 

artificial pressurization by a blower door. 
Input rating - The rate of the fuel’s theoretically available energy the furnace, boiler, or space 

heater is capable of receiving (kBtu/hour; galhour; lbhour; ccm). 
Intermittent ignition device (IID) A device that automatically ignites the gas burner on a gas 

heater only when the thermostat calls for heat, thus saving the energy that a continuous pilot 
light consumes. 

Joist - A horizontal, wooden framing member supporting a floor or ceiling. 
Kilowatt-hour - A unit of energy (usually in reference to electricity). 
Kneewall - A short wall that separates the unconditioned part of a finished attic from the 

Low-E window - A multi-pane window with a metalized coating on one of the interior surfaces. 
conditioned part. The kneewall borders the floor and sloping ceiling. 

Low-E windows save energy during the winter by reflecting heat rays originating in the house 
back indoors. During the summer, low-E windows reflect solar heat outdoors. Low-E windows 
have a higher R-value than standard windows. 

Measure number - Measure numbers group together building parts which will have the same 
energy treatment. Assign the same measure number to a group of components of the same type 
which should be considered together when determining the SIR for retrofitting the 
components. 
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Mcf - Thousand cubic feet (usually natural gas). 
Measures - Energy conservation projects under consideration for a house which are analyzed by 

Menu box - A box which pops up on the screen at the appropriate time and gives the user a 

NEAT - Acronym for the WAP-supported energy audit-the National Energy AudiT. 
Outer ceiling joist - The portion of the ceiling joist extending from kneewall to roof rafter. 
Output capacity - The rate of actual heat delivered by the heating device after flue losses and 

Pascal - A unit of pressure (kilogram-per-square meter). 
Random access memory (RAM) - This is memory that can be changed. It  is the primary type of 

RAM - Acronym for Random Access Memory. 
Re-boot - See “boot.” 
Real discount rate - See “discount rate.” 
Report - The product of the NEAT audit is a report that lists the measures with their costs, 

savings, and SIRS. The report also contains a materials list for the recommended measures. 
Retention head - See “flame retention head oil burner.” 
Retrofit - The process of improving the efficiency of a system, such as adding insulation to the 

Rim joist - See “band joist.” 
Roof rafter - A sloping wooden framing member supporting the roof. 
Savings-to-investment ratio (SIR) - A ratio of the lifetime savings-to-initial investment. The SIR 

calculates the “present value” of dollars saved by an energy conservation measure, by adjusting 
the future savings to reflect energy cost escalation rates and discount rates. A SIR of one 
indicates that the investment will pay for itself over the lifetime of the measure. A SIR greater 
than one indicates an earlier recovery of initial investment. 

Seasonal energy efficiency ratio - A measurement of energy efficiency for central air conditioners. 
The SEER is computed by dividing cooling capacity-measured in British thermal units per 
hour (Btu/hr)-by the watts of power used. This seasonal efficiency accounts for start-up, 
jacket, and flue losses. 

NEAT. 

selection of numbered or lettered choices. 

combustion inefficiencies are considered (in kBtu/hr). 

memory storage. 

walls of a house. 

SEER - Acronym for Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio. 
Setup - Selection number 3 in the Main Menu. ‘Setup’ contains material cost data, fuel prices, key 

parameters, weather data, fuel escalation rates, and measures to be considered, all of which can 
be altered to meet the auditor’s specifications and local conditions. 

Screen - The contents of a single screen of the computer. NEAT has 11 screens on which to enter 
data for a particular residence. 

Sheathing - The rigid exterior covering over wall studs in the exterior walls of wood-frame houses. 
Plywood and asphalt-impregnated fiberboard are common sheathing materials. 
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